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PREFACE
In March 1972, the Naval Undersea Center (NUC). San Diego, Calif. in cooperation with th NatJonal
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Tiburon, Calif. published a photographic field guide-The WhalRs, Dolphins
and Porpoises of the Eastern North Pacific. A Guide to Their Identification in th e Water, by , . Leatherwood,
W.E. Evans, and D.W. Rice (NUC TP 282). This guide was de igned to as ist the layman in identifying the
cetaceans he encountered in that area and was intended for u e in two ongoing whale ob rver program,
NUC's Whale Watch and NMFS's Platforms of Opportunity. Th rationale of thes programs was that since
oceanographers, commercial and port fishermen, naval personnel, commercial amen. pleasure boater:,. and
coastal aircraft pilots together canvas large areas of the ocean which cienti ·ts specializing in whales
(cetologists) have time and funds to survey only occa ionally. training tho e person in . pecies id ntification
and asking them to report their sightings back to central data center could help scientist more clearly
understand distribution, migration, and seasonal variation in abundance of cetacean specie .. For uC'h a
program to work. a usable field guide is a requi ite. Becau e the many pUblication on the whales, dolphin, and
porpoises of this region were either too technical in content or too limited in geographical area or sp r.ie.
covered to be of use in field identification, and becau e conventional cientific or taxonomir. grouping of the
animals are often not helpful in field identification, the photographic field guide took a different approach.
Instead of being placed into their scientific group . pecie were grouped together on the ba i of imilaritie. in
appearance during the brief encounters typical at sea. Photograph of th animals in their natural
environment, supplemented by drawings and descript ion or table di tingui hing the mo t imilar pede,
formed the core of the guide.
Despite deficiencies in the fir t effort and the inherent difficultie of po itively identifying many of the
cetacean species at sea, the results obtained from the program have been encouraging. ;VIany eafarer. who
had previously looked with disinterest or ignorance on the animal they encountered b came good critical
observers and found pleasure in the contribution they were making. The potential for the expan ion of sur.h
observer programs is enormou .
Because of these initial succe se and the large number of reque t for packet from per on working at
sea off the Atlantic coast of North America, this guide wa planned. Many of the error and deficiencie of the
Pacific Guide ha ve been corrected. and the di cu ion of the range of many of the species have been expanded
with considerations of the major oceanographic factor affecting their di tribution and mo\' ment . Whil the
present volume, like the Pacific Guide. i intended as an aid to the identification of living animal at ea, ne\\
materials have been provided to aid in the Identification and reporting of tranded 'pecimens, a major ource of
data and study material for mu eums. Thi new dimen ion i expected to a i t the . . 1 'ational Mu eum.
various regional museums, and other re earcher actively collecting cetacean material for di play and tudy
in the implementation of their stranded animal alvage program. Through a cooperative effort ofthi kind, the
best possible use can be made of all material that become available.
As a part of continuing research, this guide will be revi ed whenever po ible. ugge tion for it
improvement will at all times be welcome.

Funds for the preparation of this guide were provided by a grant to Stephen Leatherwood from the Platforms
of Opportunity Program, National Marine Fisheries Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Tiburon, Calif., Paul Sund, Coordinator.
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Whales, Dolphins , and Porpoises of the
Western North Atlantic
A Guide to Their Identification
STEPHENLEATHERWOOD,l DAVIDK. CALDWELL,2 and
HOW ARD E. WINN 3
with special assistance by
William E. Schevill 4 and Melba C. Caldwell 2
ABSTRACT
This field guide is designed to permit observers to identify the cetaceans (whales, dolphins, and porpoises)
they see in the western North Atlantic, including the Caribbean Sea, the Gulf of Mexico, and the coastal
waters of the United States and Canada . The animals described are grouped not by scientific relationships but
by similarities in appearance in the field . Photographs of the animals in their natural environment are the main
aids to identification .
A dichotomized key is provided to aid in identification of stranded cetaceans and appendices describe how
and to whom to report data on live and dead cetaceans.

(primarily small crustaceans) and / or small schooling fish, by
taking water into the mouth and forcing it out through the
overlapping fringes of the baleen plates. Baleen whales are
externally distinguishable from toothed whales by having
paired blowholes. There are eight species of baleen whales in
the western North Atlantic, ranging in size from the minke
whale (just over 30 feet [about 9.1 m]) ' to the blue whale (85
feet [25.9 m]).

INTRODUCTION
All whales, dolphins, and porpoises belong to an order or
major scientific group called the Cetacea by scientists. They
are all mammals (air-br eathing animals which have hair in at
least some stage of their development, maintain a constant
body temperature, bear their young alive, and nurse them for
a while) which have undergone extensive changes in body
form (anatomy) and function (physiology) to cope with a life
spent e ntirely in the water. The breathing aperture(s), called
a blowhole or blowholes, has (have) migrated to the top of the
head to facilitate breathing while swimming; the forward
appendages have become flippers; the hind appendages have
nearly disappeared , they remain only as small traces of bone
deeply imbedded in the muscles. Propulsion is provided by
fibrous, horizontally flattened tail flukes.
Scientists recognize two suborders of living cetaceans: the
whalebone whales, suborder Mysticeti, and the toothed
whales, suborder Odontoceti. The two groups are separated
in the following ways:

TOOTHED WHALES. Unlike the baleen whales, the toothed
whales do have teeth after birth . The teeth vary in number
from 2 to over 250, though they may sometimes be concealed
beneath the gum. In addition, toothed whales have only a
single blowhole. This group includes the animals commonly
called dolphin or porpoise as well as some commonly called
whales (for example, the sperm whale). There are currently
about 30 species of toothed whales known from the western
North Atlantic, ranging in maximum adult size from the
common or harbor porpoise, which is approximately 5 feet
(1.5 m) long, up to the sperm whale which reaches a length of
68 feet (20.7 m) . Several other species which are expected to
be fo und in this region, though they have not yet been
reported, are also included· in this guide.

BALEEN OR WHALEBONE WHALES . These animals are
called whalebone whales because when fully formed instead
of teeth they have up to 800 or more plates of baleen or
whalebone depending from the roof of the mouth. They use
these plates to strain their food, which consists of "krill"

CLASSIFICATION OF CETACEANS
In addition to the two suborders (Mysticeti and
Odontoceti), the cetacean order contains numerous families,
genera, and species. Each of these groupings represents a
progressively more specialized division of the animals into
categories on the basis of similarities in their skulls,

'Biomedical Division, Undersea Sciences Department, Naval
Undersea Center, San Diego, CA 92132 .
'Biocommunication and Marine Mammal Research Facility,
C. V. Whitney Marine Research Laboratory of the University of Florida,
St. Augustine, FL 32084.
' Graduate School of Oceanography, University of Rhode Island,
Kingston , RI 0288l.
'Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA 02543 and
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
02138.

'Throughout this guide, measurements are given first in feet or
inches , followed in parentheses by their equivalents in meters or
centimeters . It is recognized that field estimates cannot be as precise as
most of the conversions used .
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Figure 1. -Tbe western North Atlantic, from lat. 35°N·65°N.

po tcranial skeletons, and external characteristics. The
discipline which concerns itself with naming an animal and
assigning it to its appropriate scientific category is known as
taxonomy. An example of the classification of a cetacean
specie is shown in the following:

Family:
Genus:
Species:

Animalia
Chordata

Subphylum:

Vertebrata

'Ia -::

Mammalia

Ord r:

Cetacea

uburder'

Odontoceti

dolphins
bottle nosed dolphins
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin

Modern- taxonomy had its origin with the Swedish
naturalist Linnaeus, whose tenth edition of the Systema
N aturae in 1758 forms the official starting point. Following
Linnaeus , modern scientific names consist of two words, a
gener ic name , which has an initial capital, and a species name,
which rarely does, occasionally in botany (some species
names deriving from a person's name are capitalized). Both
names are usually of Latin origin (sometimes Greek) and are
italicized or underlined. These scientific names are of
particular importance because, although common names of
species often are different in different countries or even in
different regions of the same country, the scientific name
remains the same. For example, the right whale is universally known as Euba1aena glacialis though its common
names include black right whale, nordcaper, sletbag, Biscay
whale, and Biscayan right whale.
Alt hough classification of many species is still in a state of
flux, the classification of western North Atlantic cetaceans
followed in this guide is as follows:

CIENTIFIC CLASSIFICATION OF THE
ATLANTIC BOTTLENOSED DOLPHIN
Kingdom:
Phylum:

Delphinidae
Tursiops
truncatus

all animals
having at some stage a notochord , the precursor of t he
backbone
animals with back bonesfishes, amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and mammals
animals that suckle t heir
young
carnivorous, wholly aquatic
mammals: whales, including
dolphins and porpoises
toothed whales as distinguished from Mysticeti, the
baleen whales
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Order Cetacea
Suborder Mysticeti-Baleen whales
Family Balaenopteridae-Rorquals
Balaenoptera acutoros trata
Balaenoptera physalus
Balaenoptera musculus
Balaenoptera borealis
Balaenoptera edeni
Me gaptera novaeangliae
Family Balaenidae-Right whales
Balaenamysticetus
Eubalaena glacialis
Suborder Odontoceti-Toothed whales
Family Ziphiidae
Mesoplodon bidens
Mesoplodondensiro tris

,
Lacepede 1804
(Linnaeus 1758)
(Linnaeus 1758)
Lesson 1828
Anderson 1879
(Borowski 1781 )

Minke whale
Fin whale
Bluewhale
Sei whale
Bryde' whale
Humpback whale

Linnaeus 175
(Borowski 17 1)

Bowhead whale
Right whale

( owerby 1 04)
(Biainville in
De mare t 1 17)

orth ea b ak d whal
Den e·beaked whale

3

f)3
~f)
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2

dorsol fi"

b l o wh o les

I

opening
umbilicus
( novel )
Figure 3. -A baleen whale (humpback) showing the main body parts referred to in the text.

Mesoplodon europaeus
M esoplodon mirus
Ziphius cavirostris
Hyperoodon ampullatus
Family Physeteridae
Ph yse ter catodon
Kogia breviceps
Kogiasimus
Family Monodontidae
Monodon monoceros
Delphinapterus leucas
Family Stenidae
Steno bredanensis
Sotalia guianensis
Family Delphinidae
Peponocephala electra
Feresa attenuata
Pseudorca crassidens
Globicephala me laena
Globicephala macrorhynchus
Orcmusorca
Lagenorhynchus albirostris
Lagenorhynchusacutus
LagerlOdelphis hosei
Tursiops truncatus
Grampus griseus
Stenella longirostris
Stenellafrontalis
Stenella coeruleoalba
Stenella plagiodon
Delphinus delphis
Family Phocoenidae
PhocoerUl phocoena
Thl

WE

78
77
70
67

(Ger vais 1855)
True 1913
G. Cuvier 1823
(F or ster 1770)

Antillean beaked whale
True's beaked whale
Goosebeaked whale
Nprthern bottIenosed whale

Linnaeus 1758
(B1ainville 1838)
(Owen 1866)

Sperm whale
Pygmy sperm whale
Dwarf sperm whale

57
144
148

Linnaeus 1758
(Pallas 1776)

Narwhal
Beluga

102
99

(G. Cuvier in Lesson 1828)
(P. -J. van Beneden 1864)

Rough-toothed dolphin
Guiana dolphin

135
132

(Gray 1846)
Gray 1874
(Owen 1846)
(Traill1809)
Gray 1846
(Linnaeus 1758)
Gray 1846
(Gray 1828)
Fraser 1956
(Montagu 1821)
(G. Cuvier 1812)
Gray 1828
(G. Cuvier 1829)
(Meyen 1833)
(Cope 1866)
Linnaeus 1758

Many-toothed blackfish
Pygmy killer whale
False killer whale
Atlantic pilot whale
Short-finned pilot whale
Killer whale
White-beaked dolphin
Atlantic white-sided dolphin
Fraser's dolphin
Bottlenosed dolphin
Grampus
Spinner dolphin
Bridled dolphin
Striped dolphin
Spotted dolphin
Saddle back dolphin

142
138
88
91
94
84
126
123
120
128
96
110
108
113
104
116

(Linnaeus 1758)

Harbor porpoise

150

tentative classification follows an unpublished list by
chevill and E.M. Mitchell curre ntly under review. The

scientific names are followed by the name of the individual
who named the species and the year of naming, and then by

4

family Delphinidae dolphins and members of the family
Phocoenidae porpoises. The evidence supporting anyone of
these positions is confusing at best and no usage of terms
appears to be without problems. We see no wholly
satisfactory resolution to the problem at this time. For all
these reasons, we have little desire to defend our decision to
follow the last of these practices in this guide, referring to all
members of the family Delphinidae for which the term
dolphin or porpoise appears in the common name as dolphins,
and to the one member of the family Phocoenidae represented
in the western North Atlantic, Phocoena phocoena, as the
harbor porpoise. Although all cetaceans may be regarded as
whales, the term "whale" most commonly applies to the
larger animals. For all species treated, other common names
by which they may be known are also listed.
Detailed treatment of the relative merits of the various
terminologies is inappropriate here. Furthermore, it is our
opinion that the usage of the terms dolphin, porpoise, and
whale as part of the common names of cetaceans is largely a
matter of personal preference.

ORGANIZATION OF THE GUIDE
The differences between baleen and toothed whales are
easy enough to see in animals washed up on the beach or
maintained in a tank at a zoo or aquarium. But since an animal
at sea can seldom be examined that closely, its most obvious
characteristics may be its overall size, the presence or
absence of a dorsal fin, its prominent coloration or markings,
its general behavior, or its swimming, blowing, and diving
characteristics. For that reason, regardless of their scientific
relationships, all the whales, dolphins, and the one porpoise
covered in the main text of this guide are divided into three
groups. Those over 40 feet (12.2 m) long are discussed in the
section on Large Whales, those from 13 to 40 feet (4.0 to 12.2
m) in the Medium-Sized Whale, and those less than 13 feet
(4.0 m) in the Small Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoise (with a
dorsal fin). There are no small whales, dolphins, or porpoises in this region without a dorsal fin. Each section is
further divided into those animals with a dorsal fin and those
without. From that point, animals likely to be confused in
the field are grouped together and the important differences between them are discussed.
The synoptic accounts of the species are followed by five
appendices: Appendix A discusses and illustrates man-made
and applied tags and natural markings on cetaceans and their
importance in studies of natural history. Appendix B
discusses the data which are most important to record in
observations of cetaceans at sea, gives examples, and
provides blank sighting forms. Appendix C discusses possible
causes of cetacean strandings and the manner in which
stranded animals should be handled and adds a key and tables
to aid in identifying stranded cetaceans. Appendix D
provides guidelines for collecting data on stranded cetaceans
and provides forms and specific instructions for taking
standard measurements. Appendix E lists institutions to be
contacted in the event of a cetacean stranding or for
information.
A bibliography of useful references on cetaceans in
general and cetaceans of this region in particular and a
directory to species accounts are included.

Figure 4.-A fin whale in the North Atlantic with the paired blowholes
open during respiration. The paired blowholes distinguish this animal as a
baleen whale. (photo by W. A. Watki1l8.)

the common name most often used in the western North
Atlantic.' It may be noted that some of the authors are in
parentheses. This indicates that though the species name has
remained the same since the date of naming the species has
since been assigned to another genus. Because the species are
not arranged in taxonomic order in this field guide, the page
of the synoptic account of each is provided in the column to the
right.

DOLPHIN OR PORPOISE
There is still considerable controversy over the correct
usage of the terms dolphin and porpoise. As mentioned in the
preceding section, common names of any species may vary
from locale to locale and even from individual to individual.
Some persons argue for the use of the term porpoise for all
small cetaceans. Others insist on the term dolphin. Still
others either randomly use the terms or call members of the

• Most common names are based on some characteristic of the species
(e.g., spotted dolphin, striped dolphin, rough-toothed dolphin); others
are the names of authors of the species (e.g., True's beaked whale) or of
habitats or macrohabitats which they inhabit (e.g., North Sea beaked
whale and harbor porpoise); the origins of some common names, however,
are less obvious (e.g., dense-beaked whale), and of less use in field
references.
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Figure 5.-A humpback whale lying on
its left side on the deck of a Canadian
whaling station. Note the fringes of
baleen suspended from the roof of the
mouth. (Photo by J. G. Mead.)
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This guide will probably work be t if, in advance of
attempting to use the key in the field, the reader will
familiarize himself with the general outline, with character
or behaviors to note , and with the locations of the various
species accounts. It will also help if he schools himself tva k a
series of questions about the animal(s) he sees at the time of
the encounter rather than depending on his recall at a later
time (see p. 160). As we have emphasized several times in
this guide, positive identification of cetaceans at sea can
only occasionally be made on the basis of a single characteristic. Therefore, the greater the amount of pertinent evidence an observer obtains, the greater the likelihood he can
make a reliable identification.

To Identify Stranded Animals
Stranded animals can best be identified by referring to
Appendix C and its associated tables, making a preliminary
determination and then consulting the species accounts in the
main body of the book for verification of the identification. As
noted in that appendix, if the animal is recently stranded,
identification can be made using any of the externally visible
characteristics described for the living species at sea. But
even if the animal is in an advanced stage of decomposition, it
can usually be identified by referring to the key and to the
!numbers and descriptions of baleen plates, for all baleen
whales, and the numbers and relative lengths of ventral
grooves, for all balaenopterine whales (Table 1), or to the
tables on the numbers and descriptions of teeth, for toothed
whales (Table 2).

Figure 7. - The open mouth of an Atlantic hottlenosed dolphin from the
northeastern Gulf of Mexico. All toothed whales have teeth, which are
used primarily for grasping rather than for chewing. The number varies
from 2 to over 250, though they are buried beneath the gums in females
and immature animals of several species, take peculiar form in one
(narwhal), and are extensively worn in others. (Photo b1l D. K. CaldweU.)

HOW TO USE THE GUIDE
To Identify Animals at Sea
The three major sections of the guide (i. e., large , medium,
and small whales) are preceded by a directory to species
accounts, which is a summary of the most obvious
characteristics of each species and in which summary
statements about each characteristic are arranged in parallel
order. To use the guide to identify living animals observed at
sea, a person or persons should:

To Record and Report Information
As discussed in the preface, though learning to identify
the whales, dolphins, and porpoises one sees may be exciting
in itself, many persons may want to participate in the
accumulation of data on these interesting animals by
routinely reporting their observations to scientists who are
actively studying them and who can make immediate use of
the information. The following may help these persons:

1. First estimate the animal's size and determine whether
or not it has a dorsal fin.
2. Note also any distinctive features of body shape and
coloration and observe its general behavior, including
swimming, blowing, and diving characteristics. It should be
noted that coloration may vary somewhat at sea, depending
on light conditions and water clarity. For example, animals
which appear dark gray or black at the surface or when dead
may appear brown in good light or when submerged. Making
a brief sketch at this point may aid in identifying the animal or
in later recalling its distinctive features.
3. Using the directory, locate the section to which the
animal probably belongs.
4. Then, for more detailed information, consult the section
indicated. There you will find a more complete discussion of
the animal's range, size, and distinctive characteristics. In
addition, you will find a brief discussion distinguishing it from
animals with which it is likely to be confused in the field.

Suggestions for making and recording observations of
cetaceans at sea and sample data forms are included in
Appendix C. Similar suggestions for taking and recording
data on stranded cetaceans are included in Appendix D. For
both types of data, blank data forms located after the
appendices may be photocopied in bulk for use in the field.
Completed data forms and all associated information for
sightings at sea should be forwarded to the Platforms of
Opportunity Program, National Marine Fisheries Service,
Tiburon, CA 94920, or to one of the authors of this guide.
From there, they will be made available to scientists actively stUdying the cetaceans of a given species or geographical
area.
Completed data forms and all associated information for
observations of stranded cetaceans should be forwarded to
the Division of Mammals, U.S. National Mu eum,
Washington, DC 20560, to one of the authors of this guide,
or to one of the regional laboratories listed in Appendix E.
These persons have, in turn, been encouraged to keep a free
flow of information among them.

Figure 6.-Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin mother and calf from northeastern Florida. Note the single open blowhole, a characteristic that
marks these animals as toothed whales. (Photo courte~ of Marineland
of Florida.)
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Table 2. Budy Si ze : Numbe rs , Ma x imum Dim e nsio ns and De suiption s o f Bal ee n Plat es; and Number s and Relative Lengths of Ventral Grooves of W. N. Atlantic Mysticetes.
Maximum dimensions
Numbers

of plates
Page of
Species

Species

species

Maximum
body size

lJ

of

Number of
baleen plates

Length

ventral

Relative length s

grooves of ventral grooves

ft / in .

cm

Color of baleen
All black with black bristles.

10-30

55-88

Dark gray to bluish gray ; one-fifth

10-35

56-100 At least to navel.

35-60

38-56

scientific name

account

ft(m)

per side

ft / in.

cm

Blue whale

Balaenoprera musculus

19

85 (26 .0)

270-395

33"

84

12"

30

Fin whale

Balaenoprera physalus

26

79 (24 .0)

262-473

29"

72

12"

30

common name

Mean No. of

Width base

bristles / cm

At least to navel.

to one-third of right front is
whitish.
Sei whale

Balaenoprera borealis

32

62 (19 .0)

318-340

31"

78

15"

39

Ash black with blue tinge and fine ,

End far short of
navel.

light bristles; some near front may
be light.

<0

Bryde's whale

Balaen oprera edeni

37

46 (14.0)

250-300?

17"

42

10"

24

Slate gray with dark bristles.

15-35

40-50

At least to navel.

Humpback whale

Megaprera

40

53 (16 .0)

270-400

24"

60

5"

13

Ash black to olive brown: sometimes

10-35

14-22

At least to navel.

None

xx

whitish ; bristles grayish white .

n ovaeangliae
Bowhead whale

Balaena mysricerus

49

65 (19 .8)

325-360

14'

414

14"

36

Black; anterior side of some is

?

present.

whitish ; bristles black.
Right whale

Eubalaena glacialis

52

53 (16 .0)

250-390

7.3'

22 3

12"

30

Dirty or yellowish gray ; some an -

35-70

Minke whal e

Balaen oprera

63

31 (10.0)

acuro rosrrara

300-325

8"

21

4"

10

White to yellowish white. Posterior
plates may be brown or black .

xx

None
present.

terior plates all or part white.
15-25

50-70

End short of
navel; often just
behind flipper s.

a As stated in the Ind e's to the spec ies, these f ig u res re p resen t ma'simum sizes recor de d for the W. N . A tla n t ic. f o r a ll spec ies ex pl o it ed b y whalin g mdu s tries ' c urr e nt m a ,imum sizes will
be su bstanl1a ll y sma ll er than t hese figures (sec species acco un ts).

LARGE WHALES
(40-85 feet [12-26 ml maximum overall length)

With a Dorsal Fin
All five species of lar ge whales with a dorsal fin belong to
the same major baleen whale group, the balaenopterid
whales or rorquals_ All are characterized by the presence of a
series of ventral grooves, usually visible on stranded
specimens and the length and number of which are diagnostic
to species_ In addition, all species, with the exception of the
humpback whale, have at least one distinctive (though often
not prominent) ridge along t he head fro m just in front of the
blowhole to near the tip of t he snout. (The humpback whale,
on the other hand, is distinguished by numerous knobs,
some of which are located along the line of the head ridge,
with others scattered on t he top of the head.) In Bryde's
whale, the single head r idge characteristic of the other rorquaIs is supplemented by two auxiliary ridges , one on each
side of the main ridge.
At sea, these whales often appear ver y similar and must
be examined carefully before t hey can be r eliably identified.
In general, though the character istics of behavior may

vary from one encounter to the next, based on the activities h
which the animal is engaged, whales in this group may bl
distinguished from each other on the basis of differences in 1
the size, shape, and position of the dorsal fin and the timing 0
its appearance on the surface relative to the animal's blow (il
general, the larger the whale, the smaller the dorsal fin-th
further back its position and the later its appearance on th
surface after the animal's blow); 2) the height of body in thl
area of the dorsal fin, relative to the size of the dorsal fin
which is exposed as the animal sounds; 3) sometimes the blo\l
rate and movement patterns; and 4) the shape and color of th
head .
Despite variability in behavior by members of the sam
species from one encounter to the next, an observer ca
greatly increase the reliability of his identification by formin)
the habit of working systematically through a set 0
characteristics for the species rather than depending on ani
single characteristic.

Body very large, up to 85 feet (25.9 m) long.'
Body basically bluish with mottlings of grayish white.
Baleen all black.
Head broad and nearly U-shaped, viewed fr om above.
Head flat in front of blowhole, viewed fro m side.
Dorsal fin small (to 13 inches [33 cm )), t riangular to moderately
falcate, in the last one-third of back.
Distribution primarily from temper ate seas to pack ice; rare in
tropics.
Distribution more northerly during summer.
Flukes occasionally raised slightly on long dive .

Blue whale
Balaenoptera musculus
p.19

Body large, up to 79 feet (24 m) long.
Body mostly dark gray or br ownish gray; undersides of flukes and
flippers and belly white; grayish-white chevron frequently on
back behind head.
Right lower lip white; right up per lip sometimes white; left lip dark.
Head V-shaped, viewed from above.
Right front one-third to one-fifth of baleen plates, yellowish white.
Other baleen bluish gray with yellowish-white stripes.
Dorsal fin to 24 inches (61 cm), slightly more than one-third forward
from tail; forms angle of less t han 40 0 with back.
Distribution extensive but not very common near pack ice and in
tropics.
Distribution more northerly during summer.
Flukes not raised on dive.

Fin whale
Balaenoptera physalus
p.26

Body up to 62 feet (19 m) long.
Body appears shiny; dark gray on back, often with ovoid
grayish-white scars; white on fr ont of belly; undersides of
flippers and flukes dark.

Seiwhale
Balaenoptera borealis
p.32

'These figures are all near maximum sizes recorded for the North Atlantic. For all species which have historically been exploited by whale fisheries present maximum sizes may be significantly less than these figures .
It should also be noted t hat differ ences in methods of measurements often account for discrepancies in reported lengths.
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Figure 8a.-Swimming, blowing, and diving characteristics of blue, fin, sei, and Bryde's whales.

Baleen grayish or ash black with fine, light-gray bristles.
Dorsal fin to 24 inches (61 em), strongly falcate, well more than onethIrd forward from tall, forms angle of more than 40 0 wIth
back.
Distribution extensive; are not very common in cold waters and
may have a greater tendency than fin whales to enter tropical waters.
Distribution more northerly in summer.
Flukes not raised on dive.
Body up to 46 feet (14 m) long.
Body dark gray overall.
Head has series of three ridges from area of blowhole to snout.
Baleen slate gray with coarse dark bristles.
Dorsal fin to 18 inches (45.7 em), falcate, well more than one-third
forward from tail, often irregularly worn on rear margin.
Distribution primarily tropical and southern temperate.
Flukes not raised on dive .
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Bryde's whale
Balaenoptera edeni
p.37

SPERM

RIGHT

BOWHEAD

HUMPBACK

-'----

.

Figure 8b.- wimming. blowing. aDd diving claracteristic of humpba.ck . bowhead. right . and pum ... baH! .

Body up to 53 feet (16.2 m) long.
Body dark gray with irregular white area on belly; flipper white;
underside of flukes often has varying amount of white.
Head in front of blowhole flat and covered with knob .
Baleen dark gray to black with olive· black bri tie .
Dorsal fin small, quite variable in shape, u uaUy hooked. 10 ated
on a step or hump, in last one-third of back.
Flippers very long (to nearly one-third of body length), white, and
scalloped on leading edge.
Distribution at least New England to Iceland and Greenland during
summer.
Distribution to shallow tropical banks, winter and s pring.
Flukes often scalloped on trailing edges and sometimes raised on
dive.

Humpback whale
M egapt Ta n01)aeangliae

p.40

NOTE: Because of its small adult size, usually less than 30 feet (9.1m), another member of the rorqual family,
the minke whale, is included with the medium-sized whales in this guide. Features by which it may be
distinguished from all other rorquals are discussed in the species account.
Further, inasmuch as the dorsal fin of the humpback whale is highly variable in shape, positive identification
may require reference to the sperm whale (p. 57), which, though the sperm whale has been classified with
species without dorsal fin, has a rather distinct dorsal hump, particularly noticeable when the animal arches
t he back and tail to begin a long dive.
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(40-65 feet [12·20 ml maximum overall length)

Without a Dorsal Fin
There are three species of large whales without a dorsal
fin in the western North Atlantic Ocean. Two of these, the
bowhead or Greenland whale, and its more widely distributed
close relative the right whale, are baleen whales. The third,
the sperm whale, is a toothed whale. The first two have
relatively smooth backs without even a trace of a dorsal fin.
The sperm whale has a humplike low, thick, dorsal ridge,
which, from certain views, particularly when the animal is
humping up to begin a dive, may be clearly visible and look
like a fin. But because the profile of that hump and the
knuckles which follow it are often not very prominent in this
species, it has been classified with the finless big whales.
All three species are characterized by very distinctive
blows or spouts. In both the bowhead and the right whales,
the projection of the blow upward from two widely separated

blowholes assumes a very wide V-shape with two distinct
columns, which may be seen when the animals are viewed
from front or back. Though this character may be visible
under ideal conditions in many of the other baleen whales
species as well, it is exaggerated and uniformly distinct in the
bowhead and right whales and may be used as one of the
primary key characters. In the sperm whale, the blow
emanates from a blowbole which is displaced to the left of the
head near the front and projects obliquely forward to the
animal's left. This blow seen under ideal conditions positively
labels a large whale as a sperm whale.
Remember, however , that wind conditions may affect the
disposition and duration of the blow of any species and that a
single character alone is seldom sufficient to permit positive
identification.

Body to 65 feet (19 .8 m) long. •
Body dark; back smooth.
Chin and belly often white.
Head lacks callosities.
Baleen dark gray with gray fringes; to 12 feet (3.7 m) or more.
Upper jaw and lower lip strongly arched.
Two blowholes clearly separated.
Blow projects upward in wide V-shape.
Distribution restricted to Arctic waters south to Davis Straits.
Flukes raised on longer dives.
Body to 53 feet (16.2 m) long.
Body from dark to light gray and mottled; back smooth ; chin and
belly usually white.
Head and lower jaw covered with callosities (the largest of which is
called the bonnet and is set on top of the snout).
Baleen usually dark gray with dark fringes; to 7.2feet (2.2 m). When
animals swim, mouth agape, near surface; baleen sometimes
appears pale brownish to yellowish gray in color.
Upper jaw and lower lip strongly arched.
Two blowholes clearly separated.
Blow projects upward in wide V-shape.
Distribution extends from Iceland south at least to Florida and reported from Texas.
Flukes raised on longer dives.
Body to 69 feet (20.9 m) long; males grow significantly larger than
females.
Body dark grayish brown to brown; wrinkled in appearance.
Back has rounded hump followed by knuckles.
Head boxlike, comprises up to 40% of body length.
From 18 to 25 functional teeth in each side of narrow lower jaw.
Single blowhole on left of head at front.
Blow projects forward obliquely from head and to left.
Distribution extends from tropics to Arctic; adult males distributed
farther north.
Flukes raised on longer dives .

Bowhead whale

Balaenamysticetus
p.49

Right whale
Euba1aena glacia1is
p.52

Sperm whale

Physeter catodon
p.57

• These figures are near maximum sizes recorded for the North Atlantic. All three species have been heavily exploited by
whale fisheries. Therefore maximum sizes today may be significantly less than these figures (see text).
It should also be noted that differences in methods of measurements often account for discrepancies in reported lengths.
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MEDIUM -. IZED WHALES
(13-32

I~t

I I JO ml maxh:num ovt'raJl I na1h l

With a Dorsal Fin
Ther ar 11 species of nwdium sizC'd \0\. hall's \0\. ith a do r '>!l
k nown from t hl' westl'rn orth t!anli<-. Thl's(' " 11I'1"i('s,
taking many diverse forms, rangl' in maximum adult siztO
from aboul13 feet (1.0 m) (grumpus) to ahout a:3 Il'pl ( 1n. l m)
(the mink whalt'). This group inrludl'''' surh '" ici('lv
distributed and frequently encounter d s p Cl s as the pi lot
whales, false killer whales. and mink whal "i, and such
rarely encountered and poorly know n p ci s a. t h ) va r ious
"beaked whales" (Mesoplodon _pp. and th goo. 'he ktod
whale).

fin

~1ink

Body to 30 feet (9.1 m). or mOrl'. lonK.
Body black or dark gray; an';! of gray ... hadlnl{ un \';I<'h Id. JU t In
front of and bl'lo\l, dorsal fin.
Flippers ha. tranHrw \\ hitl' hllnd.
Head \ r) sharply \' . hapt d vi '\I, I,d from h\l\ 1'.
Dor al fin falcate and di-,tinct. u ually
ppt',lr
\\ith blow.
Blow often low and indistincl.
Di tribution polar. t 'mpl'rllll', and trnpH ..lI; Crt <jllt'ntly C I d.
Often curious ab ul boat. .
Fluke not rai d on diH'.
Body to :32 feet (9. m) long'.
Body of young uniformly chorol,ltl' hro n: body nf dull br ," n
with cream or y 110\1, hlotche .
Head bulbou in adults and "hite in lar l'r Intm II : h dlSttn('t
beak.
Dor al fin falcate and distinct. in la t nn third of IJ.II:
Di tribution north t 'mp 'rat' and Arnit- off hon·.
Often curious about boat.
Fluke large. rarely notched: occa. ionallv rai Hi nn Ion di\ .
Body to at lea t 23 fe t (7 m) lon~
Body from dark gray or bro\\ n tn ru~t or fa\l, n and plot 'h"d .... ith
white; eye dark.
Head of large male .... hit '.
Back frequently carred with numerou -cr atch . prumably
tooth mark.
Dorsal fin falcate and di tinct, in la.t on ·third of back.
Distribution primarily tropical: xtend to t mperat ,
Flukes light beneath, ometim
'hallowly notched; oft n rai don
dive.
Body to 16-22 feet (4.9-6.7 m) long.
Body color black to dark gray.
Back frequently scarred.
Dorsal fin position varies with pecies.
Distribution varies with species.
Flukes not usually distinctly notc hed.
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be"'ed whale
M oplodon pp .
p. 7

Body to at least 30 feet (9.1 m) long.
Body black with sharply demarcated w hite belly a nd oval wh ite
patch above and behind eye; gray saddle behind dor al fin .
Body chunky.
Dorsal fin in males can be ve r y tall , some t imes 6 fee t (1.8 m I.
Dor sal fin in fe males and immature a nimals up to 3 feet (0.9 m).
distinctly falcate.
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Killer whale

Orcinus orca

p. -1

Uantic

Distributed from tropics to Arctic; most common in colder waters.
Often seen in shallow bays and rivers and near shore.
Flukes may be raised on dive .
Body to at least 18 feet (5.5 m) long.
Body black (faint gray blaze on belly between flippers).
Body slender.
Head small, tapering.
Large prominent teeth frequently visible at sea.
Flippers have distinct hump on leading edge.
Dorsal fin to 14 inches (35.6 cm), falcate, and from rounded to
pointed on tip.
Distribution pelagic tropical to warm temperate seas.
Frequently ride bow waves.

False killer whale
Pseudorca crassidens
p.88

Body to at least 22 feet (6.7 m) long.
Body black with light gray, anchor-shaped area on chest; gray
saddle sometimes seen behind dorsal fin.
Head becoming more bulbous with age, somewhat squarish in
ad ult males viewed from above.
Tail humped.
Flippers long (to one-fifth of body length), sickle-shaped.
Dorsal fin broad-based, falcate to flaglike, in front half of back.
Distribution primarily north temperate-about Hatteras north.
Flukes not usually raised on dive.

Atlantic pilot whale
Globicephala melaena
p.91

Body to at least 17.5 feet (5.3 m) long.
Body black with indistinct light gray area on chest; saddle behind
dorsal fin.
Head becoming more bulbous with age; square in large adult males
viewed from above.
Flippers relatively short (to less than one-sixth of body length).
Dorsal fin broad-based, falcate to flaglike, in front half of back.
Distribution tropical and warm temperate; from about Hatteras
south.
Flukes not usually raised on dive.

Short-finned pilot whale
Globicephala macrorhynchus
p.94

Body to at least 13 feet (4.0 m) long.
Body of newborn light gray; darkens with age.
Body of adults light gray or white; scarred with numerous
scratches.
Head blunted, not beaked.
Forehead has vertical crease in center.
Dorsal fin less than 15 inches (38.1 cm), rather erect and distinct,
and dark even in light adults.
Distribution tropical to temperate.
Rarely ride bow wave.

Grampus
Grampus griseus
p.96

(13-16 feet [4-5 ml maximum overall length)

Without a Dorsal Fin
range, well outside the theater of normal boating traffic, that
they are generally infrequently encountered.
Both species are easily identifiable when seen.

The only two species of medium-sized cetaceans in the
western North Atlantic which have no dorsal fin, the Beluga
or white whale and the Narwhal, share such limited common

Body to 16 feet (4.9 m) long.
Body of adults all white; young slate gray.
Small row of bumps along back ridge near midpoint, sometimes
dark brown.
Distribution usually near coast from Arctic waters to St. Lawrence
Gulf and into Hudson Bay.
-
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Beluga
Delphinapterus leucas
p.99

Body to 16 feet (4.9 m) long.
Body of adult brownish with grayish spots; body of young dark
biui h gray fading to white belly.
Head mall; adults may have tusks up to 9 feet long (2.7 m).
mall row of bumps along back ridge.
Di tribution usually in coastal waters from Ar ctic water s sout h to
Labrador coast.

Narwhal
Monodon monoceros
p.102

SMALL WHALES, DOLPHINS, AND PORPOISES
(less than 13 feet [4 ml maximum overall length)

With a Dorsal Fin
near proximity to t hose animals with which they are likely to
be confused in the field .

The pecies in thi group are not discussed in order
of length; instead the species of the genus Stenella ar e treated together and then they and other species are placed in

Body to 7.5-8 feet (2. 3-2.4 m) long.
Body dark purplish gray on back, lighter gray on sides and belly;
becomes increasingly spotted with increase in size.
Body has spinal blaze and light line from flipper to eye.
Beak white on tip.
Rines bow waves .
Di tribution usually in tropical and warm temperate waters; most
common inside 100-fathom curve of continents.
Body to at least 7 feet (2. 1 m) long.
Body dark gray on back; lighter gray on sides and belly.
Body has no spinal blaze.
Cape on top of head distinct.
Bridle: dark lines from eye to rostrum and from flippers to corner
of mouth.
Rides bow waves.
Di tnbution in tropical waters, primarily in West Indies.
Body to at lea t 7 feet (2 .1 m) long.
Body dark gray on back; tan on sides; white on belly.
Beak often long and slender , usually black above, white below.
Tip of nout and lips distinctly black.
Dor al fin moderately falcate to triangular and very erect.
Ride bo,," wave .
Often jumps and pins on longitudinal axis.
Distribution in oceanic and coastal tropical waters.
Body to about 9 feet (2.7 m) long.
Body dark gray or blui h gray on back; gray on sides; gray or white
on belly.
Dbtinctive black stripes from: 1) eye to anus, 2) eye to flipper.
Di tinctive black blaze from behind dorsal fin to side above flipper.
Ride bow wave .
Di tribution temperate, ubtropical, and tropical; seldom close to
hore.

Bod:. to .5 feet (2.6 m); usually Ie s than 7.5 feet (2.3 m) long.
B,)(jy bro\', nish gray to black; belly and chest white; crisscross

Ihourgl:ls) pattern of yellow tan on ides.
Distinct blacktnpe from center of lower jaw to flipper.
Hidt's how waves.
III tnbutinn temperate and tropical; eldom close to hore.
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Atlantic spotted dolphin
Stenella plagiodon
p. 104

Bridled dolphin
Stenella frontalis
p. 108

Spinner dolphin
St enella longirostris
p.1l0

Striped dolphin
S tenella coeruleoalba =
St enella styx
p.ll3

Saddleback dolphin
Delphinus delphis
p. ll6

Body to at least 8 feet (2.4 m) long.
Body very robust in front of dorsal fin, resembling cross between
saddleback dolphin and Atlantic white-sided dolphin.
Beak very short and indistinct.
Distinct black stripe from beak to area of anus.
Dorsal fin and flippers small.
Distribution tropical (not yet recorded in western North Atlantic).

Fraser's dolphin

Lagenoldelphis hosei
p.120

Body to about 9 feet (2.7 m) long.
Dorsal fin part gray, part black; tall and distinctly falcate.
Distinctive patch of white on side; tan or yellow coloration below
and behind dorsal fin, often visible on swimming animal.
Beak short; all dark.
Does not usually ride bow waves.
Distribution Cape Cod to southern Greenland.

Atlantic white-sided dolphin

Body to about 10 feet (3.1 m) long.
Dorsal fin all black, tall, and distinctly falcate.
Two pale areas: one in front, another behind and below dorsal fin;
visible on swimming animal.
Beak short, sometimes brushed with white blaze.
May ride bow waves.
Distribution Newfoundland north in summer, Cape Cod north in
winter; common close to shore at Cape Cod in spring.

White-beaked dolphin

Body to 12 feet (3.7 m) long.
Body dark gray on back; lighter gray on sides; belly white to pink.
Snout robust and short.
Dorsal fin tall; back curved.
Ride bow waves; often turn head downwards or to the sides as
they do so.
Distribution temperate and tropical, usually within 20 miles of
shore (often in bays, lagoons, and larger rivers) but extending off
the continental shelves.
Body to approximately 5.6 feet (1. 7 m) long.
Body steel blue to dark brown on back; white on belly.
Dorsal fin nearly triangular; curves only slightly backward.
Distribution in Lake Maracaibo and the rivers of Guiana and in the
nearshore coastal waters of northeastern portion of South
America.

Lagenorhynchus acutus
p.123

Lagenorhynchus albirostris
p.126

Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin

Tursiops truncatus
p. 128

Guiana dolphin

Sotalia guianensis
p.132

Body to about 8 feet (2.4 m) long.
Body dark gray to purplish gray on back with white or pink blotches
on sides; belly white.
Body frequently shows numerous white scars.
Head tapers gradually; beak long and slender; no clear separation of
beak from forehead.
May ride bow waves.
Distribution in deep tropical waters.

Rough-toothed dolphin

Body to 8-9 feet (2.4-2.7 m) long.
Body black with white belly patch which may extend up sides in
area of anus.
Head rounded ; no beak; lips white; lower jaw and chin may be
white.
Dorsal fin to 15 inches (38 cm) tall, falcate; located near midpoint
of back.
Distribution tropical and subtropical.

Pygmy killer whale
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Steno bredanensis
p.135

Feresa attenuata
p. l38

Body to about 9 feet (2.7 m) long.
Body black on back; light gray on belly .
Head rounded; no beak; und erslung jaw; lips white.
Dorsal fin to 10 inches (25.4 cm), tall. distinctly back curved.
Distribution tropical (not yet reported in wester n Nor th A tlantic).

Many-toothed bluldish
Peponoce phala electra
p. 142

Body to about 11 feet (3.4 m) long.
Body dark steel gray on back; lighter gray on sides; pinkish to whit
on belly (older animals speckled on belly).
Head blunt; jaw underslung; false gills or bracket mar k on sid of
head .
Dorsal fin small; located in last one-third of body.
Has not been reported to ride bow wave.
Distribution in tropical and temperate water

Pygmy sperm whale
Kogia breviceps

Body to about 9 feet (2.7 m) long.
Body dark steel gray on back; lighter gray on sides; pinki h to
white on belly.
Head blunt; jaw underslung; fal e gills or bracket mark on ide
of head.
Body has two small crea es on throat.
Dorsal fin like that of Atlantic bottleno ed dolphin; located n ar
midpoint of back.
Has not been reported to ride bow waves.
Distribution poorly known; at least from Georgia to the tropical
seas.

Dwarf sperm whale
Kogiasimus
p.14

Body to 5 feet (1.5 m) long.
Body dark brown above and white below; tran it~on zone on ide
often speckled or streaked; ventral white extend high onto id
in front of dorsal fin.
Head rounded; beak small and indistinct.
Dorsal fin short and triangular.
Distribution in shallow waters from at least Delaware north;
generally found inshore; often in bays. river mouth and inlet.
Does not approach boats.

Harbor porpoise
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p. 144

Phocoe7Ul phocoe7Ul
p. 150

BLUE WHALE (B)'
Balaenoptera musculus (Linnaeus 1758)

Other Common Names

In this species it can be generally stated that the maximum
height of back in the area of the dorsal fin which is exposed
above the surface as the animal sounds is approximately four
times the height of the dorsal fin itself. The exposure of the
tail flukes is unlike that of the humpback whale (Fig. 39), the
right whale (Fig. 50), or the sperm whale (Fig. 57) in that
when beginning a long dive all these other species raise the
flukes high out of the water and usually descend at a steep
angle. Blue whales lift the flukes only slightly, if at all.
Blue whales are relatively shallow feeders, feeding as
they do almost exclusively on "krill" (small shrimp like
crustaceans), most of which are distributed in the surface
330 feet (100 m). Blue whales usually occur singly or in
pairs.

Sulphur- bottom.

Description
Blue whales are the largest living mammals. Though
reports of maximum length and weight vary from one account
to another, Antarctic blue whales are known to have reached
lengths to 100 feet (30.5 m) and weights of over 150 tons
(136,363 kg) 10 before stocks were severely depleted by
whaling operations. North Atlantic blue whales may be
expected to reach lengths of 80-85 feet (24.4-25.9 m). In all
known populations of blue whales, females are slightly larger
than males of the same age.
Viewed from above, the blue whale's rostrum is broad,
flat, and nearly U-shaped (actually shaped like a Gothic arch,
slightly flattened on the tip), with a single ridge extending
from the raised area just in front of the blowholes towards but
not quite reaching the tip of the snout.
The dorsal fin is extremely small [to only 13 inches (33
cm) 1 and variable in shape from nearly triangular to
moderately falcate. In all cases, it is located so far back on the
animal's tail stock that it is seldom visible until the animal is
about to begin a dive.
Blue whales are light bluish gray overall, mottled with
gray or grayish white. Some animals may have yellowish or
mustard coloration, primarily on the belly, the result of the
accumulation of diatoms during long stays in the cooler
waters to the north. The undersides of the flippers are light
grayish blue to white.
The baleen plates are all black.

May Be Confused With
At sea, blue whales may be confused with fin whales
(p. 26) and though the two are sometimes difficult to
distinguish from a distance, the following key differences
permit identification at close range:
Fin Whale

Blue Whale

COLORATION
Mottled bluish gray above
and below.

Gray above, white below; frequently grayish-white chevron behind head, right lower
lip white.

BALEEN
Bluish gray with yellowish white strips; front fifth to
third of baleen on right side
all white.

All black.

Natural History Notes
The blow or "spout" is tall, to perhaps 30 feet (9.1 m),
slender, vertical, and not bushy, as is the blow of humpback
whales, for instance.
Although the blowing and diving patterns of blue whales
may vary, depending on the speed of movement and the
activity of the whale when it is encountered, they may be
generally described as follows: If the animal is moving slowly,
the blowhole and part of the head may still be visible when the
dorsal fin breaks the surface, and the animal may settle
quietly into the water without exposing the last portion of the
tail stock or the tail flukes. If the animal is moving more
quickly, however, or is about to begin a long dive, the
blowhole disappears below the surface, a broad expanse of
the back is exposed and disappears, and the dorsal fin
emerges briefly just before the animal lifts its tail stock and
flukes slightly above the surface before slipping out of sight.

HEAD
Broad and nearly U-shaped;
all dark .

Narrower, more V-shaped;
right lower lip white.

DORSAL FIN
To 13 inches (33 cm); triangular to moderately falcate; in
last third of back; visible well
after blow.

To 24 inches (61 cm); falcate ;
located slightly more than a
third forward from tail
flukes; usually visible shortly after blow.

SURFACING AND PREPARING TO DIVE
, The letter in parentheses indicates whether the species is a baleen (B)
or a toothed (T) whale.
10The largest measured specimen was "just over"100 feet (30.5 m); the
largest specimen weighed, the 150-ton indiVIdual noted above, was 89 feet
(27.1 m) long.

Often shows head and blowholes; broad expanse of back
and much later, dorsal fin.
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Usually rolls higher out of
water, particularly on long
dive; dorsal fin visible shortly after blow.

t ij{ur 9 .ppuunc
fronl of lh
..,... und lh

tlo eup , j "'~ of ~wimming blue whales off British Columbia (top) and Baja California (bottom). In both photos note the broad rounded
of lh ht'ad and the single. prominent central head ridge. In the animal on the top note also the black baleen plates, barely visible at the
,light!) o~n mouth . In the animal on the bottom note the pattern of light grayish-white mottling along the back and the raised areas
blo,. holf' . I he feature clearly mark these animals as blue whales. (pllcto. bf R . M. G1lmore [top) and K . C. Balcomb [bottom).)
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Figure 10. - The dorsal fins of blue whales may vary from distinctly
triangular (top) to broadly rounded (middle and inset) to smoothly falcate
in appearance (bottom). Regardless of its shape, however, the fin is
always located well back on the tail and does not become visible until long
after the animal's blow. (Photo. by Japane.e Whale, Re.earch I1I8titute,

courteBY of H. Omura, mid-Pacific [top); S. Leathenvood, .outhern

California [middle and imet); and F. W. 7'n£e, northern North Atlantic,
courte'll of U. S. National MUBeum [bottom).)
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Figure 11. - A blue whale swimming leisurely at the surfaee off San Clemente Island, Calif. Note that the blowholes, marked by the raised areas on the top
of the bead, are still exposed after the dorsal fin has become visible. Note also the very small size and the shape of the dorsal fin and its position well back
towards the tail. (photo b1/ S. Leatherwood.)

Though southern limits of the species are poorly known,
there are no records from Florida or the West Indies and no
verified records from the Gulf of Mexico.
Summaries of blue whale distribution based on records
when the species was more numerous indicate that they were
found during spring and summer months in some abundance
on the Nova Scotian Banks, the St. Lawrence Gulf and
estuary, the Strait of Belle Isle, Grand Bank, and in the
waters off the coasts of Iceland, southern Greenland, and the
Davis Straits and Baffin Bay. (Some individuals have entered
the Hudson Strait but not apparently Hudson Bay itself.)
Historically, a few animals apparently appeared off the
coast of southeastern Canada as early as February. It was
speculated that from there a portion of the population
underwent a migration from the Strait of Belle Isle north
through the Davis Straits to the waters off western Green·
land. Some individuals entered the Gulf of St. Lawrence after
the ice was clear and remained behind until as late as November. In the fall months, certainly by November, the northern
portion of the population had begun retreating to the south in
front of the advancing ice. The remainder apparently also
underwent this migration as well, since blue whales have
historically been nearly absent from Canadian waters during
midwinter.
Many of the migrating individuals were assumed to
continue south to temperate and, less frequently, to tropical
water where they calved. It should be emphasized that
though all of the southward and the subsequent northward
migrations were presumed to be along pelagic routes, details
were poorly documented.
Blue whales have been reported in both shallow inshore
and deep oceanic zones.
Despite considerable attention in the popular literature to
the plight of the blue whale populations and frequent
statements that they are near extinction, blue whale stocks in
the western North Atlantic appear more abundant than has
been usually reported. While present stocks are far short of
previous population sizes, which may have exceeded 200,000
individuals worldwide, they should be sufficiently large for

DIVING
Dives for 10-20 min; surfaces
and blows 8-15 times, making a series of 12- to 15-s dives
between blows, then disappears again; sometimes raises flukes slightly on last dive;
on sounding, the maximum
height of back in the area of
dorsal fin which is exposed is
approximately 4 times the
height of the dorsal fin.

Dives 5-15 min (most often
6-7); surfaces steeply for 3-7
blows then dives rather
steeply again; does not show
flukes on dive: on sounding,
the maximum height of back
in the area of dorsal fin which
is exposed is approximately 2
times the height of the dorsal
fin.

GROUPING
Usually found singly or in
pairs.

Occasionally found singly or
in pairs) more often found in
pods of six or seven individuals; many pods, consisting of
as many as 50 animals, may
be found in small area.

See also comparison of fin whale and sei whale (p. 26).

Distribution
Though blue whales have been reported from the pack ice
to Cristobal Harbor, Panama Canal Zone, their normal range
in the western North Atlantic is more limited. In spring and
summer months (about April through at least August) they
can be expected in the northern portion of their range, at
least as far north as the Arctic Circle, feeding on the krill
abundant in those waters. A small portion of the population
may venture north , beyond the Circle. In fall and winter the
population moves south, presumably into temperate and
perhaps to tropical waters. Reliable records include animals
from observations off Long Island and Ocean City, Md.
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.).

Figure 13.-Two views of blue whales on the ramps of whaling stations in Japan (top) and at Hermitage Bay, Newfoundland (bottom). Note the broad
rounded appearance of the head, the single central head ridge, and the dark bluish-gray coloration, interrupted only by mottlings of grayish white . In the
animal on the bottom note the all-black baleen plates, which are very broad relative to their length. (Plwt06 1>11 JapaMle W7Iale. Relearcll Imtitvte,

courtuy 01 H. Omura [top); and F. W. True, courtel1l 01 U.S. National MUieum [bottom).)
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the species to continue their increase, barring renewed
exploitation.

the all-black baleen plates (270-395 in number). which ar
usually barely more than twice as long as they are wid ; and
4) the 55-88 ventral grooves extending to the navel or beyond
(Table 2).
Depending on the state of decay and the position of th
stranded specimen, any of the body characteristic de cribed
for living animals may also be used to positively identify the
specimen.

Stranded Specnnens
Stranded blue whales can be readily identified by 1) the
large body size (to 85 feet [25.9 m]); 2) the broad flat head; 3)

Figure i4.-Dead blue whales , harpooned and afloat off the stern of a factory ship in the Antarctic (top ), and on the deck of a whaling station in we tern
Canada (bottom). In both, note the numerous ventral grooves (from 55 to 85 or more) extending to the region of the navel and sometime beyond, and the
light coloration of the undersides nf the flippers. Even though grooves are often present above the flippers , and occasionally even on tbe side of tbe bead .
counts of ventral groove s are usually made between the flippers. (Photo. "'" Japanue Whale. Re.earch Imtitute, courte~ of H. Omura [top): and G. C.

P\ke,

courte~

of I. MacA./tie [bottom).)
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FIN WHALE (B)
Balae7toptera physalus (Linnaeu s 1758)
arch th back a nd dor al fin high into the air b fore beginning
a noth er long di v . In thi pec i s it can b g n rally tated
that the maximum amount of th back in th area of the dorsal
fin which i ex po ed a bov the urface as the animal so unds is
app r oxi mat Iy 2 times the h eight of th dor al fin . Fin whales
do not how t heir tail flukes wh n b ginning a div .
U nlik e blu or ei whale, fin whales do br ach on
o casio n. When t hey do leap cl a r of the water, fin whale
u uall y r ente r with a re ounding pia h, lik e that made by
humpback and right whal and not moothly, h ad fir t, a.
mink whale often do.
Fin w hale a r om tim
found ingly or in pair but
more oft n occur in pod of ix or ev n indi vidual and many
pod con i ting of a many a 50 animal may be cone ntrat d
in a mall ar a.
Fin whale alv and br din wint r, mo tly in t mperate
water.
Atlantic fin whal
at a wide vari ty of f
krill. capelin, quid, h rring, and lanternfi h.

Other Common Names
, Finback whale, finner, razorback, common rorqual.

Description
Fin whales have been reported to reach 79 feet (24 m).
Females ar e slightly larger than males of t he same age.
The back is distinctly ridged towards the tail, prompting
the common name "razorback" whale.
The rostrum is narrower and more V-shaped t han that of
the blue whale and has the same sort of single distinctive head
ridge. The top of the head is flat, though lightly less than
that of the blue whale.
The dorsal fin is up to 24 inches (61 cm) tall; angled Ie
than 40° on the forward margin, located slightly more than
one-third forward from the tail, and appears on the surface
shortly after the blow.
All individuals are dark gray to brownish black on the
back and sides with none of the mottling present on blue
whales and are rarely as heavily scarred as sei whales. Along
the back, just behind the head, there is a grayish-white
chevron, with the apex along the midline of the back and the
arms of the chevron oriented posteriorly, which is sometime
distinctive and may be visible as the animals surface to
breathe. The undersides, including the undersides of the
flukes and flippers, are white. On the head . the dark
coloration is markedly asymmetrical, reaching farther down
on the left than on the right side. The right lower lip,
including the mouth cavity, and the right front baleen
(approximately one-fifth to one-third) are yellowish white.
Occasionally the right upper lip is also white. The remainder
of the plates on the right side and all those on the left side are
striped with alternate bands of yellowish white and bluish
gray. The fringes of the plates are brownish gray to grayish
white.

May Be Confused With
Fin whale may b onfu d with blue whale, ei whale,
and, in the outhernmo t portion of t h ir range, with Bryde'
whale. They may b di tingui hed from the blue whale by
difference in overall coloration, coloration and hape of the
head, and th
ize, po ilion, and time of appear ance of the
dor al fin at the urface ( ee p. 19). After clo e examination
they may be di tingui hed from Bryde' whale by the
presence of three ridg along t he head (of the Bryde' whale)
and by the maller, more harply pointed falcate dor al fin of
the Bryde's whale (see Fig. 31). They may be distinguished
from ei whale in the followi ng imilar way :

Fin Wbale

SeiWbale
DOR AL FI

Natural History Notes

Slightly falcate, forms angle
of less than 40° with back
slightly more than one-third
forward from tail.

Fin whales are one of the most common baleen whale species in tpe world and constitute a major portion of the whaling
catch. They are reportedly one of the fastest of the big whales
(sei whales may he slightly faster) possibly reaching burst
speeds in excess of 20 knots, and were not an important commercial species until the comparatively recent development of
fast catcher boats and the depletion of blue whale stocks.
A fin whale's blow can be from 15 to 20 feet (4.6 to 6.1 m)
tall and has been described as an inverted cone or a n
elongated ellipse.
Fin whales dive to at least 755 feet (230.1 m). This depth is
probably deeper than that of either blue or sei whales, a
factor usually reflected in differences among the surfacing,
blowing, and diving characteristics of t hese three species.
When they are moving leisurely at the surface, fin whales
expose the dorsal fin shortly after the appearance of the
blowholes, slightly later than that of the sei whales. When
they are surfacing from a deeper dive, however. they surface
at a steeper angle, blow, submerge the blowholes, and then

harpl y pointed a nd falcate;
form angle of greater than
40° with back well more than
one-third forward from tail.

SURF ACING BERA VIOR
Usually rise obliquely so top
of head breaks surface first ;
after blowing, animal arches
its back and rolls forward
exposing the dorsal fin on the
long dive ; on sounding, the
maximum amount of back in
the area of the dorsal fin
which is exposed is approximately 2 times the height of
dorsal fin.
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Primarily skimmer feeders;
usually rise to surface at
shallow angle so that dorsal
fin and head are visible
almost simultaneously; when
starting the long dive does
not usually arch the back as
much as the fin whale; on
sounding, the maximum
amount of back in the area of
the dorsal fin which is
exposed is approximately 1
times the height of the dorsal
fin.

BLOW
Tall (to 20 feet [6.1 m J);
inverted cone (point down)
or elongated ellipse.

COLOR OF LOWER LIP

Similar shape but smallerrarely taller than iO-15 feet
(3.1-4.6 mi.

White on right, gray on left.

BALEEN PLATES
Right one-fifth to one-third
in front white; all others
alternate bands of yellowish
white and bluish gray; bristles grayish white.

DIVING
Dive for 5-15 (usually 6-7)
min; blow 3-7 times or more
at intervals of up to several
minutes, then dive again.

Gray.

Dive for 3-10 min; usually
blow at even intervals over
long periods of time; often
visible just below the surface, even on longer dives.

Ash black with a blue tinge
and fine grayish bristles.

Distribution
COLOR OF UNDERSIDES
White higher up on right
t han on left side.

Fin whales are probably the most numerous and widely
distributed large whale species in the western North
Atlantic.

Mostly gray; irregular whitish area on belly.

Figure 15.·-The heads of fin whales surfacing to breathe off Japan and in the northern North Atlantic (inset). When they can be approached from the right
side. fin whales can be positively distinguished from the other large balaenopterine species by the white coloration of the right lower lip and the fla.t. narrow
head. Note also the single central head ridge. (Photo. by Japam,e Whale. Research Institute, courtesy of H. Omura, and K. C. Balcomb [tnsetJ.)
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Figure 16.-A small group of fin whales off British Columbia. Fin whales may be found in groups of up to six or seven individuals and these groups may
congregate in feeding grounds. (photo by G. C. Pike, courteB1l 0/1. MacA.Icie.)

Figure 17.- The back of a harpooned fin whale in the eastern North Pacific (left) and in the North Atlantic (right) . In both note the light grayish-white
chevrons just hehind the head. These chevrons are not usually very distinctive in North Atlantic fin whales. In the animal in the left photo note also the
prominent ridge along the back behind the dorsal fin-a characteristic which prompted the common name "razorback."
(photo, courle,y o/Los
Angeles Examiner [left] and K. C. Balcomb [right].)

Figure 19.-As they begin a long dive, fin whales frequently arch the t
stock high into tbe air, exposing the dorsal fin. Even on a long eli
however , this species is not known to throw its tail flukes high into t
air or even to raise them slightly, as blue whales sometimes do wll
beginning a long dive . (Photo from off Virginia by J. G. Mead.)
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Figure 21.-Ahead·on view of a fin whale stranded
at Ormond Beach, Fla. Note the flat narrow
appearance of the head and the single, central head
ridge . (Photo by F . E88apian, courteB1/ of Manneland of F/Qrida.)
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Figure 22. - In this partly flensed fin whale, at Blanford, Nova Scotia, note the white lower lip and the white baleen in tbe right Iroot. The io"et photo ho ..
the right upper jaw of a fin whale with tbe baleen intact. (PhotoB by H. E. Wmn, and from the Narth Pacific b1l Japanue WhaU. Relearch [ruhtvl .
covrteB1I of H. Omuro [imet].)

Figure 23. - A fin whale on the ramp of the whaling station also at Blanford, :-';0"'& Scotia..
least to the n.... el. (PMto bll L. Rigktl.)
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SEI WHALE (B)
Balaenoptera borealis Lesson 1828

:Ib
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Itti

Other Common Names

of small schooling fishes. The species derived its common ,fo
name, in fact, from its frequent occurrence with or near sei
fish.

Pollack whale, sardine whale, Rudolphi's rorqual.

Description

May Be Confused With

Sei (pronounced "say") whales have been reported to
reach 62 feet (19 m).
The snout is less acutely pointed than that of the fin whale
but wlIen viewed from the side appears slightly arched. In
general, the head is intermediate in shape between that of the
blue whale and that of the fin whale. The dorsal fin, which is
from 10 to 24 inches (25.4 to 61 cm) tall and strongly falcate in
adult animals, is located about two-thirds of the way back on
the back, farther forward than that of the blue or fin whales.
Sei whales are dark steel gray on the back and sides, and on
the posterior portion of the ventral surface. The body often
has a galvanized appearance due to scars possibly resulting
from lamprey bites inflicted during migrations into warmer
waters. Th<!se scars may be dark gray to almost white in
color. On the belly there is a region of grayish white that is
confined to the area of the ventral grooves. Neither the
flippers nor the tail flukes are white underneath. The right
lower lip and t he mouth cavity, unlike those of the fin whale,
are uniformly gray. The baleen plates are uniformly grayish
black with fine grayish-white fringes. (A small number of sei
whales have been noted to have a few half-white plates near
the front of the mouth, a feature which might result in their
confusion with fin whales.)

The sei whale's smaller size and decidedly taller, more
falcate dorsal fin located well more than one-third forward
from the tail should prevent confusion with the blue whale. At
a distance, however, sei whales are difficult to distinguish
from either fin whales or Bryde's whales. The primary clues
for distinguishing them from fins are the differences in
swimming, blowing, and diving characteristics tabularized in
detail on p. 26 and the asymmetrical coloration of the fin
whale.
Sei whales may be distinguished froOm Bryde's whales onlyj
upon close examination. The dorsal fin of Bryde's whales is
small, to 18 inches (45.7 cm), sharply pointed, and often worn
on the rear margin. If close examination is possible, the sei
whale will be seen to have only a single head ridge. Bryde's
whales have two additional ridges-one on each side of the
main ridge. Bryde's whales are primarily fish feeders and
their diving behavior more closely resembles that of a fin
whale than that of a sei whale. (See p. 37).

Distribution
The distribution and migrations of the sei whale during
most of the year are rather poorly known. The species is
known to avoid the colder regions near the pack ice and to
range from Iceland south to the northeast Venezuelan coast
and the northeast and southwest Gulf of Mexico. There are
also records from Cuba and the Virgin Islands. Along the
northeast United States and 'eastern Canadian coasts, wher
most research on sei whales has been conducted, the specie
migrates from New England through the Blanford, Nov
Scotia area in June and July, is found in small numbers of
eastern Newfoundland in August and September (abundan
in Placentia Bay, Newfoundland in August), and continue
northward to the Davis Straits in September and October
An offshore stock may be found year-round in the Labrado
Sea. The summer range (May to September or Octobe~
extends from New England to southern Arctic waters
Though some individuals remain behind through November
the southward movement of the bulk of the populatio
presumably begins in October. In general, sei whales do no
venture as far north as fin whales but may have a greate·
tendency to enter tropical waters.

Natural History Notes
The blow of sei whales is an inverted cone rarely taller
than 15 feet (4.6 m).
Sei whales are generally skimmer feeders and do not
usually dive very deeply. For that reason they usually surface
at a shallower angle than fin whales. The head rarely
emerges at a steep angle (except when the whales are
chased). Instead, the blowholes and a major portion of the
back, including the dorsal fin, become visible almost
imultaneously and remain visible for relatively long periods
of time. In this species it can be generally stated that the
amount of the back in the area of the dorsal fin which is
exposed above t he surface as the animal sounds is
approximately the same height as the dorsal fin. When they
begin another dive, sei whales do not arch the tail stock or
flukes high. Instead, they normally submerge by slipping
quietly below the surface, often remaining in view only a few
feet down and leaving a series of tracks or swirls on the
urface as they move their tail flukes. When they are feeding
in this manner, sei whales may exhibit a highly regular
blowing and diving pattern over long periods of time.
Sei whales usually travel in groups of from two to five
individuals, though they may concentrate in large numbers
on the feeding grou nds.
In the northern portion of their range, sei whales feed on
copepods. Throughout the remainder of the range, however,
their food is more varied and also includes krill and a variety

Stranded Specimens
Stranded sei whales are most likely to be confused with fin
whales or Bryde's whales. The three head ridges of the
Bryde's whale (sei whales have only one) assist in distinguishing sei whales from Bryde's whales. They may be distinguished from fin whales and all other rorquals by the following characteristics: 1) The color of the baleen plates- uniformly ash black with a blue tinge and fine white bristles
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ble 2).2) The density of bristles on the plates-sei whales
e from 35 to 60 baleen fringes per centimeter; all other
uals have far fewer (less than 35).3) The relative lengths
he ventral grooves-the grooves of sei whales end well
re the navel; those of blue, fin, and Bryde's whales

extend at least to the navel. 4) The relatively small numbers
of ventral grooves (38-56)- both blue and fin whales have
more; Bryde's whales have approximately the same number.
If the animal is not in an advanced state of decomposition,
the region of white coloration of the belly may also be visible.

Figure 24. - The head of a sei whale is intermediate in shape between that of the blue whale and that of the fin whale. When
viewed from the side it is slightly arched. Note the single central head ridge, from just in front of the blowholes to near the tip of
the snout. Bryde's whales, with which sei whales are most likely to be confused in the tropical and subtropical portions of their
range, have two auxiliary ridges, one on each side of the top of the head, in addition to this main central ridge. (Photo from the
North Pacifo; by Japamse Whales Research 11I8titute, courtesy of H. Omura.)

Figure 25.-Sei whales are dark gray on the right lower lip. They can be diatinguished from fin whales,
which have a white right lower lip, by approaching them from the right side.
(Photo from the North
Pacifo; by JapamBe Whales Research 11I8titute, courtesy of H. Omura.)
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Figure 26. - Three views of swimming 8el whale8. In all three, note the tall, distinctly falcate dorsal fio (which Ia.ol b .. t'n d"Mribt'd &8 !lielU.. or scimitar in !ihap«'l po8iUoned farther forward 011 the back
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rigure 27.-A freshly dead sei whale from the Pacific (top) and a stranded specimen in an advanced stage of decomposition at Cape Island, S.C. (bottom
LDd inset). Note that even though the distinctive coloration of the fresh specimen has faded on the rotting specimen, the numbers and lengths of the
fentral grooves (38 to 56 in number and stopping well short of the navel) still permit the specimen to be distinguished from fin, blue, and Bryde's whales,
n all of which the grooves extend at least to the navel.
(PhotoB by Japanue Whale. Re.earch Ifilltitute, courteBy of H. Omura [top); and J. G.
lrIead [bottom and iflllet).)
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Figure 28 . - Dorsal view of a i wbale on the deck of a whalio
hip in the . 'orth Pacific. :-;ote the numerou car on the bod aJld
the othenriBe dark gra coloration of the back (Pllcto b1!
JapaM" W7\aU. R .. earcA /rutitv.u, cov.rtU}' of H Om"r!1.)

Figure 29. - The right upper iaw of the sei wbale stranded at Cape
Island, S.C. The baleen plates, here partly buried in the SIUId,
numbering from 318 to 340 per side and uniform dark gray with
liM lighter gray bristles, continue to serve as identifying
characteristics even on a badly decomposed specimen. (PllctQ b1/
J. G. Mead.)
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BRYDE'S WHALE (B)
Balaenoptera edeni Anderson 1879

Other Common Names

diving behavior. The shallow-feeding sei whales surface and
blow at regular intervals over long periods of time. Bryde's
whales are deeper divers, less likely to surface, and blow at
evenly spaced intervals. If they are seen only briefly or at a
distance, however, the two species may be impossible to,
differentiate.
During the winter months, when fin whales may venture
into tropical waters, they may also be confused with Bryde's
whales. But fin whales seldom exhibit curiosity about boats.
In addition, the dorsal fin of the fin whale is larger, is located
farther back on the back than that of Bryde's whale, and does
not become visible as soon after the blow. It is also less likely
to be worn on the rear margin than that of a Bryde's whale.
The head of the fin whale is more acutely pointed.
Furthermore, the right lower lip and the right front baleen of
the fin whale are white. The baleen and the right lower lip of
Bryde's whales are dark gray. If the animals can be
approached closely from the right side, positive identification
is possible using these differences in color.
Like Bryde's whales, minke whales often approach close
to vessels. But minke whales ha ve an acutely pointed snout, a
single head ridge, and a white band on each flipper. Further.
minke whales rarely reach 30 feet (9.1 m) in maximum length.

None known.

]Oescription
Bryde's whales reach a maximum length of approximately
46 feet (14 mi. They closely resemble sei whales in external
appearance. At a distance, the head of this species is similar
in profile and general appearance to that of the sei whale. The
most distinctive field characteristic of the species, however.
is the presence of three ridges along the head anterior to the
blowhole. In addition to the medial ridge characteristic of all
the other balaenopterid species, Bryde's whales have two
secondary ridges on the top of the head- one along each side
even with the blowhole running forward towards the tip of
the snout. If they can be examined at close range, Bryde's
whales can be positively identified by this character alone.
The dorsal fin of Bryde's whales is up to 18 inches (45.7 cm)
tall, extremely falcate, pointed on the tip. located well more
than one-third forward from the tail, and is often irregularly
notched or frayed on the rear margin from unknown causes.
Bryde's whales are dark gray overall, though some
individuals, like some minke whales, have a small region of
gray on each side just forward of the dorsal fin.

Distribution

Natural History Notes

The distribution of Bryde's whales is rather poorly
known, no doubt in part, because the species is difficult to
positively identify at sea, and records of its occurrence may
have often been confused with those of sei whales, fin whales,
or minke whales. From stranded animals and confirmed
sightings at sea, the species appears to be found primarily
near shore in areas of high productivity in tropical or
subtropical waters, though it ventures into warmer
temperate waters as well. It has been reported from Virginia
south into the northeast Gulf of Mexico and the southeast
Caribbean. and southern West Indies (Curacao and Granada).
To date no migration has been described for the species.

Bryde's whales. like minke whales. reportedly often
approach close to vessels as if curious about them. During this
time they may be examined carefully and their identifying
characteristics seen.
Though euphausiids may be an important food for this
species in limited areas, Bryde's whales often feed on
schooling fish (including pilchards, anchovies, herring, and
mackerel). This food preference is reflected in the diving
behavior of the species. Bryde's whales are not "skimmer"
feeders; they are deeper divers . When they surface to
breathe, they often rise more steeply to the surface. exposing
much of the head, roll the body sharply, and hump up the tail
stock before beginning another dive. In this species, as in the
fin whale, it can be generally stated that the amount of the
back which is exposed above the surface as the animal sounds
is approximately twice the height of the dorsal fin. They
apparently do not raise the tail flukes when beginning a dive.

Stranded Specimens
Stranded Bryde's whales can be positively identified by
the three ridges along the top of the head from the area of the
blowhole to the tip of the snout. All other species of
balaenopterid whales, except humpback whales have but a
single ridge. If the head of a stranded specimen is buried in
sand, is decomposed beyond recognition, or is otherwise
inaccessible for identification, Bryde's whales can still be
distinguished from sei whales by differences in the relative
lengths of the ventral grooves (Table 2) and from both the fin
whale and the sei whale by differences in the characteristics
of the baleen plates (Table 2).

May Be Confused With
At sea Bryde's whales may be confused with sei whales,
fin whales, and perhaps minke whales.
They may be most readily distinguished from sei whales
by the characteristics discussed on p. 32 and by differences in
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Figure 30. - On t he head of this Bryde's whale off La Jolla, Calif . t wo of the t hree head ridges characteristic of the species, the main ridge and the left
auxiliary ridge, are clearly visible. The se ridges permit this r..nimal to be positively identified as a Bryde's whale. (photo by F. Morejohn.)

-

Figure 31 . - Bryde's whales in t he Gulf of California and north of Hawaii (inset). In both, note the tall, sickle-shaped appearance of the dorsal fin , much
that of the sei whale . In the animal in t he larger photo note the ragged rear margin of the dorsal fin , a frequently observed characteristic in Bryde's
In the animal on the left note also the region of gray on the sides in front of the dorsal fin . (Photo. by W. C. Cumming. and S . Ohn.mi [imet]. )
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Figure 32.- tranded Bryde's whales at \\amut Point, \ a. (top) and PaDJlcea. Fla . . Gull of Inico bOllom l. ln bo 0 a01lm.
t .. u OUl rm t nd ,ha \
the blowholes . In the animal on the top. note al, o the baleen plates. up to at least 3 per .id aDd dark jfTtl .. ith c 1'rather wide interval at the front of the mouth between the left and ri~ht 1'0" of ball'4'D . (Phot<u bJI US NahtmDJ MtU
aM M. B. RaM, COtIriUli 0/ Wide World Phot<u [bottom].)

I that ofthe sei whale. and the three distinct head ridges. In the animal on tbe bottom. note that th
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HUMPBACK WHALE (B)
Megaptera novaeangliae (Borowski 1781)

fin, sei, or Bryde's. Although it is highly variable, the dorsal
fin most closely resembles that of the blue whale. However, i
is located farther forward on the back. Humpback whale
distinguish themselves from the remainder of the rorquals b.
their habit of raising the flukes high into the air when startin '
a long dive. (1n very shallow water they may not raise th
flukes at all.) The only other rorqual to do so--- the bl
whale-raises the flukes slightly or not at all.
Under some conditions humpback whales may
confused with sperm whales at a distance. When arching tn
back to begin a dive, both may show a distinct hump. Bo
species frequently raise their flukes nearly vertically whe
beginning a long dive but differ in several ways. The flukes
humpback whales show varying amounts of white beneat
are pointed on the tips, and are distinctly conca ved an
irregularly rippled on the rear margin. Those of sper~
whale are all dark and more flattened and even along th
rear margin. Further the pecies can be distinguished in t
following ways:

Other Common Names
Humpbacked whale, bunch, hump whale, or hunchbacked
whale.

Description
Humpback whales reach a length of 53 feet (16.2 m) .
The body is robust, narrowing rapidly on the tail stock.
The head is quite broad and rounded, somewhat like that of
the blue whale. The head ridge characteristic of other
balaenopterid species is indisti~ct and is replaced in
prominence by a string of fleshy "knobs" or protuberances,
many more of which are randomly distributed on the top of
the head and on the lower jaw. There is a distinctive rounded
projection near the tip of the lower jaw. Humpback whales
carry many barnacles and whale lice. The baleen plates are all
black with black or olive-black bristles.
The flippers are very long (nearly a third as long as the
body), are scalloped on at least the leading edge, and are
nearly all white.
The dorsal fin, located slightly more than two-thirds of the
way back on the back in approximately the same position as
that of the fin whale, is small and varies in size and shape from
a small, triangular nubbin to a more substantial, sharply
falcate fin. The dorsal fin frequently includes a step or hump,
which is quite distinct when the animal arches its back to
begin a dive and from which the species derives its common
name.
Humpback whales are basically black in color with a white
region of varying size on the belly, which upon close
examination may often be seen to be cross hatched with thin
dark lines; the flippers and the undersides of the flukes also
are white.

Humpback Whale

Sperm Whale

BLOW
Projects upwards from center of head. Usually blows
in
4-8 times (2-4 time
tropics) before diving.

Projects obliquely forwa
from left side of tip of snou
Usually blows many tim
(20-50 ormore) beforedivin

HEAD
Rai ed area around blowhole , knobs on upper surface.

Blunted, long, smooth.

FLUKE

Natural History Notes

Often white underneath,
concaved and scalloped on
rear margin, deeply notched.

The blow of humpback whales is from 8 to 10 feet (2.4 to
3.1 m) tall and has been described as balloon-shaped. It is
wide relative to its height. Feeding humpback whales
habitually blow 4-8 times at intervals of 15-30 s after a long
dive. In the tropics they habitually blow 2-4 times in
succession when beginning a long dive. In diving, humpback
whales throw the tail flukes high into the air, exposing the
sometimes white undersurface and the rippled rear margin.
Humpback whales often leap clear of the water, raise a
flipper , and slap it against the water, or "lobtail," raising the
tail high into the air and bringing it crashing back to the water
in a loud report. Often, particularly when they are
encountered on their tropical breeding grounds, humpback
whales will be found lying on their sides with a long flipper in
the air.
Humpback whales feed on krill and schooling fish.

Smooth, all black on re
margin .

r

FLIPPERS
Extremely long (to one-third
of body), white and scalloped
on leading edge.

Short; all black.

DORSAL FIN (OR HUMP)
Triangular to falcate fin,
including a step or hump in
front of the dorsal fin;
smooth.

Rounded hump, two-thirds
back on back followed b
knuckles or crenulations.

When they can be examined at close range, humpbac
whales can be easily distinguished from all other large whal
species with a dorsal fin by the tuberosities or knobs on th
head, by the long white flippers scalloped on the leading edg
by the small distinctive dorsal fin, and by their distinctive ta
flukes.

May Be Confused With
From a distance humpback whales may be confused with
any of the other large balaenopterid (rorqual) whales- blue,
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Figure 33. - Three views of blowing humpback whales. The blow of this species is usually less than 10 feet (3.1 m) tall. wider than it is high . and has been
described as balloon·shaped. In the photo on the top. the wind has already begun to distort the blow. In the photo on the bottom. two separate columns are
visible. AU baleen whales have a bipartite blll>whole. and if an observer is directly behind or in front of either tbe right whale or the humpback whale under
ideal wind conditions. the blows of tbese two species may appear as two distinct spouts. (Photos from West Indies by H. E . Winn [top and middle) and

from off St. Augustine, Fla. by D. K. CaldweU [bottom).)
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Figure 34.-Head views of surfacing humpback whales. Note the rather broad
rounded appearance of the top of the head and the small head ridge, which extends
from just in front of the blowholes to near the tip of the snout. In humpback whales
the single central head ridge characteristic of most balaenopterid species is replaced
in prominence by a series of knobs, some of which are oriented along the same line as
the head ridge. On the animal in the inset photo note also the characteristic rounded
projection below the tip of the lower jaw, heavily encrusted with barnacles. (PlIoto.
from off St. A uguBtine, Flo.. b1l D. K. CaldweU and from We,t Indie, b1l H. E. Winn
[inset).)

Figure 35. - A mother humpback whale with her newborn calf oU the northern West Indies. Newborn humpback whales are from 12 to 15 feet (3.7 to 4.6
long and are colored like the adults. Note the mother's long white pectoral flipper, clearly visible below the surface. (Photo b1l H. E. Winn.)
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36.-Humpback whales fall back into the water after breaching.
Note the long flippers, distinctly scalloped on the leading edge.
In the
on the top, note also the knobs on the head, visible in profile, the cluster of barnacles located on the rounded projection below the tip of the lower
, and the throat grooves. (Photos off Baja California by K. C. Balcomb [top) and off Bermuda by C. Levenson [bottom).}
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Stranded Spechoens

Distribution
In the western North Atlantic. humpback whales are
widely distributed from north of Iceland. Disko Bay and west
of Greenland. south to Venezuela and around th tropical
islands of the West Indies. They have been reported from the
'central and eastern Gulf of Mexico. Summer range extend at
least from New England north to the pack ice. and feeding
concentrations may be found in any portion of thi region.
During winter. humpback whales migrate southward to th
shallow borderlands of Bermuda. to the Bahamas, and to the
West Indies to calve and mate.

The mo t distinctive featur s of stranded humpback
whale are 1) the ventral grooves, 14 22 in numb 'r, very widt
and extending to the navel; 2) th tuberoities of th ' snout
and lower jaw, often the it of numerous barnacle colonie.
3) the long nipp rs (to n arlya third of the total body length);
and 4) the di. tinctiv round d projf>dion nE'ar the tip of If-I
lower Jaw.
If th c characteristir ar not sufficiently clear,
sp cies may be identifiabl<' by th rharact.eri. tirs of
bal en plates (Table 2).

Figure 37. -Often, particularly on their tropical breeding grounds, humpback whales lill on their sides at the surface, the long white pectoral flipper in the
air. Note the pronounced scalloping on the leading edge. (Plaotolflear We.t lfldie. btl C. McCarm'[top) aMB. E. WiM [bottom J. )
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igure 38. -A series showing the extreme variability in dorsal fin shapes of humpback whales: (a) a small ridge, (hl slightly falcate, (c) triangular "itb •
ronounced hump, (d) slightly rounded, (e) distinctly rounded, and (f) taller and more distinctly falcate.
(photo. from northern Wut Indie. bll H .
. Winn [a, c, e) and C. McCann [b); off B~ California bll K. C. Balcomb [d); and off St. AvgtUti?ae, F/a. btl D . K. C4ldweU [fJ.)
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Figure 39. - The humpback whale is the only large whale species with a distinct dorsal fin which regularly raises its tail flukes when beginning a long
When it does so, the scalloped trailing edge is often visible (f, g, h). When the diving whale is seen from the rear, the varying degree of white ...nlnr,"ti~,n
the undersides of the flukes aids in identification ( h).
(photos from northern North Atlantic by K. C. Balcomb [a-fl, from West Indies by C.
[gJ, andfrom off Massachusetts by W. A. Watkins [hJ.)
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40. - Detail of the head of a humpback whale harpooned off Japan. Note the knobs along the top of the head and on the lower j ... , th" round d
il 'oi,ect,ion near the tip ofthe lower jaw and the wide ventral grooves. The large mass of ssue to the left of the animal is it!> tongue . (n the in t ph \0 from a
adian whaling station, note the baleen plates, less than 3 feet (0.9 m ) long and dark olive green to black in color. (Photo. bll Japclnue WMle. R" rcA
titute, courte'1l of H. Omura; and J. G. Mead [imet).)

Figure 41 . - A humpback whale on the deck of a whaling station in we tern anada . ,\II of the peCle
photograph: (1) the hump and the dorsal fin; (2) the knob on th top of the
ut; and /3 the)
earling edge. (Photo bll G. C. Pike, courte'1l of 1. MacA.IN.)

Figure 42. - North Atlantic humpback whales have from 14 to 20 broad, widely spaced ventral grooves which extend about to the navel. Those
remain good diagnostic characters for considerable periods after the animal's death, as evidenced in the freshly killed specimen from Newfoundland
and the badly decomposed stranded animal from New Jersey (bottom) . (Photos from U.S. Natio7uJl Mu.seum, courte81l of J. G. Mead.)
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BOWHEAD WHALE (B)
Balaena mysticetus Linnaeus 1758

)ther Common Names

and summer, at a time when the bowhead .... hal ar farther
to the north. Even if they are encountered togeth r, bowh ad
whales can be distinguished from all the bala nopt rid whal
by the absence of a dorsal fin. Bowhead whale have neither a
fin nor the slightest trace of a dorsal fin or ridg ,whil all th
balaenopterids have a dorsal fin; and their back i extrem Iy
smooth, like that of the right whale. The bowhead and right
whales may be readily distinguished from one another by th
characters listed below for tranded pecimen.

Greenland whale, Arctic right whale, great polar whale.

I escription
Bowhead whales, so-called because of the high-arching
and the resultant contour of the head, reach a maximum
ngth of about 65 feet (19.8 m). They are extremely robust in
rm.
When viewed from the side, some swimming bowhead
hales show two characteristic curves to the back: the first
tends from the tip of the snout to just behind the blowholes;
e second, encompassing the entire back, begins just behind
e head and extends all the way to the tail. This character
ay be present only in adult animals and may be more
ronounced in males. Younger animals, particularly females,
re often stubbier and somewhat barrel-shaped behind the
ead. In all animals the back is smooth, lacking even a trace of
dorsal fin.
The head of the bowhead whale is smooth, black, and
without the bonnet and the "rock-garden," the colorful
lusters of callosities characteristic of the black right whale.
he blowholes are widely separated, and the blow emanating
om them projects upward as two separate, distinct spouts.
rhough two separate columns sometimes may be visible
mder windless conditions in the blows of most mysticetes,
his feature is exaggerated and is most characteristic in the
owhead and right whales.
Bowhead whales are black overall, except for a white
vest" of uneven coloration on the chin. Within that vest, near
e sides of the white zone, there may be a series of grayish
lack to black spots, which on some animals have been likened
a string of beads. The vest is clearly visible when a
rfacing animal is viewed from the front or the side or when
e animals hang vertically in the water with the head on the
rface and the tail flukes down, as they do during periods of
arly spring mating.
lWS

Distribution
Though bowhead whales in the we tern orth Atlantic
were once distributed from Arctic waters, from the edg of
the ice, south as far as the Strait of Belle I Ie and the t.
Lawrence River in such abundance that they were once
referred to simply as "the whale," overwhaling through the
19th century until as recently as 1911 has severely reduced
their numbers and restricted their modern range. Today in
addition to the more abundant populations of the Bering.
Beaufort, and Chukchi seas and the Sea of Okhotsk, there are
populations off eastern Greenland and in Davi traits, Baffin
Bay, James Bay, and the adjacent water. Within the e
ranges, bowhead whales move southward in front of the
advancing ice floes and may be expected near the southern
limits of their range from September or October through the
early spring months. Populations in the western North
Atlantic appear to be increasing slowly.

Stranded Specimens
In addition to the fact that their ranges may overlap only
slightly if at all, bowhead whales may be distingui hed from
the other right whales of the western North Atlantic by
differences in 1) primary distribution, 2) coloration, 3)
lengths of the longest baleen plates, and 4) pre enc of
callosities.
Right Whale

Bowhead Whale

atural History Notes
DISTRIBUTION
Bowhead whales are ususally found singly or in groups of
Ip to three animals, though fall concentrations may include
Ip to 50 animals.
Bowhead whales sometimes breach, throwing most of the
ody clear of the surface and reentering with a resounding
plash.

Arctic distribution south to
Davis Straits only during
winter.

Texas, southwe t Florida
north to Iceland, reaching
northern limit. only during
spring and ummer.

COLORATIO,
Black with white "vest" on
front part of lower jaw,
sometimes containing a
tring of black spots; upper
jaw lack the "rock garden."

ay Be Confused With
Bowhead whales are the only species of large whales
ound routinely in Arctic waters. Though other species,
ncluding some of the balaenopterid whales and the right
hale, may venture north as far as the southern limits of the
owhead whale and beyond, they usually do so in the spring
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ometime
black
often
brown or mott! d \A. ith ft'
glon of white on chin and
belly; patche of yello\A. 1 h to
pink callo iti
and lice
encru ting the nOUl in \A. hal
ha been called a "fO
gard n."

BONNET AND OTHER CALLOSITIES

BALEEN PLATES
325-360 per side; plates to 14
inches (35.6 cm) at base and
longest plates up to 14 feet
(4.3 m) long. Dark gray or
,black with gray fringes;
anterior margin of some
plates whitish,
showing
green iridescence in sunlight.

Not present.

250-390 per side; plates 12
inches (30.5 cm) at base and
up to 7.2 feet (2.2 m) long.
Dirty gray with black fringes; some anterior plates
partly or completely white.

Present.

Figure 43.-Swimming adult bowhead whales, particularly males, often,
show two characteristic humps or curves to the back-one on the head"
ending just behind the blowholes, and a larger curve from just behind th
blowholes to near the flukes; the second is accentuated when the anim
humps up to begin a dive. (Photo by J. Lentfer.)

Figure 44.-Bowbead whales have no dorsal fin. The back is smooth and black, though often irregularly spaced
white or grayish scars of unknown origin appear. (Photo. by J. Lentfer.)
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Figure 45. - The unusually shaped head and the hroad lower jaw, colored hy a broad white vest, are evident in the swimming bowhead whale (left) and in
both members of the copulating pair (right). Also evident on the animal to the far left is the "string of black beads" which is sometimes founu in the white
region. (Photo. by J. Lentfer.)

Figure 46. - A harpooned bowhead whale (this one from the Alaskan population). Note the high arching upper jaw of the species. Bowhead whales have
up to at least 360 plates per side, far more than the black right whale. The longest plates, located near the middle of each jaw, are reported to reach
12 feet (3.7 m), or more, in length. (Photo by D. R. Patten.)
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RIGHT WHALE (B )
Eubalaena glacialis (Borows ki 1781)

dark back, devoid of any tra('('!, of a dorsal fin, makf' it
unlikely that the sppci('s will be confusf'(J with any othf'r largf'
whale exc 'pt, perhaps, thp bowhpad whal . In the' vent
that the expansion of th ir range'! again ('ausf'S the,,' two
sp ci s to overlap in distribution, thf'y can b(' distinguished
from one another by thp ('haraclf-ristics disr.uss(·d on p. 49.
If only the Oukps ar > seen as th(- animal b gins a divf',
righ t and bol.\. head whales may be> distinguished from lhf'
oth r two speci of large whales exhibiting this b havior,
th sperm and th humpba k, in thi way: the flukes of right
and bowhead whales ar broad. pointed on the tips, greatly
concave towards a d p fluk notch, and dark below :
those of the sperm whal ' arl' more nearly triangular, whil,
those of thp humpback whale have a jagged irr!'gular or
rippled r ar margin and arl' somf'timc'i variously whitr
below.

Other Common Names
Black right whale, Biscayan right whale, Biscay whale,
Nordcaper right whale.

Description
These right whales reach a length of about 53 feet (16.2
m) .

The body is rotund and completely lacking a dorsal fin or a
dorsal ridge. The upper jaw is long, narrow, and highly
arched. The lips are similarly highly arched. The top of th
head has a series of bumps or callositie , the large t one of
which is known as the "bonnet," on the upper urface in front
of the blowholes. Yellowish · brown lice and, less frequenLly,
barnacles grow on the callosities. The color and extent of th
callosities varies from one individual to the next.
The two blowholes are widely separated, resulting in th
projection of the blow upward as two distinct spout. The
body is dark on the back, sometime black, more often brown
or mottle0, usually has a region of white on the chin and belly,
and sometimes has numerous mall grayish-white scar of
unknown origin. The baleen plates are up to 7.2 feet (2.2 m)
long, very narrow, and variable in color from dark browni h
through dark gray to black in color. When the animal swim,
mouth agape near the surface, the baleen sometime
appears pale yellowish gray in color.

Di tribution
Like its mOf(' northern relaliv!', the bowh ad I.\. hale. thp
right whale was onc' the obje rt of a wid pr('ad and
extensive whal- fishery, whic'h reducf'd the pecie lo
critically 101.\. numb r .
Though th former range of right whal i not dearly
known, the- peci' i thought to have b en abundant from the
Davis traits outh at lpast to the ,arolina and B rmuda and
to have occurred in winter to Florida and perhap. into the
Gulf of Mexico
urrentiy, right whale are knol.\. n from Iceland outh to
Florida. nimal mov norlh along th ea. tern Florida coa t
betw en early January and lat ;\lareh. During thi time the
specie ha a10 b n ob en d in the Gulf of ~lexico 01£
oulhwe tern Florida and Texa . Right I.\. hale pa the eoa t
of. ew England in fair numb r in pring and eontinu a far
north a at 1 a t 1 ova cotia. Right whal are al 0 found off
to and from Ie Ian
Iceland, though the migration rout
waters are not known. The rec nt apparent increa e in
number at the northern and outhern coa tal approache in
• ew England and Florida, re p ctively. lend credibility to
the hopeful contention that the pecie will again recoloniz
its hi torieal range.

Natural History Notes
Right whales are usually not wary of boats and may often
be approached very closely.
Like sperm and humpback whales, they usually throw
their flukes high into the air when beginning a long dive.
Right whales feed primarily on copepods.
Historically, this whale was nearly exterminated by
hunters, who took advantage of its slow speed and who knew
that its carcass floats, to harvest these animals for their great
yield of whalebone and oil. It was these characteristics which
prompted whalers to dub these animals the "right" whales to
kill (as opposed to the ones that were too fast to catch and
sank when killed).

Stranded Specimens

May Be Confused With

Stranded right whale can be easily identified by all the
characters discussed on p. 49 and summarized in Table 2.

The distinct blow of the right whales and their smooth
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igure 47. - The V 'shaped blow characteristic
of right whales. Note the two distinct spouts,
bushy in appearance. (Photo off Cape Cod by

W. A. Watkins.)

Figure 48. -A right whale off the northeastern Florida coast. Note the robust body, the smooth back, completely lacking a dorsal fin, and
the narrow rostrum, bearing the characteristic yeUowish eaUosities. Right whales, primarily mothers with calves, show up on the Florida
coast in the early spring on their slow annual migration to the north. (Photo by N. Fain, C01/.rteBY of Marineland of FWrida.)
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Figure 49. - Closeup views ofthe heads of right whales off northeastern Florida (top left
and right) and off Cape Cod, Mass. (bottom left) clearly showing the narrow upper jaw,
the bonnet, and the widely separated blowholes. In the photo on the bottom left note the
extremely long baleen plates, characteristic of bowhead and right whales. (Photo. by N.
Fain, courtesy of Manneland of Florida [top left and right) .. and W. A . Watkim
[bottom left).)
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Figure 51.-A stranded right whale at Narragensett Bay, R.I. Note the narrow, highly arched lower jaw; the
extremely long, narrow baleen plates, reaching lengths of 6.5 feet (2.0 m), or more; and the bonnet (the
protuberance near t he tip of the upper jaw). (Photo from U.S. Natwnal MtuJeu.m, cIlUrte8Y of J. G. Mead.)

Figure 52. - A ventral view of a harpooned female right whale at Newfoundland. Note that this species, like the bowhead, lacks the series of ventral grooves
which characterize all other baleen whales of the western North Atlantic. Note also the absence of the vest of white on the chin, a feature which ischaracteristic of the bowhead whale. Some right whales, however, do have extensive regions of white on the ventral surface, including tbe chin . (Photo
from U.S. Natio1Cal MtuJeu.m, courte8Y of J. G. Mead.)
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SPERM WHALE (T)
Physe ter catodon Linnaeus 1758

Other Common Names

large groups may be bachelor bull ( exually inacti\' mal
or nursery schools containing female and juvenil of both
sexes. Sperm whales are seldom found in I
than 6 0 f t
(182.9 m) of water.
Sperm whales feed primarily on squid but may occa ion·
ally also take octopuses and a variety of fishe

Cachalot, Sea Wap (St. Vincent).

escription
Male sperm whales have been reported to reach a length
f 69 feet (20.9 m), though today individuals larger than 50
feet (15.2 m) are rare. Females are much smaller, rarely
exceeding 38 feet (11.6 m).
A sperm whale is among the easiest of whales to identify
~t sea even when comparatively little of the animal is visible.
~t has a huge head, which comprises from a fourth to a third of
the animal's total length. (The proportion is considerably
igher for males than for females.) The blunted "squarish"
nout, which may project up to 5 feet (1.5 m) beyond the tip of
he lower jaw, houses a large reservoir containing a highquality oil called spermaceti.
The single blowhole is located well to the left of the
midline and far forward on the head. As a consequence the
small bushy blow, usually less than 8 feet (2.4 m), emerges
forward at a sharp angle from the head and towards the left.
Under good wind conditions this feature alone may permit
positive identification of sperm whales even at considerable
distances.
Sperm whales have a distinct dorsal hump, usually
rounded in its appearance about two-thirds of the way back
from the tip of the snout. Immediately behind the hump is a
series of knuckles or crenulations along the midline. This
hump and the crenulations are clearly visible when the
animals arch the tail before beginning a dive. There is a
ventral keel, which may also be visible as animals "sound"
(dive). The flukes of sperm whales are broad and triangular in
shape, are not concaved, but are deeply notched on the rear
margin.
Sperm whales usually are dark brownish gray in color.
The body has a "corrugated" or "shriveled" appearance. The
belly and the front of the head may be grayish to off-white.
The skin around the mouth, particularly near the corners, is
white. The undersides of the flukes and flippers vary in color
t hrough numerous shades of browns and brownish grays.

May Be Confused With
Because of their distinctive head hape and blow, p rm
whales are unlikely to be confused with any other pecies
when they can be closely examined. If only th back and tail
flukes are seen, however, sperm whale may somewhat
resemble humpback whales. Both species arch the back when
beginning a dive, raising the fin or hump, and both throw th
tail flukes. The most distinctive differences between the two
species are tabularized on p. 40.
At sea the head of a sperm whale may also omewhat
resemble that of an adult male northern bottlenosed whale,
but this latter species is lighter brown in color, ha a di tinct
beak and a prominent dorsal fin, and is rarely found outh of
lat. 42°N. In addition, the blowhole of the northern
bottle nosed whale is located well back on the head and
not-as in the sperm whale-on the front.

Distribution
Sperm whales are widely distributed in oceanic ar a of
the western North Alantic. They may be encountered from
Venezuela north at least as far as the Davi Strait, though
they apparently avoid the polar ice fields. Di tribution and
migrations vary between males and females. Males range
farther to the north, while females and immature males
remain between lat. 30° and 50 0N. Both group
hin
northward during spring and summer and return to outhern
portions of their range in the fall. Adult males arrive off the
New England coast in August. Those reaching the
Newfoundland a nd Labrador coasts arrive from the deep ea,
perhaps following the slope contours, in Augu t and
September. Males are abundant a far north a south ea. t
Greenland and Iceland in summer. Some animals remain a.
late as November, but the majority migrate south to tern ·
perate or tropical waters in the early fall.
Historically the primary ground in the we tern .' orth
Atlantic were those in all the following area: the Grand
Banks just southeast of the southern Grand Bank from lat.
30° to 400N and long. 35° to 55°W, off the Carolina, around
the Bahamas, around many of the We t Indie , and in the
southwestern Caribbean.

Natural History Notes
Sperm whales may dive to depths in excess of 3,270 feet
(996.7 m) for periods of an hour or more. As do most whales
upon surfacing from a deep dive, sperm whales emit a single
explosive blow and then, depending on the length of the dive,
may remain on the surface for over 10 min and blow more than
50 times before beginning the next dive. Shorter periods on
the surface and fewer blows are more common. Females may
dive and remain on the surface for shorter periods of time
t han males. When beginning a deep dive, sperm whales
throw their broad triangular flukes, dark on the undersides,
high into. the air.
Sperm whales may be found singly or in groups of up to 35
or 40 individuals. Older males are usually solitary except
during the breeding season. During the remainder of the year

Stranded Specimens
Stranded perm whales hould be ea y to id ntif). Th
very narrow under lung jaw contain from 1 to 25 un tlOn I
teeth, which fit into ocket in the upper ja ..... The hu
mgl
distinctly box- haped head and the po it ion of th
blowhole to the left front of the head are unmt. takabl lu
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Figure 53. -An aerial view of 21 sperm whales, including two young calves and several large males, off Japan . Even from an aircraft. the position of the blowhole and the body
shape clearly mark these animals as sperm whales. (Photo. b1l Suuan Koku Compan1l. courte'1I of T. KIlIUJI(l.]

Figure 54. -A side view of a sperm whale in the West Indies, showing the distinctive blow. Note that the spout projects obliquely forward from
the hlowhole, which is displaced to the left front of the head. (Photo by H. E. Winn.)

Figure 55.-Note the distinctive body shape and the position of the
blowhole of these swimming sperm whales, and, in the animal on the left,
the broad tail flukes. (Photos from the North Atlantic by S. Green [left)
and from the North Padjic by S. OhB'Umi [right).)
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Figure 56.-A sperm whale mother and calf off Baja Calilornia, showing the distinct dorsal hump and the extremely long head. lo the bottom photo. fro
the West lodies, note the dorsal hump and the crenulations of bumps which follow it. Both the hump and the crenulations may be vi ible as tbe anin:.
arches its tail to begin a deep dive. Note also the wrinkled appearance of the body. (plwto by K. C. Balcomb [top] and H. E. Winn [bottom].)
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Figure 57.-Sperm whales often show their broad tail flukes as they begin long dives, which may last over an hour and take them to depths of several
thousand feet or more. Note the smooth rear margin and the nearly triangular shape of the flukes. (Photo from off Baja Californill by K . C. Balcomb.
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Figure 58. - A stranded infant male sperm whale at Melbourne Beach, Fla. (top) and a male adult sperm whale on the deck of a whaling ship in the Pacific
(bottom). Note the bulging forehead, the narrow, underslung lower jaw, the white coloration around the mouth, particularly at the corners, and the
wrinkled appearance of the body . In the bottom photo note also the whitish region on the beUy . (PhotoB by P. Wi1\lield [top) and JapaneBe WhaleB
ReBearch Imtitute, courtesy of H. Omura [bottom).)
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Figure 59.-The narrow lower jaw of a sperm whale contains from 18
'to 25 large functional teeth, which tit neatly into sockets in the upper
jaw. Occasionally, the upper jaw also contains some teeth. (Photo
from the North Pacific by Japane.e Whale. Re.earch Inltitute,
courte'1l of H. Omura.)

Figure 60. - The throat and lower jaw of a sperm whale on the deck of an
eastern Canadian whaling station, showing the numerous short throat
grooves, which are most clearly evident on adult animals. (photo by J.
G. Mead.)

Figure 61. - Detail of the broad, paddle-shaped flipper of a sperm whale
from the North Pacific. (photo from Japanese Whales Research Institute, courte'1l of H. Omura.)
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MINKE WHALE (B)
Balaenoptera acutoToS trata Lacep de 1 04

Natural History ·ote

her Common Names
Little piked whale, lesser rorqual, little finner, sharpded finner, grampus (Newfoundland), gibord (Quebec).

Minke whal
are frequently found 3. "In It animal,
pair , or trio, though they may congrcgat ' in afl'a of food
concentration in the north rn ea during thE' pring nd
umm r. They ar more likely to be een up clo t' than theIr
larger cou in -the blue, fin, and sei vhal . -b aus the)
often clo ely approach boat, particularly tationary boat. a
if curiou about them.
Mink whale may al 0 approach very clo,,!' to hort' no
often enter bay, inlet. and e tuari s.
Like fin whale ,they oft n arch the tailto{'k hi h into th
air when beginning a long dive. How \ cr. thpj' do not ral l
the fluke above the urface when beginning a 01H'.
Minke whale feed primarily on small .hoal fi. h (h('rrin '.
cod, pollack, and capelin).
Minke ometime br ach. I aping completely clear 01 tht
water and entering moothly. head fir t. or with 3 suhstantial
plash like humpback whale

scription
Minke whales are the smalle t baleen whale species in the
rthern hemi ph ere, reaching maximum lengths of ju t over
feet (9.1 m). One of the most distinctive features of this
cies is an extremely narrow, pointed, distinctly triangular
,trum with a ingle head ridge, similar to but much sharper
n that of the fin whale (hence the common name
arp-headed finner"). Minke whales have a tall, falcate
sal fin located in the latter third of the back, in about the
ILme po ition as that of the sei whale, which often becomes
ibibl imultaneously with the low, usually inconspicuous
Ilow.
Minke whales are black to dark gray on the back and white
n the belly and on the underside of the flippers. Portions of
he under ide of the flukes may be steel bluish gray. They
ave a diagonal band of white on each flipper, the extent and
rie ntation of which varies individually.
Like the fin whale, minke whales (at least from the Pacific)
orne times have a chevron on the back behind the head and
Iften have two regions of lightish-gray coloration on each
,ide- one just above and behind the flippers; another just in
r nt of and below the dorsal fin. These patches may be quite
'o nspicuous on some animals, indetectable on others. These
narkings may also be present on Atlantic specimens, though
rey have not yet been documented. The baleen, which may
)c vi ible from close range when the animal is feeding, is
no tly yellowish white with fine white bristles. The posterior
llates (up to half) may be brown to black.

May Be Confused With
When they are een at relatively clo_e range. mlnkl'
whales can be readily di tingui hed from the other rorqual
that have relatively tall, falcate dorsal fins (fin. s('i. and
Bryde' whale) by their con iderably smaller siZt, ano by
their di tinctive white band on each flipper.
At a distance, however, po itive identifieation rna) b
difficult. Minke whale havea mall. low, inconspicuou hlu\\.
Like ei whales they frequently expo I.' thl' dor al fin
imultaneou h ~'it h the blo\\.. but minkl' \\. hall' hump thl
tail stllck much higher when beginning a long di, t'- mor • hk(
fin whale.

Figure 62. - The Minke whale. at a maximum length of ju t over 30 feet \9.1 mI. the mall t bal~n
whale species of the we tern "'iorth Atlantic. isdi tn'buted in polar. temperate. and tropi ...t ,.atn .
The e animals usually have a low , inconspicuous blow and are sometime curiou enough about
boats that they will alter their course to investigate them. :'\ote the t,.o are of (j ht gra' on th
sides of the body, characteristic of at least Pacific minke whale . (Pllcw from off BriNA Cobombia,
courtel1l 0/ anaimo Free Pre s.)
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Figure 63. - Three views of minke whales at sea. In aU note the transverse
band of white on the flippers and the sharply pointed head. Note the gray
chevron visible on the back (top), the absence of a conspicuous blow and
the appearance of the prominent dorsal fin on the surface while the
blowholes are still exposed (middle), and the distinctive regions of light
gray on the sides (bottom). (Photos from off San Diego, Ca/i,f. by G. E .
Lingle [top); from the northern West Indies by H.E. Winn [middle);
from the western Pacific by Japaneu Whale. Re.earch Imtitute,
IY of H. Omura [bottom).)
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begun to move to the south, although orne animal remain
behind so long as to become entrapped in the ice and die.
Spring and summer concentration along the Canadian coa t
correspond to concentrations of capelin, cod , and herring.
Southern concentrations, also corresponding with concentra·
tions of herring, extend farther offshore at least to the edge
of the Grand Bank. Minke whales also summer off the south
coast of western Greenland, which they probably reach from
waters southwest of Iceland. Minke whales al 0 occur in
deep pelagic waters.

From a distance, minke whales might also be mistaken for
orthern bottle nosed whales (or any of several other beaked
'hales with a similar dorsal fin). They can be distinguished
y the differences in head shape, body color and markings,
Ild behavior, detailed on p. 67.
~istribution

Minke whales are distributed in the polar, temperate, and
pical waters of the western North Atlantic. They are
nd from the pack ice south to at least Anguilla, Lesser
tilles, and the eastern Gulf of Mexico, though they appear
be most abundant in temperate waters north of the latipe of New York and are infrequently reported from tropi) waters. At least some of the population migrates to the
rthern portions of their range in spring and back south in
tumn. They often approach close to shore and enter river
uths, inlets, and estuaries.
Minke whales arrive along the Canadian coast in Mayor
ne. Some migrate as far north as Hudson Strait, where
y remain until the freeze in October, November, or
cember. By December the majority of the population has

'I

Stranded Spechnens
Stranded minke whales can be most readily identified by:
1) their small size (to just over 30 feet [9.1 m]); 2) the
transverse white bands on the flippers; 3) the yellowish white baleen plates (up to half the posteriormost plates may
be brown or black), 300-325 per side in number and having
fine white bristles (the plates are up to 4.75 inches [12 cm]
wide at the base and up to 8 inches [20.3 cm]long); and 4) by
the 50-70 thin ventral grooves, ending well before the navel.
often just even with the flippers.

Figure 64. -Minke whales are also known as sharp-headed finners. On this animal from the North Pacific,
note the sharply pointed head and the single central head ridge. (photo by Japanes/l Whale. Re.earch

Institute, courtesy of H. Omura.)
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Figure 65. - A minke whale stranded at Santa Barbara. Calif. Note the dark back. the wllite·banded flipper . and the 60-70 fine ventraJ groove extending
just behind the flippers. The short. wllite baleen plates are vi ible in the open mouth. (Photo bv S. Ande,.,01\..)

Figure 66.-Minke whales have from 300 to 325 short. yellowish-wllite baleen plates (up to baH the
anteriormost plates may be brown or hlack) with fine white bristles on each upper jaw. (Photo from
Santa Barbara, Calif. by S. A Mer,01\.. )
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Figure 67.-Northern hottlenosed whales at sea off :-'ova oua. ~ote the promin at dorbAI fin and the blotch 01 gr_)' h·wrutr r:oIorati a a th bod \
"'Iorthern bottleaosed .. hales reuh 32 feet 19. m) in overall length . tplwto ltv H E. W17In. )

Figure 68. - Views of the heads of male northern hottlenosed whales off Nova Scotia. Note the distinctive beak (right) and the bulbous forehead . features
which develop with age and are most pronounced in adult males. In the animal on the left. note also the low bushy blow emanating from the indented area on
the top of the head. tphot08 by H. E. Winn.}
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where they most commonly occur in offshore areas. They
have been reported from Davis Straits and the entrance to
Hudson Strait, th~ Gully southeast of Sable Island, and as far
south as Narragansett Bay, R.1.
In the spring and summer they concentrate near the
northern limits of their range, occasionally visiting deep
channels of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and eastern
Newfoundland in summer. During these seasons they may
extend to the edge of the pack ice.
In the fall and winter the bulk of the population migrates
southward. Many probably winter in the Labrador Sea while
others move farther southward and farther offshore.

NOTE: Some specimens- both male and female- will be
found to have a series of vestigial teeth the size of toothpick
in the upper and/ or lower jaws. Similar vestigial teeth, 5-40
in number, sometimes occur in goosebeaked whales (p. 70).
Further when they are prepared for museum collection , the
lower jaws of adult northern bottle nosed whale may be
found to contain a second pair of teeth just behind the fir t.
Northern bottle nosed whales may be distingui hed from
the remainder of the beaked whale family, however, by the
extremely robust body, by the bulbous forehead, which i
more extensively developed in larger animals, particularly
males, and by the pronounced dolphinlike beak.

Stranded SpecUnens
Like the beaked whales discussed on p. 70 through 83,
the northern bottlenosed whales have no notch in the tail
flukes, have two throat grooves forming a V-shape on the
chin, and have only two teeth in the lower jaw, with those
teeth emerged from the gums only in adult males. These
teeth may have sometimes fallen out of older males , but the
tooth sockets should still be visible in the gums.

Figure 69.-Northern bottIenosed whales occasionally raise their tail
flukes when beginning a dive. At close range , these flukes can often be
seen to lack a distinctive notch on the rear margin. (Photo from off Nova
Scotia by J. Ha\"n.)

Figure 70.-A stranded northern bottlenosed whale from Holland. Note the bulbous forehead, the long dolphinlike beak and the frequent ab.ences of a
notch in the rear margin of the tail flukes. (photo by J. P. Strijb08, courtelY of Ri(f'" MU8Um Va1l Natuurlijke Hiltorie te Leiden.)
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GOOSEBEAKED WHALE (T )
Ziph Ius Wl'lroS I r/.~ G" CU vi('r

18 2:~

Other Common Names

surfacl' and div,' n("arly vl'rliC"ally. (;(}() I'hl'akNJ whall's fpI·d
primarily on quirl.

Ziphius, Cuvier's beaked whale, grampus (St. Vincpnt)
(see also p" 96).

May Be Confused With
So lilll( I~ known flf thl' I'xt, rnill apr> 'aran,'" an d ~H'ha vi M
living Iwahrl wh,dl' "I I'~L thai all thl' "/'I'il' may
('asil)' Ill' ('onfu I'd.
(;00 !'1H'ak("d ",hall' ~lr,' I~lrgf'r lhan all olhf'r IH·ak·1l
'" hall' 11I'('il' with Ih('I'X(" pilon of th,' north ( rn hottll nr) 1'(1
\\ hall'. ['pon f'\')Sf' examination lhl'y may lJl' di ingul ht·rj
from thl' northt'rn hotlil'n" pel \\ hall' hy thl' Ii ht .. r IJIIJrati()n
of th,' h",1I1. fI aching nn l'xtrl'OlI' in thl' '" hit" hl·ad of dult
malr· . (,'p p. 67 and Fi~. 75.)

or thl'

Description
Goosebeaked whales reach a length of 2:~ feet (7 m).
Females are slightly larger than males of the samp age'
Calves are probably less than about 6 feet (1.8 m) at hirth.
The head is small relatiH to the body length and. ",hpn
viewed laterally. is lightly concaved or S('oopt'd on the upper
margin. The cleft of the mouth i. small. smallN than in any
other specie of beaked whale" The heak is indistinct in
larger individuals. There is a di tinct indpntation on the hU('k
behind ~he head. Two teeth are found at thl' tip of th(' 10"" r
jaw of adult males only.
The dorsal fin is relatively tall and distin<:t. to at Ipast 15
inches (38.1 em). moothly falcate. and located wl'lI hphind
the midpoint of the back. The blowhole is loeatl'd far for'" ard
on the top of the head. The blow. which may project lig-htly
forward and slightly off to the left. is usually 10\\ and
inconspicuous. Though the first blow after a long divl' may hI.'
more dIstinct. even it is rarely vi ible even undpr good", ind
conditions for more than a few hundred yards.
Descriptions of the color pattern vary. Individuals may he
dark rust brown. slate gray. or fawn colored on the back and
generally lighter on the belly" Some appear dark in both
regions. still others-particularly young ter -appear light·
er gray or tan on the belly" The body is frequently covered
with white or cream-colored blotches (particularl) on the
belly). The tail flukes are dark on the bottom. The head is
frequently paler in color. Old male have a di tinct", hite head
and are frequently extensively carred.

Distribu tion
t\
with othf'r ~rJl'('il'
(J
b,·ak,·rj whale
Irlom
!'nc"ountl'red or at Ipa t ,Idom pu itiv"ly irl'ntili ·d at f'a,
thl' dlstrihuliun "f goo I'ht'akr·rj whalt· i po()rly knr)\\ nand
mu t Ilf' "onstru('ted from rf'cord ')[ lranrll d p "'Imf'n .
:\1f"h rl""llrd • oftl'n im oh ing i"k indi\ irlual that may ha\('
\\ a hl'd a hon' from ('on iell'rabl" di lanl'" • may gi\ an
m.II"('urate pwturC' (Jf n()rmal rang .
ug p t that goo ,·b 'ak ·d
In gl'nl'ral. tranding rl'port
\\ hall' (lr
par ely hut widely di tribut.d in nonpolar
latiludp. Thr') app ar to h,· primaril) trop\f'al in
distribution. though thpy \ enturt· Into tpmpl'rat(' ar a in
umnll'r. Thl') havl' hel'n r!'[lurtt'd frl)m -'Ia aC'hu I'll and
Hhod .1. land o\lth to Florida andth('n," • to lhf' i land ()f th
Wpst Indll·s. 'I he) are fn·quf'ntly tranrll'd ulon" th f l(Jrina
('oa t and an' not an uncommon p ·de In th!' e'tant \ hal'
fihl'ry of tht' Antillpan I land. Tht> fart that gl)O" ebea '('0
whalt· '>trancl more fn·qupntly than other hl"ak d \II hall'
may rpflel't pilher a greater ahundance or a gr aler t 'ndl ncy
to appro:lI'h do (' to hon·.
'[ hl'Y are prohahly primarily an off hor
pec:ie

tranded Specimen

Natural History Notes

To h(' positively identified, stranded goo.eb aked whale_
in an advanced state of decompoilion may require mu eum
preparation and xamination 01 the kull and teeth. Fre h
specim£'ns may he t ntativ£'ly identified by the character "
illu tral£'d in the rigur .

Goosebeaked whales frequently occur in group of from 10
to as many as 25 individuals. They have been reported to
jump clear of the water. They are presumably deep diver
and are known to stay down for more than 30 min. When they
begin a deep dive, they often raise their tail flukes above the
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Figure 71 . - Goosebeaked whales have been rarely seen at sea. In these photos from the eastern tropical Pacific, note the white head of the animal on the
left. Goosebeaked whales are wary of boats and may dive for 30 min or more. When they surface, their blow, usually very indistinct, may project forward
Hnd slightly to the left. (Photos by K . D. Sexton, courtesy of National Marine Fisheries Service. )

Figure 72.-A beaked whale, probably a goosebeaked whale, jumps
beside a research ship off northwestern Baja California. Note the position
and shape of the dorsal fin and the depression just behind the
head. (Photo by S. Leatherwood. )
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Figure 73.-A goosebeaked whale stranded in Delaware. Goosebeaked whales are primarily tropical in di tribution. tbougb tbey apparenUy venture in
temperate areas in summer. Note the prominent dorsal fin. the ligbter coloration of the bead. and tbe depre sion ju t ~hind the bead . (Photo from U.
National M1I.Ieum, caurie'll of J. G. Mead.)

Figure 74.-A closeup of tbe dorsal surface of the
flukes of a juvenile goosebeaked whale stranded in the
northeastern Gulf of Mexico. Like other members of
the beaked whale family, goosebeaked whales lack a
distinctive notch in the rear margin of the flukes.
(Photo caurieBY of Florida', Gulfarium.)
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Figure 75. - Stranded goosebeaked whale • an adult male from northl'rD (alilorna lop and an
immature female from the northeastern Gulf of .. te-.deo (botlom
olt' the bro .. nj h color of Ihl
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OTHER BEAKED WHALES (T)
Mesoplodon spp.

Other Common Tames

tranded pecimens. Though subtle differences in ranges
color patterns, and dorsal fin shapes and positions may
helpful in narrowing the choices of living animals, the
will continue to be extremely difficult to distinguish f
another in the brief encounters typical at sea until
data are collected.
The beaked whales have the following characteri
common: 1) two small creases forming a V-shape on the th
2) the absence of a conspicuous notch on the rear margin of
tail flukes (some specimens have a slight indentation),
the absence of functional teeth in all except adult
Adult males have a single pair of teeth in the lower jaw,
po ition and description of which help to identify the s
The teeth of females are not functional and only
emerge from the gums. Therefore, if a stranded animal is
adult male, its species can be determined by the position
description of the teeth. For example, in Mesoplodon
the teeth are located near the tip of the lower jaw; in
eUTopaeus, they are located about a third of the way from
tip of the snout to the corner of the mouth; in M. bidens,

Grampu ( t. Vincent) (see also p. 96).

De cription
In addition to the northern bottlenosed whale (p . 67) and
the goo ebeaked whale (p. 70), four other species of beaked
\\ hale have b en reported from the western North Atlantic.
All four specie are known primarily from stranded
pecimen and have been rarely encountered at sea.
Therefore tatement of range are usually limited to
inference from location of strandings, and information on
appearance and habit of the species in the wild is almost
totall)' lacking.
The infrequent encounters with beaked whales at sea may
r' ult from such factor a 1) a low inconspicuous blow, 2)
avoidance of hips. and/or 3) distribution in small groups in
off hore <'rea well out ide the normal boating lanes.
The following de criptions will aid primarily in identifying

(rom lh mid-Pacific . ote the marks along the back. presumably tooth rakes. consi ting o( scratches that
in the wr rn orth ti&ntic marked in thi mannrr would be a northern bottlenosed whale (p. 67). a
halr (p. 771. Th
arr thr only three species in which the teeth are located close together near the tip o(

7.1

e nearly half way from the tip of the snout to corner of the
wuth; and in M. densirostris, they are located in large
ominences near the back of the mouth.
If the animal is a female or an immature male, however,

museum preparation and examination might be required
before the species can be positively determined. The
following four sections summarize characters of western
North Atlantic beaked whales.

b re 77. - Various views of a herd of five or six unidentified beaked whales, possibly dense-beaked whales , 12 miles off Pokai Bay, Oahu, Hawaii. The
Umals were very shy and had low indistinct blows, making them difficult to spot and track. As they surfaced, individuals frequently bucked their heads
, d slapped the chin against the surface, rather than rolling. They did not raise their tail flukes when beginning their long dives. (Photo8 by E.

berger, Sea Life Park, Hawaii.)
[Because so little is known of beaked whales every encounter should be recorded in as much detail as possible.]
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Ziphius

coviros tris

M europaeus

M . bidens

Figure 78. -AduIt male beaked whales,
showing the body profile and the relative
positions of the teeth. Remember that the
teeth of females and immature males are
concealed beneath the gums. (Drawing by

L. Winn.)
M. densirostris
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TRUE'S BEAKED WHALE (T)
Mesoplodon mirus True 1913

Ither Common Names

May Be Confused With

None known.

True's beaked whales are most likely to be confused with
goosebeaked whales (p. 70) but may also be confused with
any of the other beaked whales species (p. 74 and Fig. 78).

lescription
Distribution

True's beaked whales reach a length of at least 16 feet (4.9
I) long. They are chunky in midbody and narrow rapidly
: wards the tail, closely resembling goosebeaked whales
i . 70). In overall body shape, the head is small with a slight
loentation in the area of the blowhole, a slight bulge to the
I ehead, and a pronounced beak. The flippers are small
om one-fourteenth to one-tenth the body length). The
I ~rsal fin is small, slightly falcate, located in the latter third
the back, and followed by a pronounced ridge on the tail
,ock. The flukes, which sometimes contain a very slight
tch, are broad (to almost one-fifth the body length) .

True's beaked whales appear to be primarily temperate in
distribution. They have been reported from Cape Breton
Island, Nova Scotia south as far as Flagler Beach in Florida.
Northernmost records are for summer months .
The range of True's beaked whales overlaps with that of
the Antillean beaked whale but is more northerly.

Stranded Specimens
The teeth of adult male True's beaked whales may be
visible near the tip of the lower jaw, a characteristic shared
with the goosebeaked whale (p. 70) and the northern
bottlenosed whale (p. 67). Both these other species reach
substantially greater maximum lengths than True's beaked
whales, however, and should be readily distinguishable by
this and the number of other highly distinctive characteristics
of each species.
Females and subadult males may be confused with any of
the beaked whales species (p. 74 and Fig. 78).

True's beaked whales are dull black to dark gray on the
lack, lighter slate gray on the sides, and white on the belly.
~he body is frequently covered with light colored spots or
plotches and bears numerous pairs of scratch marks,
~ resumably tooth rakes (Fig. 76).

The flippers are all black and are attached in the dark colration of the animal's side. The flukes are dark above and
elow.

Figure 79. - Two views of the body of a stranded True's beaked whale from
northeastern Florida. This species reaches at least 16 feet (4.9 m) and closely
resembles the goosebeaked whale in general body shape. It is distnbuted in
temperate waters from Nova Scotia to f1orida. (photo. courte.y of Marine land of
Florida.)
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Figure 80. - The head of a True's beaked whale stranded in North Carolina. Note
the small head, the pronounced beak, and the position of the blowhole in the
indentation behind the forehead. The teeth, visible above the gums only in adult
males, are in the position indicated by the arrow. The photo on the right shows
the two V-shaped throat grooves characteristic of beaked whales. (Photos from
U.S. NatioMl M1L8eum, ccruriesy of J. G. Mead.)

ANTILLEAN BEAKED WHALE (T)
Mesoplodon europaeus (Gervais 1855)
(equals M. gervaisi [Deslongchamps])

May Be Confused With

Other Common Names
Gulfstream beaked whale, Gervai.:;' beaked whale.

Antillean beaked whales may be confused with any of th
other beaked whales though they are larger than all excep
the northern bottlenosed whale (p. 67) and the goosebeake
whale (p. 70).

Description
Antillean beaked whales reach a length of at least 22 feet
(6.7 m). They are slender in form and appear somewhat
laterally compressed (i.e., taller than they are wide). The
head is extremely small and tapers rapidly to a narrow beak.
The flippers are small (to about one-twelfth the body length)
with their origin well down on the sides of the body. The
dorsal fin is small, located behind the midpoint of the back,
and variable in shape from falcate to triangular. The flukes
are less than one-fifth the body length and are not notched.
Antillean beaked whales are dark grayish black on the
back and sides, slightly lighter on the abdomen. The flukes
are dark gray above and below.

Distribution

I

I

Antillean beaked whales have been reported stranded
from the latitude of Long Island, N.Y. south to Florida
thence into the Caribbean and the Gulf of Mexico.

Stranded Specimens
The teeth of Antillean beaked whales are located at the
suture of the mandible, about one-third of the way from
the tip of the snout to the corner of the mouth (Fig

Natural History Notes
Antillean beaked whales are probably primarily oceanic in
distribution and are known to feed on squid.

78).
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Figure 81. - Two views of an Antillean beaked whale stranded in New Jersey in 1899. Note tbe very small bead, tbe prominent
back-curved dorsal fin, and the slightly concave rear margin of tbe tail flukes, whicb lack a distinct notcb. (photo. b1l F. W.

'J1rue, courte'1I of U. S. NatWnal MUBeum. )

82. - Two views of an Antillean beaked whale stranded in Jamaica. This
reacbed at least 22 feet (6.7 m ) in length. Compared to the smaller True's
eaked whale, Antillean beaked whales have a smaller head, a narrower beak, and a
~er, narrower body. Furtbermore, the teetb of this species are located about
ne-third of the way back from tbe tip of the snout to tbe eorner of the
loutb. (Photo. b1l J . J . Rankin.)
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DENSE-BEAKED WHALE (T)
Mesoplodon densirostris (BlainviJle in Desmarest 1817)

Natural History Notes

Other Common Names
None known.

From stomach conte nts of stranded animals dense- beaked
whales are known to feed on sq uid .

Description
May Be Confused With

Dense-beaked whales reach a length of at least 17 feet (5.2
m). The body is distinctly spindle-shaped. The head, the
contour of which is the most distinctive characteristic of this
species, is marked by a prominent rise, located near the angle
of the gape on each side. This rise, which bears the teeth,
gives a peculiar high, arching contour to the mouth (p. 84),
particularly in adult males.
The flippers are small (one-eleventh to one-tenth the body
length) and have their origin in the lighter color of the lower
sides. The dorsal fin varies from small and triangular to
nearly falcate and pointed on the tip. It is located behind the
midpoint of the back. The flukes are from one-sixth to
one-fifth the body length, are seldom notched, and
occasionally even bulge slightly backwards near the center of
the rear rr.argin.
Dense-beaked whales are black or charcoal gray on the
back, slightly lighter on the abdomen. They are somewhat
blotched with grayish white and are often extensively
scratched or scarred. The flippers are lighter than the back.
The flukes are dark above, light below.

Adult male dense-beaked whales can be separated from
the other beaked whales by t he high, arching contour to the
corners of the mouth . If there is no adult male in the group,
however, dense-beaked whales may be confused with any of
the other beaked whales species.

Distribution
Dense-beaked whales have been reported from Peggys
Cove, Nova Scotia south to Florida. From all accounts, t his
species appears widely but sparsely distributed in warm
temperate seas.

Stranded

Spec~ens

Adults of this species should be distinguishable by the
highly distinctive contour of the mouth. The teeth, located in
the high ~ise of the mouth, are oriented slightly backwards.

Figure 83. - A dense-beaked whale in the tank at New York Aquarium. Note the position of the prominent dorsal fin, just breaking the surface. The blow 01
beaked whales is usually small and inconspicuous and reportedly projects markedly forward from the head. (Photo by J. G. Mead.)
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ure 84. - Views of the heads of dense·beaked whales. Females
.tom) and immature males have a slight curvature to the rear of the
11th. As they mature. male s (middle and top) begin to display the two
lUng prominences near the corners of the mouth which give the
acteristic contour to the mouth. The teeth are located in these
. ences and are oriented slightly backwards. (Photos from
t healtern Florid4 b1l W. A. Huck, courtel1l of Mannela-nd of Florid4
~ and middle] and by J. G. Mead [bottom].)
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Figure 85.-A dense-beaked whale stranded in northea tero Florida. This pede r aeh about 171 t 15.2 ml and i h1a.ck or charcoal gray 00
the back, lighter gray on the sides, and frequently marked with grayish-white blotche and olteo ext 0 ivt'lv arr d tphcto bll W. A. Huck,

courtesy of Marine/and of Florida.)

NORTH SEA BEAKED ""'HALE (T)
.UesoplodoTl bid n' ( owerby 1 0-1)

May Be Confused With

Other Common Names

orth ea b ak d whal ar th mo t north rly pee
of beaked w hal .. '0 other pecie
v ry likely to
encountered in the arne area.

Sowerby's beaked whale.

Description
North Sea beaked whales reach a length of at least 16.5
feet (5 m). The body is distinctly spindle- haped, but
apparently more robust near midbody than that of the
dense-beaked whale. The head is characterized by a
pronounced bulge in front of the blowhole, a slightly concave
forehead, and a moderate to long beak. The flippers are
relatively long (one-eighth to one-ninth the body length). The
dorsal fin is reportedly tall and variable in shape from
triangular to slightly falcate and is located just behind the
midpoint of the back. The flukes are not notched but are
sometimes quite concave on the rear margin.
Adult North Sea beaked whales are dark charcoal gray on
the back with white spots overall. Young animals are also
dark charcoal gray on the back but are lighter on the belly and
are unspotted. The flukes of adults are dark above and below.
Those of young are dark above, lighter below.

Distribution
• orth ea beaked whale have been reported in
offshore water from the latitude of ew England no
perhap to the pack ice. Individual are occa ionally draw
the coa t of Newfoundland in ummer, presumahly
concentration of quid, a known food item.

Stranded Specimens
The teeth of North Sea beaked whales are located ab
midway between the tip of the snout and the corner of ti
mouth . Except for this characteristic and their northel
distribution, however, this species might easily be confus
with any other of the beaked whales species.

Natural History Notes
North Sea beaked whales are known to feed on squid.
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POSITION OF TEETH
IN ADULT MALES

Figure 86. - North Sea beaked whales are the most northerly of the beaked whale species, extending north as far as the pack ice.
They reach at least 16.5 feet (5.0 m) and can be identified on the beach by the position of the teeth near the middle of the lower jaw.
Little is known of the species at sea. (Drawing by L . Winn.)

Figure 87.-A female North Sea beaked whale (16.5 feet [5.0 m]) stranded in Hjertuika in 1957. (Photo courtesy of A. Jonsgard.)
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KILLER WHALE (T)
Orc'illus orca (Linnaeus 1758)

Other Common Names

May Be Confused With

Blackfish (see also pilot whales, p. 91 and 94). word fish
(Canada), grampus (see p. 96), whitefi h (St. Vinc nil,
Espladon (Quebec).

H('('au<,(' of ILs vNy dislInC'tiv(' dorsal fin, body shap(·. and
('oloration. thc' kill 'r whale IS not lik!'ly to l){' ('onfusl'(j with
any oth('r \\-half' wh('n it ('un hI' ('xamin(,(j at ('10 I' rang!' or:
\.\ h('n an adult malt' is pn's('nt in thl' group. Pods of [,·malt·
and Immatur!' animals. howf'\I(T. may hI' ('onfus!'fj with fal I
kIlI('r whalp" or with grampu . Thl' kill!'r \\-hall' may hI
distingliishNI from fals(· kill(·r ... hy thl' follo\\-Ing diff"n'nl'!'

Description
Killer whales are the largest member of the dolphin
family. Adult males reach a length of at least 30 feet (9.1 m)
and are robust in form. One specim('n of 31 f et (9.5 m) was
recorded for the western North Pacific. Femal('s ar('
con iderably smaller and Ie stocky.
\\- born ar'
approximately 7-8 feet (2.1 2.4 m) long. Killer whal('s have
large paddle- haped flippers.
The mo t distinctive field charact r of the. p cic' is the
dorsal fin. In adult male it i extremely reet and may b as
much as 6 feet (1.8 m) tall. Though the fin of females and
immature males i less than 3 feet (0.9 m) tall. it L
nonetheles taller even in these animals than in any other
cetacean specie and is distinctly falcate and pointpd on th .
tip.
Killer whales are ba ically black with an extensi\'(' region
of white on the under ides extending from th low('r jaw to
the anal region with a branch (xtending onto the flank'
behind the dor al fin. There i an oval white patch on the 'ide
of the head just above and behind the eye. In newborn and
very young calves, the e regions may be tan to lemon yellow
in color. 1\10 t animal have a light gray saddle marking just
behind the dorsal fin. The under ides of the flu earl.'
usually white. Both all-black and all· white animal have
been reported.

Fal .. e Killer Whale

Killer ,,\ hale

BODY. HAPE
Chunky.

BODY ,OLOR
Black with whit!' on 1lf'11).
flank. and hend.

All hlack with <,oml' gray on
hIlly.

DOH 'AL Fl.'
Very tall and r rt In adult
male .. ; tall and ... Iightly back
('un'pd in f'mall'.
HEAD
Broad. roundt·d.

horter.
fal at .

trongly

H PE
Tap r d,

FLIPPER

lender.

I·nder.

HAPE
~l d'ratC'ly long with char
act rio tic hump near midd,t
on forward margin.

Paddle- hapt'd .

LE 'GTH

Natural History Notes
To at lea t 30

Killer whales travel in groups of from a few to 25 or 30
individuals, though herds of 150 have been reported. Males
appear polygamous, and females and young may form groups
separate from young bachelors and bulls.
Killer whales are extremely fast swimmers. capable of
reaching top speeds of 25 knots or more, and have been
reported "porpoising" and breaching. Individuals and entire
groups have also been reported "spy-hopping," or
"pitchpoling," behaviors which consist of hanging vertically
in the water with the head and much of the body (to just
behind the flippers) exposed above the surface.
Killer whales feed on squid, fishes, sea turtles, seabirds,
and marine mammals.
Controversy still continues over whether or not killer
whales pose a threat to man. Documented attacks of killer
whales on boats are rare and have usually been provoked
(i.e., harpooning or attempts to capture). Only two uncertain
instances of attacks in the wild have been reported, but all
divers and mariners should be cautioned that this powerful
animal is perfectly capable of doing tremendous damage and
should not be provoked.

r

t (9.1 m).

To at I a t 1 fe t (5.5 m!.

Furthermore, fal e killer whale are th only "blackfi h
\.\ hich are known to ride the bow \\ ave of a hip .
Grampu ha\.e a tall dor al fin (15 inche [38.1 cm)) whi
is very imilar in appearance to that of adult female an
juvenile killer whale . But grampus have much lighte
coloration, from late gray to nearly all white, and large
animals are covered with numerous scratches. Upon close'
examination they can be further distingui hed from killer
whales by a crease in the front of the head dividing the melon
into two distinct sections. Grampus are considerably smaller,
to about 13 feet (4 m) maximum length.

Distribution
In the western North Atlantic killer whales have been
reported from the polar pack ice south to Florida and St.
Vincent, Lesser Antilles, and into the Gulf of Mexico at least
as far as Texas, though they are far more common in t he
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Figure 88.-A small herd of killer whales off southern California (top) and details of an adult male from that herd (middle) and of females or immature
males off Islas San Benito, Baja California (bottom). Adult males have a tall erect dorsal fin, which may be more than 6 feet (1.8m) tall, while the fins of
females and immature males are less than 3 feet (0.9 m) taIl, distinctly !a1cate, and pointed on the tip. Both sexes frequently have a grayish-white region,
called a "saddle," behind the dorsal fin. (Photo8 by T. Dohl [top and middle) and S. Leatherwood [bottom).)
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cooler waters from about New Jersey north. Throughout
their range, killer whales seem to prefer coastal areas and
often enter shallow bays, estuaries, and river mouths in
search of food.
Migrations of the species are probably closely tied to
movements of their food supply. They annually arrive on the
'coast of New England with the tuna. Along the Canadian
coasts, where distribution and migrations have been
described in some detail, killer whales appear to move
inshore in spring and summer. Many arrive off the east coast
of Newfoundland in June, the Strait of Belle Isle in June and
July, and slightly later along the Labrador coast and Arctic
waters. They are found around the loose ice in April,
presumably feeding on harp seals, Pagophilus groenlandicus,
and hooded seals, Cystophora cristata, and are frequent in
the St. Lawrence estuary in spring and autumn following the

movements of the white whales. The northward movements
in spring also coincide with migrations of balaenopterine
whales, which have also been reported among the food items.
Killer whales may remain in arctic or subarctic waters until
driven out by new forming ice in October and November.
Though the migration has not been as thoroughly described,
killer whales apparently begin shifting southwards in
autumn.

Stranded SpecUnens
Stranded killer whales should be readily identifiable b.
the robust body, the distinctive body markings, and in large
animals the tall dorsal fin. Killer whales have from 10 to 1
large, prominent teeth on each side of the upper and lowel1
jaws.

Figure 89.-Killer whales a~e often distributed very close to shore. In these photos from Baja California, they are shown in two characteristi
behavIOrs-breaching (top) and "spy·hopping" or "pitchpoling" (bottom). (Photos by S. Leatherwood.)
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'lgure 9O.-A leaping killer whale in California aquarium. Note the
Ustinctive coloration of the species, white on the lower jaw, the beUy and
I e anus, and on both sides above the anus . Note also the distinctive white
I) e patch often visible on animals at sea. (Photo by D. K. CaldweU.)

Figure 91.-KiUer whales have from 10 to 12 large prominent teeth,
curved slightly backwards and inwards on each side of each jaw. (Photo.

from Pvint Mugu, Calif. by S. Leatherwood.)
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FALSE KILLER WHALE (T)
Pseudorca crassidens (Owen 1846)

May Be Confused With

Other Common Names

False killer whales may be confused with killer whales.
pilot whales, or the smaller, poorly known pygmy killer whale
(p. 138) and many-toothed blackfish (p. 142).
The characteristics distinguishing the species from t he
killer whale are tabularized on p. 84; its differe nces fro m th
pilot whales are summarized on p. 92.
At sea, false killer whales are distinguishable from t h
other two species primarily by their larger size an
differences in coloration. False killer whales are up to 18 fee
(5.5 m) in length. Pygmy killer whales and many · toothe
black fish reach only 8-9 feet (2.4·2.7 m) in length. Pygm
killer whales have an extensive region of white on the bell
which my extend onto the sides and both pygmy killer whale
and many· toothed blackfish have a distinctive white regio
on the lips, usually lacking or indistinct on false killer whales.
Neither of the smaller species of blackfish has been
reported to ride bow waves.

Mongoose (St. Vincent).

Description
False killer whales in the western North Atlantic reach a
length of at least 18 feet (5.5 cm). Males are slightly larger
than females. Calves from 5 to 7 feet (1.5 to 2.1 m) may be
seen at any time throughout the year.
The dorsal fin, located just behind the midpoint of the
back, is from 7 to 16 inches (17.8 to 40.6 cm) tall, falcate, and
variable to sharply pointed on the tip. The flippers are
characterized by a broad hump on the front margin near the
middle, a characteristic which is diagnostic for the species.
The body of the species is all black except for a blaze of
gray on the belly between the flippers. This blaze varies from
barely visible to light grayish white similar to but generally
fainter than that of pilot whales. The body is long and slender,
and the read is narrow and gently tapered from the area of
the blowhole forward.

Distrib ution
Natural History Notes
False killer whales are widely distributed in the pelagic
tropical, subtropical, and warm temperate waters of the
western North Atlantic. They have been reported from off
Maryland south along the mainland coasts of North America,
in the Gulf of Mexico from Cuba and the Lesser Antilles, and
from the southeast Caribbean Sea. The species has been
reported from Venezuela.
False killer whales do not appear to occur frequently in
coastal waters, sandy bays, or estuaries, though entire herd ~

False killer whales are a social form and may occur in
herds of up to at least 100 individuals. They often jump clear
of the water and frequently ride the bow waves of vessels.
They are the only "blackfish" which are known to do so. False
killer whales feed primarily on squid and large fishes and are
notorious for their habit of stealing fish from the lines of
fishermen. The large prominent teeth may be visible on a
swimming animal.

Figure 92. - False killer whales at sea 600 miles (968.0 km) off northeastern Florida. Note the smoothly falcate
dorsal tin, pointed on the tip, and located near the midpoint of the back. Dorsal tins of t his species may also be
rounded on the tip but all are sharply concaved on the rear margin. (Photo by H. E. Winn. )
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93.-False kiUer whales are the only "blackfish" that routinely
the bow waves of vessels. On this animal riding on t he bow wave of a
ship, note the all-black coloration of the back, head, and sides
broad "hump" near the middle of the flippers on the leading edge.
600 mile. [968 kml off nortilealtem Florida by H. E. Winn.)

e strand ed in such areas. Records from throughout the
sugge t that the species has an oceanic distribution.

Specimens
Stra nd ed false killer whales can be positively identified
1) the large size (to 18 feet [5.5 m]); 2) the slender body
lering rapidly to a long slender head; 3) the markedly long
uth, with from 8 to 11 large, conspicuous teeth in each side
'ach jaw recalling those of the killer whale, but circular and
, as in killer whales, elliptical; 4) the unusually shaped
Iper bulging conspicuously on the forward margin.
For comparison with "blackfish" of similar size (the pilot
lales) see p. 92 and 94.

Figure 94. - A false killer whale stranded in northeastern Florida. Note
the narrow tapering head , overhanging the lower jaw by several inches,
the position and shape of the dorsal fin and the distinctive "hump" on the
leading margin of the ruppers. (Photo by W. A. Huck. courte8Y of
Marineland of Florida.)
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Figure 95. - Entire herds of false killer whales sometimes strand themselves. In this dorsal view of an animal stranded in southeastern Florida,
note the extremely distinctive "hump" on the forward margin of the flippers and the narrow head, tapering towards the tip of the snout. (Photo

byJ. KroL)

,

Figure 96.-False killer whales have from 8 to 11 large, conspicuous teeth in each side of
each jaw. These teeth are often visible in swimming animals, particularly when they are
engaged in their ohnoxious habit of stealing fish from the lines of fishermen. The teeth are so
distinctive that they can also be used to identify even a badly decomposed stranded
specimen. (Photo, C01/.rtesy of Sea Life Park, Hawmt..)
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ATLANTIC PILOT WHALE (T)
Glo bicephala m e laena (TraiIl1809)

[)ther Common Names

in shor t· finned pilot whales. Young animals are often a ligh tI.'r
medium gr ay .

Northern pilot whale, long-finned pilot whale, pothead,
lackfish, calling whale, caa'ing whale.

Natural History Notes

I escription

Atlant ic pilot whales may occur in herds of 200 animals or
more, though herds of 50 or fewer (4-6) are more common.
They ar e sometimes found in association with Atlantic
white-sided dolphins.
P ilot whales ar e som etimes found hanging vertically in
the water with t he head and part of the back out of the water
in what has been called "spy-hopping" or "pitchpoling."
Individuals fr equ ent ly lobtai!. Pilot whales infrequently
breach, a behav ior which is usually confined to younger
a nimals. Th ey do not r ide bow waves.
Atla nt ic pilot whales feed primarily on squid but also take
cod and other fishes. A Pacific pilot whale, a closely related
species, was fo und by radio telemetric studies to be capable of
diving to 2,000 feet (609.6 m).
Atlantic pilot whales were formerly the object of an active
shor e fisher y off Newfoundland (1950-1971). In addition,
entire herds and , less frequently, individuals are ometimes
stra nd ed.

Male Atlantic pilot whales reach an average length of at
ast 20 feet (6.2 m). Females are slightly smaller, probably
pt exceed ing 18 feet (5.5 m). Young are 5-7 feet (1.5-2.1 m) at
irth .
The head is t hick and bulbous, a characteristic which
aches an extreme in t he development of the head of adult
a les (prompting the common name "pothead"). The flipp ers
e long (to one-fifth of the body length, or more) and
ckle-shaped. The tail is dorsally thickened just in front of
e flukes.
The dorsal fin of this species is one of its most distinctive
haracteristics. It is low in profile, has a long base, is set far
orward on the animal's back, and is falcate to "flaglike" in
ppearance. The dorsal fin of adult males reportedly has a
hicker leading edge and a rounder form than that of t he
e male.
Atlantic pilot whales are black on the back and sides
prompting the common name "blackfish" ) but have an
nchor-shaped patch of grayish white on the chin and a gray
H ea on the belly, both of which are variable in extent and
ntensity. Some larger animals have a gray saddle behind t he
tlorsal fin, though this zone of color is found more frequently

May Be Confused With
Atlantic pilDt whales are most likely to be confused with
false killer whales, with which they share the waters from off

-

Figure 97. -A herd of Atlantic pilot whales off Massachusetts. The most distinguishing fie ld characteristic of this pecieb. and of their -.outhern
cousins, the short-finned pilot whales, is the highly distinctive dorsal fin, extr emely long based, low in profile. and set weD forward on the animal '
backs. (Photo by W. A . Watki1l8. )
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Figure 98.-Atlantic pilot whales frequently "lob
tail" (raise the tail flukes above the surface and slap
them against the water) (top) and pitchpole or
spy-hop (hang vertically in the water with the head
up and the tail down) (bottom). (Photo8 from the
North Atlantic by H. E. Winn.)

DORSAL FIN

Virginia to those off Maryland. The two species may be
distinguished by the following characteristics:
Atlantic Pilot Whale

Broad-based and falcate.

False Killer Whale

Slender, tall, falcate,
pointed on tip.

SHAPE OF HEAD
Thick and often squarish in
larger animals.

Slender, gently
mouth long.

COLORATION

tapering

Black with gray saddle sometimes evident behind dorsal
fin and gray region on chin
and belly.

SHAPE OF BODY
Robust.

Long and slender.
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Mostly black with gray
of variable extent and
sity on belly between
pers.

Stranded Specnnens

BEHAVIOR
II not ride bow waves;

May ride bow waves, often
"porpoises" and breaches.

As discussed above, individuals and groups of pilot whales
frequently strand themselves for still incompletely understood reasons. They may be identified as pilot whales
primarily by: 1) the robust body and bulbous head, which is
often squarish in adult animals, and 2) the broad-based,
falcate dorsal fin located far forward on the back. Accurate
determination of the pilot whale species involved in the
stranding may require museum preparation of the skull and
detailed examination of its characteristics. Preliminary
identification may be made, however, based on the following:

RANGE

r

mperate waters from at
east North Carolina north.

Temperate seas from at least
Maryland south.

In the extreme southern portion of their range, Atlantic piwhales may be confused with short-finned pilot whales with
hich they have only a limited seasonal common range. Charcters distinguishing these species are subtle and may not be
dequate to permit them to be distinguished at sea. For puroses of this guide it is generally that pilot whales living north
flat. 38°N (Virginia coast) are Atlantic pilot whales and
ose living south of lat. 38°N are short-finned pilot whales.

Atlantic Pilot Whale

Short- Finned Pilot Whale

FLIPPER LENGTH
To one-fifth body length, or
more.

Atlantic pilot whales, the northernmost of the two pilot
whales species, are found in winter from the Grand Banks
south as far as North Carolina and in summer from Iceland
and Greenland south to the New Jersey coast. Winter
concentrations of pilot whales may be found off the
Newfoundland coast and near Cape Cod, Mass. Atlantic pilot
whales are distributed both in coastal waters and in deep
waters off the continental shelf.

To one-sixth body length, or
less.

NORMAL RANGE
From North Carolina north.

~rom

North Carolina south.

TEETH
8-11 per row.

7-9 per row.

Figure 99. -North Atlantic pilot whales on the deck of a whaling station in Newfoundland. The anchor-shaped patch on the chin and the gray color of the
belly are apparently more vivid and extensive in this species than in the short-finned pilot whales. Further, the flipper is longer , measuring one-fifth of the
body length, or more, in adult animals. The flippers of short-finned pilot whales (see Fig. 102) measure one-sixth of the body length or less. (Photo by J. G.
Mead.)
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SHORT-FINNED PILOT WHALE (T)
Globicephala macrorhynchus Gray 1846

Other Common Names

Atlantic pilot whales. Younger animals are lighter, often
medium gray.

Blackfish (see also p. 84, 91, and 94).

Description

Natural History Notes

Male short-finned pilot whales of the western North
Atlantic reach lengths of at least 17.5 feet (5.3 m). Females
are reportedly slightly smaller than males (recorded only to
15.5 feet [4.7 m]).
The head, somewhat like that of the Atlantic pilot whales
(p. 91), is thick and bulbous, a characteristic which reaches
its extreme in the development of a flattened or squarish
appearance to the front of the head in mature males (see
Fig. 101) . In very old males the melon may overhang the
mouth up to several inches. The flippers are shorter t han
t hose of the other pilot whale species of the western North
Atlantic (thus the common name short-finned pilot whale),
reaching only one-sixth of the body length or less. The tail is
dorsoventrally thickened just in front of the flukes.
The dorsal fin, like that of the Atlantic pilot whale, is one
of the species' most distinctive characteristics. It is low in
profile, has a long base, and is set far forward on the animal's
back.
Short-finned pilot whales are all black on the back sides
and most of the belly with an anchor-shaped patch of gray on
the chin and a gray area of varying extent and intensity on t he
belly. These areas are less vivid and extensive than those on

Short-finned pilot whales are known to occur in groups 0
60 animals or more, though smaller groups are more common.
They have been reported pitchpoling (spy-hopping), lob
tailing, and-rarely - breaching.
Short-finned pilot whales feed on squid and fish.

May Be Confused With
In the tropical portion of their range, short-finne
pilot whales may be confused with pygmy kille
whales (p. 138) and many-toothed blackfish (p. 142)
They may be distinguished from both species primarily by their distinctive dorsal fin and the bulbousto-squarish head. Both pygmy killer whales and
many-toothed blackfish have dorsal fins, which are
more falcate, slender, and pointed on the tip, and have
longer , slenderer: heads .
Throughout their range short-finned pilot whales may be
confused with fals e killer whales. The two species may be distinguished by the same differences which distinguish Atlantic pilot whales from false killer whales (p. 91).
In the extreme northern portion of their range,

~...::.:.::;~ ~~ : .
""-

--

Figure 100. - Short-finned pilot whales stranded in northeastern Florida, shown here swimming in the lagoon at Marineland of Florida. This
species, like their n~rt~er? cousins, the Atlantic pilot whales, have a highly distinctive dorsal fin and a bulbous head (see Figs. 97, 99). In these
photos Dote tbe vanatton In the shape of the head. Those of females and immature males are more rounded. Those of adult males are far more
blunted. (Photo courle'1l of Marineland of Florida.)
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animal's back. Accurate determination of the pilot whale
species involved may require museum preparation of the
skull and detailed examination of its characteristics.
preliminary identification may be made, however, on the
basis of the following:

ihort-finned pilot whales may be confused with Atlantic pilot
vhales. The two species may be distinguished by differences
lemized on p. 93.

Atlantic Pilot Whale

Though short-finned pilot whales are known from
·laware Bay, their normal range appears to extend from
rmuda and Cape Hatteras (Virginia in summer) south
the Venezuelan coast. They have been reported for
e Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean, and the islands of the
est Indies.

DISTRIBUTION
Primarily
north.

North

Carolina

Primarily
south.

North

Carolina

FLIPPERS

randed Specbnens

To one-fifth body length, or
more.

Stranded short-finned pilot whales may be confused with
of the species itemized under living animals. They may be
ntified as pilot whales primarily by the robust body and
us head, often squarish in adult animals, and the
based, falcate dorsal fin located well forward on the

I

Short- Finned Pilot Whale

To less than one-s ixth body
length.

TEETH
8-11 per row.

7-9 per row.

~e 10l. - Short-finned pilot whales have from 7to 10 teeth in each side of each jaw. The hulhous forehead ofthe species is far less pronounced in females
d immature males (left). The head of mature males is extremely "squarish" and may overhang the lower jaw by several inches (right). (Photos from
' Iuatarium [left) and Bouthea8tern F'Ibrid4 by D. K . CaldweU [right).)

I

Figure 102. -The nippers of short-finned pilot whales reach
lilly about one-sixth of the body length, while those of the
\tlantic pilot whale may be one-fifth the body length or more.
'ote the length of the nippers of the pilot whale in the
lllckground, relative to its overaU length. (Pkoto from South
hrolina by J. G. Mead.)
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GRAMPUS (T)
Grampus griseus (G. Cuvier 1812)

Other Common Names

May Be Confused With

Risso's dolphin, gray grampus, white-headed grampus,
mottled grampus, Risso's porpoise, hard knocks (St.
Vincent), white blackfish (Cape Cod).

From a distance grampus are most easily confused
AUanlic bolt! no d dolphins . Th y may b most
di tingui h d by lhe following diff renc s;

Description

Atlantic Bottlenosed
Dolphin

Grampu

Grampus reach a maximum length of about 13 feet (4 m).
The body is robust, particularly in front of the dorsal fin, and
lacks a distinct beak. The head is somewhat bulbous and i
marked on the front by a V-shaped crease with the point
downwards, which divides the melon into two parts. The
flippers are long and pointed on the tips. The dorsal fin,
located at about the midpoint of the body, i tall, to 15 inche
(38.1 em) or more, and distinctly falcate. The body narrow
rapidly behind the dorsal fin and the tail tock i quite
narrow. The flukes are broad, con caved on the rear margin,
and deeply notched.
The bodies of grampus are a uniform light gray at birth.
As the animals age, their color darkens to almost black with
distinctive regions of grayish white on the belly and che t.
The body of older adults is cream white or silver gray,
particularly on the head, with numerou scars, presumably
from encounters with other grampus and perhaps with th
squid, which are one of the species' major food items.
The flippers, dorsal fin, and tail flukes usually remain
dark even in adults.

Young ar
gray; old
wilh grayi
and b lIy;
white and

Natural History Notes

Blunted and crea ed on
front; frequently all white in
larger animal .

• IZE
To 13 f el

Rarely to 12 feet (3.7
usually less than 10 feet

(4 m).

m).

B

DY

uniform light
r animal dark
h region on che t
very old animal
carr d.

OLOR
Dark gray on body; lig
gray on side ; whit or
on b lIy; may app ar bro
i h in water.

DOR. AL FL
To 15 inche (3.1 em);
harply falcate. point d on
tip.
HEAD

Grampus are found in herds of up to several hundred
individuals and may be seen "porpoising" (leaping from the
water) as they surface to breathe, and breaching. They
sometimes ride the bow waves of a boat.
Grampus feed on fish and squid.

To 12 inch (30.5 em);
harply fal ate; pointed
tip.

OLOR A D H PE
niformly brOWn! h to
di tinctly bottleno d.

MARK I G
Very often exten ively car·
red.

Le
frequ ntly
and carred.

cra

Figure l03.-Grampus are frequently found in small tight groups "porpoising." From a distance they may resemble the Atlantic bottlenosed
though grampus have taIler dorsal fins, blunted bealdess heads, and lighter coloration. (Photo off Wa8hingt01l State by C. FUCU8.)
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istribution

Figure 104. -Grampus off Fistler, Scotland
(top) and from Baja California in the tank of Sea
World, Inc., San Diego, Calif. (bottom ). Note
the tall pointed dorsal fin, which remains dark
even in adult animals, the blunted head , which
lacks a beak, and the extensive scarring of the
body. In the photo on the right, note also the
long pointed flippers and the white head
characteristic of older animals. (Photo. by
A. S. Clark [top] and courte.y of D. K . CaldweU
[bottom].)

Stranded Specnnens
Stranded grampus are most readily identifiable by 1) the
presence of only seven, or fewer, teeth in each side of the
lower jaw (many ofthose teeth may have dropped out in older
animals and remaining teeth may be extensively worn) and
the absence of teeth in the upper jaw; 2) the presence of a
distinct crease or bifurcation in the melon on the extreme
front of the head; 3) the presence of numerous scratches and
scars all over the body; and 4) the tall, slender, sharply falcate
dorsal fin which may be more than 15 inches (38.1 em) tall.

Grampus are known to be distributed in temperate and
.ropical seas from at least eastern Newfoundland, south at
ea t to St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles, and in the eastern and
lorthern Gulf of Mexico. The species may not be as rare as the
~aucity of records suggests. Though they have been seen in
&uzzards Bay on several occasions, grampus generally have
m oceanic range and, along the Atlantic coast of North
Ii \merica, may be distributed from the Gulf Stream seaward,
lutside the theater of normal boating traffic.
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Figure 105.-Grampus, particularly younger animals, have two regions of
grayish· white on the ventral surface, one in front of the flippers and another
beginning on the belly narrowing towards the tall. Tbese markings closely
resemble the ventral marking of pilot whales. (Photo. courtelV of Marine·
land of F/orid.a. )

Figure 107. -Grampus have seven or fewer teeth in each side of the
jaw. (None in the upper jaw .) Many of these teeth may have fallen
older specimens, and the remaining teeth may be
worn. (photo courtesy of Marineland of F/orid.a.)

Figure 106. - Stranded grampus can b e readily identified. On this captive
animal note the blunted head, t he distinct crease on the front of the head
(see also Fig. 107), and the extensive scarring of the body. (Photo
courtesy of D. K. CaldweU.)
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BELUGA (T )
Delphinapterus leucas (P allas 1776)

Common Names

Newborn belugas are brown. As they age, they gradually
lighten t hrough slate gray, and by their sixth or seventh year
have assumed t he all-white coloration characteristic of adult
animals.

whale, belukha, sea canary,

Natural History Notes
Belugas reach a maximum overall length of about 16 feet
m) . Males are slightly larger than females. In the western
Atlantic they have been found to grow to greatest
~t hs in oceanic environments near t he southern
of their ranges, though they are found in far
abundance in estuarine areas of the Arctic. Belugas
e extremely robust bodies tapering to a distinct "neck"
and a very small head relative to body size.
do not have a dorsal fin. Instead , along the back just
ind the midpoint there is a narrow ridge notched laterally
form a series of small bumps. These ridges may be clearly
sible on a swimming animal.

Belugas feed on a variety of fishes (including cod and
capelin ), on squid, and on a variety of benthic crustaceans.
They are frequently found in shallow bays and river
mouths , where the young are born, and occa-sionally ascend
rivers.

May Be Confused With
Because of their limited distribution, all-white coloration
and lack of a dorsal fin, belugas are unlikely to be confused
with any other species of cetacean.

lOS. - A group of three belugas surfacing to breathe off northwestern Alaska. The animal to the right has just begun to exhale, the middle animal is
the midst of his inhalation, and the animal on the left has completed his blow and is preparing to dive. Note the all-white coloration and, on the center
·lIlim.al, the small dorsal ridge just emerging from the water. Details of the dorsal ridge are clearly visible in tbe inset photograph. (Photo. by G. C. Ray
I7Id K. G. Hewlett [imetl.)
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Figure.I09-Note the robust form and the small head of this swimming beluga off northwestern Alaska. (photo
by G. C. Ray.)

• iJ{ure 110. -Captive belugas at Vancouver public aquarium. Note the dorsal ridge, the shape of the head and body, and the unusually shaped

(photo by K. C. Balcomb.)

Jill)

Oistribution

A small population in the estuary of St. La wrene
resident throughout the year .

Belugas have been reported from the Arctic Circle south"
as far as eastern Connecticut, typically in estuarine habitats,
though they do range into oceanic regions. They are most
bundant from the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence
ward. They remain near the Arctic Circle and in Hudson
to northern Greenland during winter, undertaking
grations to the south in autumn, straggling to the Maritime
ovinces and as far as Connecticut. Belugas are regularly
in the St. Lawrence and Saguenay rivers throughout
spring and summer. Return migrations to the north take
in spring.

Stranded SpecUnens
Stranded belugas are unlikely to be confused with any
other species of cetaceans. The all-white coloration, the
robust body shape with a rather small head and a distinct
neck region, and the presence of 8-11 teeth in each of the
upper jaws and 8-9 in each of the lower jaws permit positive
iden tification.

"Figure 111. - Ventral view of a beluga harpooned in the northeastern Canadian Eskimo Fishery. Note the very narrow tail , just in front of the nuke,. and
the robust form of the species. Belugas have 8-9 teeth in each of the lower jaws, and 8-11 in each of the upper jaws. (photo by P. F. Brolbe .)
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NARWHAL (T)
Monodon monoceros Linnaeus 1758
back but rapidly begin to develop the numerous leopardlike
spots on the back and sides characteristic of adults. Those
spots r arely extend onto the belly even in old animals.
Narwhals have only two teeth. In the females, these teet
rarely emerge from the gums. In males, one and sometime
both of those teeth grow out the front of the snout, spiralin
in a left-hand or sinistral direction, and may reach a lengt
of 9 feet (2.7 m) . One or two tusks may also be exposed
however, in females.

Other Common Names
Unicorn whale (historical name not currently in use).

Description
The narwhal. also known as the unicorn whale because of
the long tusk found on adult males, is one of two
medium-sized whales found in the Arctic waters of the
northwestern Atlantic. They reach a maximum length of
from 15 to 16 feet (4.6 to 4.9 m) excluding the tusk. Newborn
calves are approximately 5 feet (1.5 m) long. Narwhals have
small rounded heads and a small mouth. Like the other
medium-sized whale in the same region, the beluga or white
whale, the narwhal has no dorsal fin. Instead, it has a series of
bumps, approximately 2 inches (5.1 cm) high along t he
midline of the back in the half nearest the tail. The ridge
created by these bumps may be readily seen on a swimming
animal.
The basic coloration of the species changes slightly with
age. Young animals are uniformly dark bluish gray on the

Natural History Notes
The function of t he tusk in male narwhals is unknown, bu
it was this feat ure of t he animal that earned it the nam
"unicorn whale" and resulted in its extensive hunting b
whalers. During their annual migrations narwhals rna
congregate but are commonly found in groups of 10 or fewe
during the rest of t he year.
Narwhals feed on a variety of organisms, including cod,
rockfish, flounder, and crabs, but their diet consists primarily
of squid.

-

-

Figure 112. - In this photo of narwhals, the origin of the name "unicorn whale" is apparent. The animal at the right, an adult male, exposes his tusk
as he surfaces aggressively to breathe. Even when this feature is not observed , however , t he narwhals' mottled gray coloration makes them easy to
distinguish from the all-white belugas, with which they share a common range. Note also the dorsal ridge on the animal to the left. (Photo by D.
LtUlby, courte8Y of the Sea IAbrary. )
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Oistribution

habitat- the beluga-that the two are highly unlikely to be
confused. Belugas are usually all white or light slate gray in
color. while narwhals are very much darker. ranging from
bluish gray to brownish. and are often covered with light
leopard like spots. Furthermore. the body of the beluga is
more robust.
Further. swimming narwhals frequently buck their heads
up to breathe. a behavior which makes the tusk of adult males
visible and permits positive identification.

Narwhals are found in the high arctic seas of the western
'orth Atlantic. primarily in Lancaster Sound and its fringes.
I has been noted that they are found in isolated pockets
'ithin that range and are not. like the beluga. widely
listributed.
Narwhals make annual migrations in response to the
vement of the ice. During the fall as the ice begins to
I"m. the whales migrate to the south. sometimes reachthe Labrador coast. In the spring they return to the
ck ice.

Stranded Specbnens
Stranded narwhals should be easily identifiable by the
distinctive coloration and the unique characteristics of the
teeth. In adults. one or two of the teeth may develop into the
long. left-hand spiraling tusk. shown in Figures 112 and 114.
Immature animals have no teeth which are emerged.

ay Be Confused With
Narwhals are so different in coloration from the only
edium-sized cetacean which shares its range and

Figure 113. - A juvenile narwhal in a tank at New York Aquarium. Though newborn animals are dark bluish
gray on the back, fading to white on the beDy, note that the mottled gray coloration characteristic of adults is
weD developed even in relatively young animals. The white region on the head is lanolin cream, applied to
protect the animal's skin during transport. (Photo by H. E. Winn.)

rigure 114. - A stranded male narwhal. The long unicorn tusk is the spiral extension of one of the two teeth, though the other may be exposed above the
I\IlIls in males and may even develop into a second long tusk; both teeth of females are normally buried in the gums and rarely emerge. Note the highl y
bstinctive dorsal ridge, near the midpoint of the back. (Photo, by D. LUBby. courteay of the Sea Library.)
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ATLANTIC SPOTTED DOLPHIN (T)
Stene lla plagiodon (Cope 1866)
on a lighter background. though the extent of the spottln
and the additional details of coloration change with ag .
Immature animals lack spots completely. They are d,l
gray or purplish gray on the back, becoming lighter gray (
the sides and white on the belly. The cape along t he bac ;
distinctly separated from the lighter gray coloration of
sides. The flippers and the trailing edge of the flukes
darker than the rest of the body.
As they age. the Atlantic spotted dolphins dev
grayish-white spots. first low on the sides. sprea
upward. During this stage. the cape becomes less disti I
and dark spotting begins to develop on the belly. the s
increasing in number with increasing age. In adult ani
the belly is often extensively covered with dark blotches
never becomes completely black. The lips may be white, 1/
the beak i characteristically tipped with white. a feat u
which may aid in identification at sea.
The Atlantic spotted dolphins have a spinal blaze and
light line which extends from the flipper to the eye.

Other Common Names
Spotter. Gulf Stream spotted dolphin. spotted porpoise.
long-snouted dolphin. 11

Description
Atlantic spotted dolphins reach a maximum adult length
of 7.5. perhaps 8 feet (2.3 to 2.4 m). They are generally more
robust in body shape than the other species of Stenella.
closely resembling Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins in that
regard. though the Atlantic spotted dolphins tend to be more
slender.
The dorsal fin is distinctly back-curved and pointed on the
tip. also closely resembling that of the Atlantic bottlenosed
dolphin.
As the common name suggests. the Atlantic spotted
dolphins are marked dorsally with numerous grayish-white
spots on a darker background and ventrally with dark spots

Natural History Notes
"See also p.110. The common name "long-snouted dolphin" was once
widely used for this species. It is now more frequently used for SteneUo.
longirostris, also known as the spinner dolphin.

Little is known of the natural history of the Atlan
spotted dolphins. The pecies occurs in herds of up to seve

Figure 11.5. - Atlantic spotted do.lphins bes~de a rese~ch vessel off Beaufort, N .C .• September 1965. Adults of this species can be identified by
the spottmg pattern and the white coloration of the lips. (See also bridled dolphin. p. 108.) Young animals which lack spots may be confused
with the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins though they are sma\1er and are purplish gray on the back. (Piloto by G. T. Green.)
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IUndred individuals, though groups of 50 or fewer (6-10) are
[lore common. They are often seen jumping clear of the water
.nd habitually ride the bow wave of moving vessels. As they
10, the distinct cape or band of purplish gray on the back of
'ounger animals and the spotting pattern of older animals
[lay be visible.
Atlantic spotted dolphins feed primarily on squid but may
Iso take carangid fishes, small eels, herring, or ancho'·es.
~Iay

HEAD AND BEAK
Head more slender; beak
longer; lips and top of snout
often white.

NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
Usually found more than 5
miles offshore; most common
inside 100-fathom curve.

Be confused With

Atlantic spotted dolphins, particularly young animals,
lay be easily confused with Atlantic bottle nosed dolphins
ecause of the similarities in color pattern and general body
I ape.
However, the Atlantic spotted dolphins have
'onsiderable purplish gray in their background colors and the
iltlantic bottle nosed dolphins are more dark gray to brownish
:ray. This along with considerable differences in the overall
,izes of the two species should permit positive identification.
[l general, the key differences between spotted and
lOttie nosed dolphins are as follows:

Atlantic Bottlenosed
Dolphin

To 8-10 feet (2.4-3.1 m)
inshore, to as much as 12 feet
(3.7 m) offshore.

BODY COLOR

}ark purplish gray on back;
ighter gray on sides and
~I elly; body becomes increasngly spotted with age.

Bridled Dolphin

BODY SHAPE
Usually robust, often like More slender, more like that
that of the Atlantic bottle- of the Atlantic striped dolnosed dolphin.
phin.

MAXIMUM SIZE

To 7.5-8 feet (2.3-2.4 m).

Usually more coastal, often
ascending rivers and entering lagoonal and estuarine
areas.

Young Atlantic spotted dolphins are so similar in
appearance to the Atlantic bottle nosed dolphins that the
frequent reports of mixed schools of the two species are
probably occasioned by groups of spotted dolphins which
include some young, still unspotted animals.
Atlantic spotted dolphins might also be confused with
bridled dolphins. The two can be most readily distinguished
by the following characteristics:
Atlantic Spotted Dolphin

Atlantic Spotted Dolphin

Head robust; beak short;
beak usually uniformly gray
(older animals' beak may be
white at tip).

Dark gray on back; lighter
gray on sides; white or pink
on belly (old animals may
have a few spots on belly, but
most are not spotted).

Figure 116.-A side view of two female Atlantic
spotted dolphins from off St. Augustine, Fla. in the
tank at Marineland of Florida. Note the tall falcate
dorsal fin, pointed on the tip and varying slightly in
shape between the two individuals, and the spots on
t he body . (Photo by S. Leatherwood.)
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BODY COLOR
Spotted; purplish gray on Spotted; side of head light
back; lighter gray on sides gray; body has stripe from
and belly becoming increas- flipper to corner of mouth ,
ingly spotted with age. As though the stripe tends to
animals becomes more spot- fade as spotting increases.
ted, cape become less dis- Cape on top of head more
tinct. Body has spinal blaze distinct that on Atlantic
and light line from flipper to spotted dolphin. Body has no
eye.
spinal blaze.

a

e

Figure 117.-A series showing the development of the color pattern of the Atlantic spotted dolphins from Florida. Newborn or youn« animals Are
purplish gray on the back, grading to immaculate white on the belly. As they mature , animals develop light spots, first on the lower sides, then higher
back, and dark spots on the belly. As spotting increases, the cape becomes less distinct. (Photo. by A . Solil [aL D . K . C<IldweU [b, c], and co\Irt4!n
Marineland 0/ Florida lei, e, fl.)
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At sea the Atlantic spotted dolphins may also be confused
vith rough -toothed dolphins (p. 135).

populations in the Gulf of Mexico move inshore in the late
spring, and may approach close to shore during spring and
summer.

)istribution
Stranded Specnnens

Atlantic spotted dolphins are a common species in the
ontinental waters of the tropical and warm temperate
vester n North Atlantic. Although they are far more
bundant south of Cape Hatteras, they have been reported
~om the latitude of Cape May, N.J. (some fishermen claim to
[ave seen them even further north) south through the Gulf of
ilexico and the Caribbean to Venezuela. Atlantic spotted
lolphins may be replaced around the West Indies by the
)ridled dolphin.
Within this range, the Atlantic spotted dolphins appear to
)e generally restricted to the waters outside the 100-fathom
'urve, most commonly more than 5 miles offshore. However,

Stranded Atlantic spotted dolphins may be difficult to
distinguish from bridled dolphins. If the color pattern is still
clearly visible, the differences in coloration described above,
particularly those of the head , and the presence or absence of
a spinal blaze may be used. But since external appearance
other than coloration are often very similar, specimens
should be photographed from as many aspects as possible and
the entire specimen or the roughed-out complete skeleton
transported to a museum for preparation and examination.
Tooth counts recorded for the two species to date are also
very similar.

Pigure U8-Juvenile Atlantic spotted dolphins at
lea in the southeastern Caribbean. Although
.potters can be either relatively short-snouted and
:hunky or long-snouted and slightly built, the
.pinal blaze, llipper-to-eye stripe, white lips, and
:alcate dorsal fin can be used to identify
:hem. (Photo by D. Poppe.)

Figure 119.-A captive Atlantic spotted dolphin
from off St. Augustine, Fla. This species has from
30 to 36 teeth in each upper jaw and from 28 to 35 in
each lower jaw, fewer than aU other StenelLa except
perhaps the bridled dolphin, fewer than the
saddleback dolphins, but more than the Atlantic
bottlenosed dolphins . (Photo by S. Leatherwood.)
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BRIDLED DOLPHIN (T l
Ie nellajTOII lahs (G. Cuvi(' r 1 29)

Spinner Dolphin

Bridled Dolphin

Other Common Names

(, O LO/{ '1 HJ . '

Bridled potted dolphin, Cuvier's dolphin, gamin (Sl.
Vincent), bridled porpoi e.

[)islinrt ("apl' on tu p of hl 'ad ;
"idl' of hl'ad liKht gray;
distinct "trip!' from nipPI'r
10 ('ornl'r of moul h and from
clark t'irl'il' ,Iround ")',. 10
apt·, of m('lon,

Descr iption
Bridled dolphin, the econd pecies of potted dolphins in
the western North Atlantic, reach an adult I ngth of at least
7 feet (2.1 m). Like the other, the Atlantic spott d dolphin
(p. 104), bridled dolphins are characterized by light grayi. h·
white pot on the dark dor al portion of the body and dark
pots on the light ventral surface. Oth r d tail of th
coloration differ omewhat. Bridled dolphin' ar dark gray
n the back, fading to lighter gray on the side and b lly .
They lack the pinal blaze characteri tic of Atlantic pOlted
dolphins. Except on the head, the border b t we 'n th back
and side colors i indistinct. On the head, the cap (the dark
color of th~ top of the head) i di tinct. In the lighl gray of
the side of the head are the markings from .... hich th p cie.
derives its common name, "bridled dolphin." The e are a
black circle around the eye with an exten ion to the jun tion
(apex) of the rostrum and the melon (present in nearly all
dolphins) and a broad black tripe from the origin of lh
flipper to the corner of the mouth. Thi mouth to· flipper
stripe tends to fade a
potting increases. Both th upper
and lower lip are white or pinki h.

[),I r k g r ay on bal'k; Lm or
y f·llo .... i h I non id ,·. h it
on tH'lly,

BEAK
,'horll'r and mOf(' I 'nd('r; II
hl'H'k; lip ....... hill'.

I n1formly dark gr y,

f. In'ml Iy Ion and I, nd ' r ;
dark gray to hlal" on top
hilt· hl'lo ; lip hlark.

Uftf'n Iight( r ray in middh ,

d, r' sr luno hord r.

Oi tribution
Hridlt 0 dolphm occur m troplt'al nd uhlropw.nl
primarily nt'ar ("Oa tnlar'o nd i land ,but re b· I . nown
from tht' WI' I Indi" . 1 hl'Y hav' h '('n rt'port'd from th
,\ntlll ' , from Tt'xa , and from Plorida norlh tf)
or lh
C rolln . It ha b n p~rulat(d lh t lhi P ci
All.mtit' poll·d dolphin around th • We t Indi
Bridl d dolphin ha\ > not y t be 'n d
rih d lrom
oulh merit'an coa l.

Natural History Notes
Virtually nothing i known of the natural hi.tory of
bridled dolphins except that they have been ob erved in 'mall
herds of from 5 to 30 individual and ometime ride the bo ....
wave of a vessel.

tranded

pecimen

Rridlt'd dolphin ha\ e (rom 2, to 34 l th in a h up p
ja .... and from 33 10 36 in each 10\\ r ja ..... They can t
di lin~uish 'd frompannl'f dolphin, .... hich ha\"e -1 6· 5 lee
in t'ach ja\\, by lhl characl r alon .
They may be di tang-uih d from pott d dolphin only i
thE:' olor patt rn of th h ad i cI arly vi ible. II it ha lade
th sp cimen \\ ill prohably r quire mu eum pr eparalion an
xamination b fore it can be po itively id ntified.

May Be Confused With
At sea, bridled dolphin may be confu ed .... ith Atlantic
spotted dolphins or spmner dolphin Difference by .... hich
they may be distingui hed from the fir tare tabularized on
p. 105. Differences between spinner and bridled dolphin
permitting identification at ea are as follow :
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120. -A bridled dolphin harpooned in the commercial whale fishery off St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles. H the color pattern bas faded , bridled dolphins
be readily distinguished from the Atlantic spotted dolphins and must be sent to a museum for preparation and examination of the skull and

(Photo by W. A. Huck, courteBy of Marineland of Florida.)

Figure 121.-A bridled dolphin from St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles. Note the dark cape of the back, the
lighter side, and the dark stripes from the eye to the snout (found in most dolphin species) and the flipper to
the gape, a feature which fades as the animal's spotting increases. Together these two features comprise
the "bridle" from which the common name derives . Note also the white lips and the white lower jaw.
(Photo by J . R. Sullivan.)
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SPINNER DOLPHIN (T)
Stenella longirostris Gray 1828

Other Common Names

the bow of a boat from considerable distances to ride in the
bow wave and may ride for protracted periods.

, Long-snouted dolphin. long-beaked porpoise. spinner
porpoise, rollover (St. Vincent).

May Be Confused With
Spinner dolphins may be confused with saddle back
dolphins. Both species occur in large herds and often come to
moving vessels to ride the bow wave. The two can be
distinguished, however , by these differences:

Description
Spinner dolphins reach a maximum length of about 7 feet
(2.1 mi. The body is slender. The beak varies from extremely
long and slender (Fig. 123) to relatively short (Fig. 125); the
beak is usually dark on top and clean white below, though
there may be some white above. The tip of the snout and the
lips are distinctly black. while those of both species of spotted
dolphins are light. The back is dark gray to black. the sides
are tan to yellowish brown, and the belly is white. Some of the
larger animals appear almost all black with faint, light
speckling. The dorsal fin is generally moderately falcate. but
may be almost triangular in adult males. It is often a lighter
gray near t he middle . bordered by black or dark gray.

Spinner Dolphin

Saddleback Dolphin

COLORATION
Dark gray on back; tan or
yellowish tan on sides; white
on belly; lacks crisscross
pattern on sides; distinct
black stripe from flipper to
eye.

Natural History Notes

Dark gray to brownish gray
on back; white on belly with
crisscross or hourglass pattern of tan to yellow on sides;
distinct black stripe from
flipper to middle of lower
jaw.

Spinner dolphins might also be confused with bridled
dolphins, but may be distinguished by the differences
summarized on p. 108.

Spinner dolphins derive their common name from
their habit of leaping clear (' f the water and spinning
on their longitudinal axis. The reasons for this behavior
are unknown . Individuals may rotate 2 times , or more,
in one leap but spinning behavior is not observed as
frequently in t he western North Atlantic as it is in the
eastern tropical Pacific.
Spinner dolphins occur in herds of up to several hundred
individuals and are often seen jumping clear of the water.
working the sea surface into a froth. They frequently come to

Distribution
Spinner dolphins are distributed in oceanic and coastal
tropical waters. Though one specime n was collected from
South Carolina, they have been more frequently r eported
from both coasts of Florida. the Gulf of Mexico, the
Caribbean, and the West Indies. They have also been

iIii....~~ -
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Figure 122. - Spinner dolphins occur in large herds
in tropical waters. As illustrated by these photos of
animals off Venezuela in 1969. spinner dolphins
often leap clear of the water and may come to a
moving vessel from considerable distance s away to
frolic in its bow wave . (Photo by M. Bartlett.)

Figure 123.-A spinner dolphin jumping
close beside a research vessel off the Virgin
Islands. The distinctive color pattern (gray
on the back, tan on the sides, and white on
the beUy) is clearly visible. The black-tipped
rostrum and the black lips are key
characters to this species. (Photo by C.

McCann.)

from Venezuela. They are said to be the most
ndant dolphin species from the southeastern Caribbean.
Pacific spinner dolphins are distributed in oceanic
zones. Atlantic spinners may be abundant in offshore tropical
waters as well.

tranded Specimens
Stranded spinner dolphins are most readily identified by
the extremely long rostrum and the 46-65 teeth , far more
t han any other species of dolphin. Note that the striped
dolphins may have from 43 to 50 teeth per side in each jaw.
However, striped dolphins are decidedly larger (to about 9
feet [2.7 m]), have a shorter beak, and are distinctly marked
with dark stripes from the eye to the flipper, from the eye to
t he anus, and from the area behind the dorsal fin forward,
towards but not reaching the head.
Saddleback dolphins also have from 40 to 50 teeth on each
side but are also easily distinguishable by the differences in
coloration discussed above for living animals at sea.

Figure 124.-Spinner dolphins are active bow
riders and may stay with a vessel for long periods of
time. (photo from off the Virgin IBwnds by H. E.

Winn.)
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Figure 125. - Although all spinner dolphins so far examined have the same basic characteristics, the degree of expression of tho e characteristic varies
from individual to individual or area to area. These small short· snouted dolphins (those on bottom stranded near t. Petersburg, Fla. and maintained
alive by the Aquatarium in that city, and those on top photographed at sea, off the northwestern Africa coast in 1972) are spinners, although their
classification is uncertain. There may be several species or geographical races of spinners in the Atlantic. (photo. caurte.y of w. F. Perrin [top] and

Aquatarium [bottom].)

Figure 126.-A spinner dolphin harpooned in the fishery at St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles. Even after subtle aspects of the color pattern have faded, this
species can be readily identified by the 46·65 teeth in both upper and lower jaws and by the distinctly black lips and black· tipped rostrum. (photo by W. A

Huck, courtesy of Marineland of Florida.)
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TRIPED

DOLPHI~

(T)

len lla co ruleoalba (M: y n 1 33)

:)ther Common Names

trip d

olphiD

ddl bac!.. I' Iphin

I.E (,TIl

Euphro yne dolphin (Stenella styx). Meyen' dolphin.
,Iue-white dolphin. Gray's dolphin.
trip d porpoi e.
treaker porpoise_

To ahout9 f· t \2.7
mor .

m)

or

.t>ldom
2.1 mI.

n

OLORATlO '

[)escription

Back from light gray to r!ark
gray to blui h gray; idt'
gray; b lIy gray or whit;
di tinctive black lateral
tripping from 1) eye to flipper. 2) eye to anu . and 3)
dark color behind dor. al fin
forward. toward but not
reaching head.

The striped dolphin is a widely distributed relative of the
pinner and the Atlantic spotted dolphins. though it more
losely resembles saddleback dolphins t han either of these
wo pecie _It reaches a maximum length of about 9 feet (2_7
1) and is characterized by a series of distinctive black stripes.
)ne band of black begins near the eye and extends down the
ide of the body to the area of the anus. (A mall econdary
tripe originating with this band turns off and disappears in
he white coloration of the side just above the flippers. ) A
kcond band of black extends from the eye to the flipper.
ome workers have contended that striped dolphins are
parable into distinct species depending on whether the
ye- to-flipper stripe has one (S. coeruleoalba) or two (S. styx)
mponents.
Most individuals have an additional distinctive finger of
lack coloration which extends from the black coloration
ehind the dorsal fin forward towards and about halfway to
e eye. It is this feature which is most distinctive in animals
iding the bow or leaping clear of the water. The back is dark
r:ay to bluish gray. the sides are lighter gray. and the belly is

Back

thl'
~tnp('

of

10\\

idl.
from flll'P
'r Ja\\.

Distribution
triped dolphin are widely ditrihul<·d In tht' tl'mlwr I •
ubtropical. and tropical eas of the \\('stl'rn 'orlh tl. ntlc
They have been report d from at Ipa. t Halifs .. '()\a (·otl.
outh as far a Jamaica. (Additional r ('orr! . purport. dly
from outhern Greenland. im 01\ I'd a mu l'um I "elm n
ince triped dolphin of th east rn, 'orth Atlan I art'r r
north of England. the peci
ccurr 'nCl' nl'ar Grl' nl nd
would b highly improbable.) Individual have n (pnll) I t'l n
reported from the Gulf of Mexico.
De pite this wide di tnbution. trip d dolphin app r to
prefer warmer water and are prohahly norm II) ((lnfml d to
the Gu f tream or the waters off th 'contlnl'nlal I p
Individual. appearing to the north of th 'ran I t' m to h \
ventured northward with finger of \\arm Voat'r.

~hite.

atural History Notes
Though little is known of this species. it has been reported
n herd of up to several hundred individuals and apparently
r, xhibits behaviors very similar to those of the saddleback
~olphins (p. 116). frequently jumping clear of the water.
!\tlantic and Mediterranean animals have been reported to
ow ride.

Stranded pecimens
tranded striped dolphin· should he n', dll) Id ntlfl bl
by the highly di tincti\ e patt rn of Int ral trlpm
di cus ed above for living animal. . If th.' color patt rn h
fad d. th y may still be id 'ntifi('d hy thl'lr IZ(, I r tr th n
olh r dolphin sp cie of imilar appl' ran
nd t
relal1\'ely large number of tE ,th (13 -0 P r
upp rand 10\\ er Ja\\ .. Onl) the pmntr d
small r in hody length and ha\ ing much Ion
more teeth (46·65 p r id in ('ach Jaw).

ay Be Confused With
This specie i mo t likely to be confused with the
a ddleback dolphin. which it closely re emble . The two may
e di tingui h d by the following characteri tic :
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Figure 127.-Despite some similarities in appearance and behavior to saddleback dolphin, striped dolphin s can be readily
identified by the prominent dark stripes on the side of the body. These striped dolphins we re photographed betwee n the
Caribbean Islands of Curafllo and Bonaire in 1972. (Photo by D. Poppe.)

Figure 128. - When they ride the bow, the most apparent characteristic of striped dolphins is usually the dark streak beginning in
the black coloration behind the dorsal fin and extending forward towards but not reaching the head. This stripe is not always
present, however, and the species may sometimes appear uniformly pale gray from a distance. (Photo from the tropical Atlantic

by H. E. Winn.)
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Figure 129.-Stranded striped dolphins. Note the distinctive black stripes I) eye to flipper, 2) eye to anus, and 3) (on top animal) from black behind
dorsal fin forward towards but not reaching the head. Some workers contend that striped dolphins are separable into two species, depending on
whether the eye-to-flipper stripe has one (SteneUa coendeoalba) or two (S. styx) components. Others contend that the two belong to the same species
(S. coeruleoalba). Striped dolphins have from 43 to 50 teeth in each upper and lower jaw. (Photos from Japan by W. E. Schevill [top] and from Indian Rock8 Beach, FIll. by W. A. Huck, courtesy of MarineIJJ.nd of Flarida [bottom].)
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SADDLE BACK DOLPHIN (T)
Delphinus delphis Linnaeu 1758

Other Common Names
Saddleback
, dolphin.

porpoise,

common

dolphin,

cri

eros

lan. dislind hlack slrip!'
from flipPN to middle of
lower jaw .

Description

rIlppr·r. 2) (.y .. lo anu . and:~
dark color ~whind dorsal fi
forward. toward but nr)
rf'aching hc'arL

LE (;Tll

Saddlebaek dolphins reaeh a maximum overall length of
about 8.5 feet (2.6 m) though most individual are Ie s than
7.5 feet (2.3 m) long. Male are slightly larger than females of
the same age.
The body shape varies slightly but u ually clo ely resembles that of the striped dolphin (p. 113). The dorsal fin
varies from nearly triangular to distinctly falcate and is
pointed on the tip. It is sometimes all black and sometimes
lack on the borders with a lighter grayish region of varying
size near the middle.
The back is basically black or browni h black. hut thi
coloration al1d the extent of the striping patterns that form
the impression of a addle and the degree of color di. tinction
between the different zone are highly variabl .
The chest and belly are cream white to white and are th
most distinctive feature from a distance. Up close, the side
will be seen to be distinctly marked with an hourglass or
crisscross pattern of tan or yellowi h tan. Thi cricro
pattern is diagnostic for the specie .
The rostrum is intermediate in length and hape between
that of the spinner and that of the triped dolphin and is often
black with a white tip.

To 7.5 f('{'l, rarpjy to 8.5 f>Pl
(2.:~ 2.6 m)

To 9 fl'l't (2.7 mi.

From a dislann', saddlpbar'k dolphin mighl al 0 hI
COnrus('d v. ith ~pinO('r dolphin be'('aus(' of the habit. of bot
spl'cic-s or (·ongn·gating in largl' sc'hool wilh much Jumpin
and plashing. Both flr-c-ic's rich· lh bow ..... a\'(·, and elo (
('xamination should rwrmit po ili\!' idpnlific-alion u ing lh
follov. inK ('har;!!'t 'ristif's:
. pinner Dolphin

addle back Dolphin
r.OLOHATIO. '

Dark gray to hro\\ nish gray
on back; v. hit(· on hl'lIy \\ ith
('ri. cro. or hourgla~ pat
lern or tan lo Y"llo\\ i"h Lan
on 'Idl'; dislind hla 'k trip ..
from t1ippl'r to middl of
ImH'r Jav..

Dark /{fay on ha('k; tan
y<,lIov. i h lan on idl'; ..... hi
on bl'lly: lack
rri rro
pallt'rn on ide; di. tin
hlar.k lrip(> from nipper
t·)

Di tributioD
addl back dolphin arlo \\ idely di tribul d in th
temperal', uhlropical. and tropical water of the we ler
~orlh Atlantic
cean. Th y hay
b en reported 0
• 'ev. foundland, Iceland. . 'ova cotia, and the coa 1
:\1a -achu. ell , outh alon~ lh coa t of, forth Am rica to th
aribbean IWest Indie and Jamaica). in the Gulf of il-1exic
and from ~oul h American wat r at lea t lo Margarita I Ian
Venezuela.
The p cie 'occurrence in the more northerly portion
thi range during the ummer and early fall month appea
to coincide with the intru ion of warm water into tho
area ... They are not uncommon off. 'ova colia in umme
and fall and are ca ual member of the marine mam
malian fauna of the remaining Maritime Province durin
that period.
In previous year.
addleback dolphin
uncommonly encountered by collector of Marineland
Florida working the northea t coast of Florida, but t
species has been conspicuously absent since about 196
Reason for this apparent shift of range are unknown.

Natural History Notes
Saddle back dolphins are often seen in herds of a thou and
or more and are often very active, many animal leaping clear
of the water at any time. Like spinner dolphins, saddleback
dolphins are active bow-riders and often come to the boat
from considerable distances. Once on the bow they often ride
for extended periods of time.
Saddleback dolphins feed on squid and on a variety of
fishes, including anchovies, myctophids, and hake.

May Be Confused With
Saddleback dolphins might easily be confused with
striped dolphins and must be examined closely to be
distinguished from them. Primary differences apparent in
encounters at sea are as follows:
Saddleback Dolphin

Striped Dolphin

Stranded Specimens

COLORATION
Back basically black or
brownish; distinct white
chest or belly patch; hourglass or crisscross pattern on
sides, some tan to yellowish

Back from light gray to dark
gray to blUlsh gray; sides
gray; belly gray or white;
distinctive
black lateral
striping from 1) eye to

Saddle back dolphins have from 40 to 50 small, sharpl
pointed teeth in each side of both the upper and lower jaw
These numbers overlap with only those of the striped an
spinner dolphins (with 43-50 and 46-65, respectively
Saddleback dolphins should be readily distinguishable fron
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oth th e p cies by th feature out/in d under th
e cription of living animal and di tingui habl e from the

by th( di tlnl'll\ I m r In
(
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Figure 131. - Saddle back dolphins on t be bow of a ship off Massacbusetts in 1966. The color pattern, including the dark brownish·gray back, the
crisscross pattern on the sides, and the white b elly, are clearly visible. The light tip of the snout helps distinguish this species from the spinner
dolphins, which have a black·tipped snout. (photo by E. Wheeler.)

ure 132. - J he dj,tincth t> cn '>eros pattt>rn of the sides of t he saddle back dolphins is clearly visible e ven when comparatively little of the animal i
ote tht> falcatt> dor I fin. which often. Ill> here. is dark on the border . lighte r near the cente r . (photo by R . K . Brigham, courtesy oj Na .
Fuh rioel &n."tCe.)
Figure l l4.-A saddle back dolphin stranded on Westerly Beach , R.1. The ori
the common nam e ucri scross dolphin " is evide nt in the color pattern of the side .
also t he distinctive black stripe from the center of the lower jaw to the origin
fli pper. (Pho to courtesy oj H. E. Winn. )

11

Iligure 133.-Saddleback dolphins frequently jump clear of the water and may reenter in a variety of ways: 1) smoothly, head first; 2) with a chin slap; 3)
yith an accompanying tail lob; or 4) on the sides or back with a splash. This habit enables them to be spotted from a considerable distance. When stressed,
lerds bunchtigbtlytogether, like the group in the bottom photo. (Photos from off Virgmia by J. G. Mead [top) and off San Diego, Calif. by S. Leather\Dood [bottom).)
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FRASER'S DOLPHIN (T)
Lagenodelphis hoseiFraser 1956
behind dorsal fin forward,
towards but not reaching thr
head .

Other Common Names
Sarawak dolphin, Bornean dolphin, Fraser's porpoise.

BEAK

Description

Extremely short and indistinct.

Fraser's dolphins reach an overall length of at least 8 feet
(2.4 m). They are extremely short-beaked and have a

pronounced dark stripe, similar to that found on the striped
dolphin. extending from the rostrum to the area of the anus.
They are robust in build and have rather small flippers and
dorsal fin relative to body size. The dorsal fin is slender,
falcate, and pointed on the tip. The body is gray on the back
and white on the belly. The color of the side is dominated by
the striping pattern. A cream-white band beginning high on
the rostrum extends above and past the eye, continues
towards the tail, and finally dissipates in the body color above
the anus. Just below and parallel to this cream-white band is a
black one extending from the area of the eye to the anus. A
second cream-white band below and parallel to this dark strip
separates the darker gray coloration of the side from the
white coloration of the belly. The flippers are dark above and
below.

BODY
Robust, particularly in front
of dorsal fin.

mall, dark in color, and
originating in light color of
sides.

Slenderer.

Longer, ometime lighte
on upper surface; note trip
from front of flippers to ey

DORSAL FI
Small, lender, slightly fal
cate, and pointed on top.

The little that is known of the natural history and beha vior
of the species may be summarized as follows: Fraser's
dolphins occur in groups of up to at least 500 animals and in
the Pacific are occasionally seen with spotted dolphins
(SteneUa attenuata). From all accounts, they are not
uncommon in certain areas of the tropical Pacific and off
South Africa.
Fraser's dolphins appear to be deep divers. They are
aggressive swimmers and, when they surface to breathe,
often charge to the surface, creating a spray from their heads.
They have also been reported leaping clear of the water.

Tall r dorsal fin, broader a
base.

Distribution
Although Fra er's dolphin have yet to be described fo
the western orth Atlantic Ocean, they are included here a
"possibles" becau e of the recent discovery that their range i
far more extensive than previously known. Records to dat
have been limited to off hore tropical waters.
The species was first described in 1956 from the remain
of a beach -washed specimen from Sarawak in the South Chin
Sea. Since that time specimens have been collected from th
eastern tropical Pacific, and others have stranded in sue
widely divergent localities as Australia, South Africa, an
Japan. Recent summarie have added sig-hting records fro
the Central Pacific, near the Phoenix Island, from nort
west of the Galapagos Islands. and from South Africa
waters.

May Be Confused With
Fraser's dolphin is intermediate in form between
Lagenorhynchus and Delphinus delphis (thus the composite
name Lagenodelphis). Because the species is apparently
limited to tropical waters, however, and because of the
prominent stripe on the side of the body, Fraser's dolphins
are more likely to be confused with the striped dolphins
(p. 113). The two species can be distinguished at sea by
several characteristics:

Stranded Specimens
Stranded Fraser's dolphins should be readily identifiabl
by 1) distinctive coloration of the body; 2) short. indistinctiv
beak; and 3) robust form. The only other species of sma
dolphins with beaks of similar length and general appearanc
are the Atlantic white-sided and white-beaked dolphins (~
123 and 126); these dolphins. both with far more northerl
ranges. have 30-40 and 22-28 teeth in each side of each jaw
respectively. while Fraser's dolphins have from 40 to 4
teeth in the upper jaw and from 39 to 44 in the lower jaw:

Striped Dolphin

COLORATION
Single broad black stripe
from beak and eye back to
area of anus.

HAPE

FLIPPER

Natural History Notes

Fraser's Dolphin

Longer, much more distinr'
tive.

Color dominated by series of
stripes from: 1) eye to anus;
2) eye to flipper, and 3) black
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I rigure 135. - Fraser's dolphins, like these photographed off the Phoenix Islands in the Pacific (top) and this one off the Philippines (bottom), are definitely
i,lentiIiable in their tropical range by the short snout, the dark flank stripe and the small dorsal fin and flippers. They may reach 8 feet (2.4 m), or more, in
\,'ngth and occur in herds of at least 500 animals, sometimes with spinner dolphins or Atlantic spotted dolphins. (Photos by K. C. Balcomb [top) and T.
IIammond [bottom).)

(following page)
Figure 136. - Fraser's dolphins from the eastern tropical Pacific: adult (top and inset)
and calf (bottom). Note the distinctive black lateral strip and the extremely small
flippers and dorsal fin. (Photos by R. Garoie [top and inset) and S. Leatherwood
[bottom).)
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ATLANTIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN (T)
Lagenorhynchus acutus (Gray 1828)

[)ther Common Names

BEAK
All black.

Atlantic white-sided porpoise, jumper (Newfoundland).

escription

MAXIMUM SIZE

Atlantic white-sided dolphins reach about 9 feet (2.7 m) in
aximum length and are robust in form with a small but
istinct beak (less than 2 inches [5.1 cmllong).
The dorsal fin is tall, distinctly back curved, and pointed
the tip. The tail stock is extremely thick and does not
arrow laterally until very near the tail flukes.
The back is distinctly black, the belly white. The sides
ave zones of gray, tan, and white.
The single most distinctive feature of Atlantic white-sided
: olphins is an elongated oval zone of white and yellowish
iVhite along the sides from just below the dorsal fin to the area
lbove the anus. These patches of lighter coloration, clearly
iemarcated from each other and from the surrounding
:oloration, are frequently visible simultaneously with the
lor sal fin as the animals roll at the surface to breathe. Even
done this feature permits positive identification of the
;pecies. The dorsal fin is often part gray, part black. The beak
s all black.
~atural

Sometimes white in part of
range though western Atlan ·
tic a nimals are usually dark.

To 10 feet (3.1 m).

To 9 feet (2.7 m).

DORSAL FIN
Often part black, part lighter
gray.

Distribution
Atlantic white-sided dolphins are distributed, primarily
offshore, in the cool waters between the Gulf Stream and the
Labrador Current. They have been obser ved from Hud on
Canyon, off New York City, north to southern Greenland and
perhaps Davis Straits. Their normal r ange shares a southern
boundary with the white-beaked dolph in but does not extend
as far to the north.

Stranded Specimens
In addition to the features described above for living
animals at sea, stranded Atlantic white-sided dolphins can be
distinguished from white-beaked dolphins by the following:

History Notes

Atlantic white-sided dolphins are known to congregate in
lerds of perhaps a thousand animals, though smaller herds
Ire far more common. The species is often wary of ships and
. oes not ordinarily ride the bow wave. Like a number of other
pecies, white-sided dolphins have been reported in
ssociation with Atlantic pilot whales.

Atlantic White-Sided
Dolphin

White-Beaked Dolphin

NUMBER OF TEETB:
per side per jaw,
sometimes more in upper.

30-40

ay Be Confused With

22-28 per side per jaw; hav e
lar ger individual teeth- to 6
mm in diameter.

FLIPPERS

At sea, Atlantic white-sided dolphins are most likely to be
onfused with the white-beaked dolphins, with which they
i verlap in distribution. Though they are very similar in
i eneral appearance, the two can be distinguished in the
llowing ways:

Lower portion of forward
margin more curved.

I

Atlantic White-Sided
Dolphin

Uniformly dark.

Lower portion of forward
mar gin less acutely curved.

VENTRAL COLOR
White coloration of belly
extends high onto sides of
body.

White- Beaked Dolphin

White coloration of belly
extends to lower jaw but not
above flippers on sides.

COLORATION

8longated band of yellowish
white and white along side,
visible behind and below
dorsal fin as animal rolls.

CAUDAL CRE STS

Two grayish ar eas- one in
front, the other below and
behind dorsal fin, visible as
animal rolls.

Tail stock strongly compressed laterally; taller, narrows
rapidly just in front of flukes .

23

Tail stock less laterally
more
compressed, taper
gently towards tail fluke .

Figure) 38. - An Atlantic white 'Nided dolphin off the eastern Canadian COalt. Theile
animals do not usually ride the bow wave , but when they can be examined at c10ee
range, they can be readily distinguished from their more northerly cousins, the
white-beaked dolphins. by their highly distinctive color pattern . (Photo btl P. B.

Beamuh.)

-

Figure 137.-Atlantic whlte-sided dolphlns at sea between Cape Cod, Mass. and Nova Scotia. Thls species can be positively identified by the
elongated zone of whlte and the adjacent region of tan or yellowish tao below and behind the dorsal fin, visible even in the fast -swimming animal in
the bottom picture . The top photo illustrates the origin of t he Newfoundland common name "jumper." (Photos by K . C. &J.lcomb [top) and H.

E. Winn [bottom).)
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igure 139.-The highly distinctive pattern of the Atlantic white-sided
; olphins is dearly visible in this animal stranded in Scotland. Even if the
olor pattern has faded, however. this species should be e~sy to identify _
he 30-40 teeth in each of the upper and lower jaws permit distinction
om the white-beaked dolphins, which have only about 22-28 per side in
"ach jaw. (Ph.oto. by B. Thllock, courieBl/ of A. S. Clarke.)

WHITE-8 AK D D
Lag
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mm n

or ync

m ..

alblrot

LPHl~

IT

Gray 1

~'

fcatun' by \\ hl"h th '1\~O spt'ries m3Y lw distinguishNI in tht
brid en ounter typic31 at 'ea arp tabulariz d on p. 1:?7.
qUldhound •

foundl ndl.

Dj tribution
\\ h:tl' twakl'd dolphin' an' the m ft' northl'rly of tht, bl
p '{:l' of Lug. norhynch IS in the \\ -tefn I 'orth Atlanti{'
Thl') arl' found from ap Cod. :\Ia -s .. north to we -t rn anI
..,outhl'rn ,[penland and D;l\is 'traits. though they arl
apparpntly far more numprou to the north of this ;,wge
They appear in Da\ is ... traits In pring and summpr and leay
that arl'a in autumn. sometin1t's aslatp a', o\pmbt'r. to mov
outh\\3rd. They wintpr a - far south as ape od. where thl',
are the common dolphin -p cips in April, May. and Jun
'-.;oml'timt' to July). Their migrations are poorly known .

. . tranded

pecUnen

:tranoeo \\ hltt'-\wakt'd dolphins can lll' most readil
rii-';linguished from \\ hitt'-sidl'd dolphin by the substanti,

ot·

nl) rioe tht> how

n quid. oct lpll . rod.
on h('nthi cru tace,In~.

ith
rt

lik 'Iy

differences in coloration and the differences in numbers of
teeth.
Atlantic White-Sided
Dolphin
White-Beaked Dolphin

COLORATION
Beak sometimes gray or
white above a nd below; two
pale areas visible on living
animals not visible on stranded specimens.

TEETH
2-28 per side per jaw.

30-40 per side per jaw,
sometimes more in upper
jaw.

Beak all black; side marked
with elongated areas of
white with streaking patterns of yellow and tan.

Additional characteristics by which the two species may
be distinguished are summarized on p. 123.

Figure 141. - White-beaked dolphins reach nearly 10 feet (3.1 m) in length. Stranded animals, such as this specimen from Scotland, should be
distinguishable from Atlantic white-sided dolphins by their differences in coloration. This species sometimes has a white beak and always lacks the
elongated white patch and tan or yellow streaking found on the side of Atlantic white·sided dolphins. (PhotoB by A. S. Clarke.)
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ATLANTIC BOTTLENOSED DOLPHIN (T)
Tursiops truncatus (Montagu 1821)
pecie may be confu d. Th Atlantic bottleno ed dolphin
and the Atlantic potted dolphin can be di tinguished
however. by the following chara teri tics:

Other Common Names
Bottlenosed porpoise, gray porpoise, common porpoise.

12

Atlantic
potted Dolphjn

Atlantic
Bottlenosed Dolphin

Description

MAXIMUM,IZE

Atlantic bottle nosed dolphins reach a maximum overall
length of about 12 feet (3.7 m) and weigh in E'xcess of 1.430
pounds (650 kg). They have relatively stubby nout and
dorsal fins. which are broad at the base. tall, and falcate.
Coloration varies slightly. but individuals are u ually dark
gray on the back. lighter gray on the side. grading to white or
pink on the belly. Old females may have spot on the belly.
The dark coloration of the back often appear as a highly
distinct cape. particularly on the head .

8 f(;,E't to as much as 12
(2. 1 to :3,7 m).

r

ct

7.5

f('('t 12.:3 2.1 m).

COLORATIO.
• ot spott d (old femalf> may
hav(' poLs on b '1Iy); dark
gray on back; light gray on
sldrs; whit· or pink on b lIy.

Natural History Notes

Dark purpli'h gray on bat
light('r gray on . id(' an I
b II)'; body be('om s increa
Ingly polt d "- ilh age.

HEAD A, D BEAK
II ad robust; b ak r lativ'l),
short.

Atlantic bottle nosed dolphins often occur in group of up
to several hundred individuals which usually con i t of
aggregations of small groups of no more than a dozen animal
each. They frequently associate with the Atlantic pilot
whales and are frequently found accompanying the right and
hump back whales travelling along the Atlantic coast of
Florida.
Atlantic bottle nosed dolphins have catholic ta te .
feeding on shrimp, eels. catfish. menhadden mullet. and
miscellaneous trash fish. to mention only a few. They are
frequently foun d near shrimp boats. feeding on fi h tirred up
by the trawls or on discarded trash fi h.
They sometimes move in to ride the bow wa ve of ave el.
turning on their sides. sometimes pinning completely
around on their longitudinal axis when doing so. Individual
may also turn their heads downward or to the ide. They are
often found close to shore. in bays and lagoons. and
sometimes venture up the larger rivers. Some individual.
especially the larger animals, are found as far off hore as the
edge of the continental shelf. Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins
sometimes ride the surf. Individuals may jump clear of the
water as high as 15-20 feet (4.6-6.1 m), a behavior on which
aquarium shows have capitalized.
Members of this species are the dolphins most commonly
maintained in captivity at zoos, aquariums, marine parks.
and research institutions. For that reason. they are perhaps
more familiar to the general public than any other species of
porpoise, dolphin, or whale.

Bt'ad mor('
longl'r.

am£' Atlantic bottl£'no ·d dolphin ar di. tribut d "off hare a lar a th edg of th cantin ntal helL Tho
indl\ Iduals may b· confu. d "- ith ith r rough-tooth
dolphin. (p. 135) or with grampu (p. 96). They may b
distinguished from rough -tooth d dolphin by th follo,,- in

Atlantic Bottleno ed
Dolphin
BODY
Dark gray on back; light
gray on Id ; \\ hite or pink on
b II)'.

Rough -Toothed Dolphin
LOR
Dark gray. alma t purpli
with y Ilow pot; lighter a
b lly.

T
Relatively hort and tubby.
and clearly demarcat d from
forehead; u ually all gray;
ome older individual have
white-tipped nout and or
white lip.

Long and lender; not clear
demarcated from fore hea
lower ja \\' and Ii p peckl
white.

Distingui hing difference between the Atlantic bottle
no ed dolphins in off hore area and grampus are tabularize
on p. 96.
In northeastern outh America the range of the Atlanti
bottlenosed dolphin apparently overlaps with that of th
Guiana dolphin, which, exce pt for size. it closely resembles
(see p. 132).

May Be Confused With
From at least Cape Hatteras southward, the range of the
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins distributed in inshore areas
may overlap with that of Atlantic spotted dolphins,
particularly during the spring and summer, when the
Atlantic spotted dolphins move inshore. There the two

Distribution
The Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins are widely distribute
in the temperate and tropical waters of the western Nort

" See also p.150 for use of this common name for another species. the
harbor porpoise.
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Figure 142. -Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins leaping on the bow of a research vessel between Cape Cod, Mass. and Nova Scotia. Note tbe
robust body, the falcate dorsal fin, and the gradation of color in three zones-dark gray on the back, to lighter gray on the sides, to white or
pink on the belly. (Photo by A. Taru.slci..)

Figure 143. -A side view ofthe Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins off St. Augustine. Fla.l\'ote the dark grayish coloration of the back, the lighter
coloration of the side. and tbe tall, sbarply angled dorsal fin. pointed on tbe tip. Thougb dorsal fin shapes are highly variable, dorq] fins of
the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin are usually more falcate and less pointed OD the tip than on tbese animals. (Photo c~rte6JI of Marineland

of FWrida. )
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In these same southerly areas some Atlantic bottlenosed
dolphins are distributed as far offshore as the edge of the
continental shelf.

Atlantic. They are known from at least Nova Scotia but are
best known from New England southward to Florida,
westward in the Gulf of Mexico, and thence throughout the
West Indies and Caribbean to Venezuela.
In the northern portion of that range, Atlantic
bottle nosed dolphins are distributed offshore. In the
southern portions of their range from at least North Carolina
southward, the majority are found nearshore and often enter
s and lagoons, and sometimes venture up the larger
s. Daily migrations in these areas may follow tidal flow.

Stranded SpecUnens
Within their range, stranded Atlantic bottlenosed
dolphins should be readily identifiable by 1) the robust body,
2) relatively short beak, and 3) the 20-26 teeth in each upper
jaw and 18-24 in each lower jaw.

-

145.-An Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin taken at Isla La Blanquilla, off Venezuela. Because they inhabit shallow waters, Atlantic bottlenosed
dolphins are iufrequent victims of strandings. (Photo ccru.rtesy of F. Cervigon.)

Figure 146. - Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins have from
20 to 26 teeth in each side of the upper jaw and from 18
to 24 in each side of the lower jaw. These teeth, sharply
pointed in younger animals, may wear substantially as
the animal ages. (Photo courtesy of Wometco Miami
Seaquarium. )
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GUIA A DOLPHIN (T )

j)OI{

Other Common Name
MOfl'

one known.

H

n('arlv Iri.lngular: ('u r

d only lightly Ilit(·k .... ll rei

L Fl '
Ilroad ba (·d. t II , and fal
(·all'.

n('ar lip.

Description

IJJ. 'I HIBl " I().'

Guiana dolphin" are th second smaill'st t"l't;u'pan s [w('i{'
in the western North Atlantic, r(:tehlng a maximum I('nl(th of
only about 5.6 feet (1.7 m).
Their body shape is very "imilar to that 01 the t1antir
bottlenosed dolphin, though thl' heak is I{'ss ('ll'OIrly
demarcated from the forehead.
The rather prominent dor al fin is nearly trian TliiOIr,
curving only lightl) backwards ncar thl' tip.
Guiana dolphin are steel blue to dark hnm n on thl' h.l(·k
and white on the bell). Theft' i sometiml's a hro\\ ni h \J.Ind
e.-tending from the dark color ofth(' back in front of th(' elor al
fin back towards but not reaching the anll.

Found In rlvl'r and I' tll.lr
it' , (. 't l'nel Into only VI ry
... hall" .... n('.lr hOft' "". Ipr on
limltl eI art'a of "uth mprl
I'an ,'0,1 t

, llJar " , bu
larth,'r ',ff h(,n'.

Distributi n
C;Ulalla dolphin
rf' found 10 Lak,' rara lbo,
nVl'r of (,uyana, nd in thl' npar hor' 1'0;1. tal"" a
north"a t, rn !,,,rlilln of th (,ulana,

Natural History Note
Guiana dolphins are u ually found in group of fl· .... l'r I hdn

~trand

10 individual.

10

th

d Sp eim n

Mav Be Confused With
Because of their limited rangl' and pccialll'l'd hailitat ,
Guiana dolphin ar unlik Iy to he confu d \\ ith any othl'r
cetacean
pecie- except perhap
Atlanti(' boltll'n()~t'd
dolphins (p. 128). These two pecie can be ditingui hed bv
the following characteristic.":
'
Allantic B ttl no
Dolphin '>

Atlantic Botti no ed
Dolphins

Guiana Dolphin

Guiana Dolphin

Ef.TH

IZE
To only 5.6 feet (1.7 m).

d

~(J ~t)

'to as much a 1~ teet C~.-1to
3,7 m).

In ('al'h uppC'r ja .... :
1 ~t) in l'arh 10\\ l'r Ja"",

.,! t}

::1,) in O'aeh ja \\ : oil r
·d in • rranl{cmrnl.

rdg~

Figure 147. uiana dolphjn from Kartabo , Britill h Grilana . In the co. tal portio
of its rllIlge along the northea tern
uth AmeriCIUI coast, thl pecie is mo l likel
to be confused with the
tlllIltic bottleno ed dolphln , GuiAnA dolpltins are mue:
smaller , rarely e ceerung 5.6 feet 11.7 m ). have a more triangular dorsal fin, an
tend to be found more frequentl y in estUAries and rivers . t Plio to bll A . B. V,
Beneden/rom Zoologica VII (4), bll pe-rmi...Wll of tile New Ycwk Zoo/ogteal Soct.tll.
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a

b
Figure 148.-Guiana dolphins harpooned in Kartabo , British Guiana. Guiana dolphins have from 26 to 35 teeth in each jaw. Atlantic
bottIenosed dolphins, which are larger but somewhat similar in appearance , have from 20 to 26 teeth in each upper jaw and from 18 to 26
in each lower jaw. (Photo by A. B. Van Beneden from Zoologica VII (.4), by permiBBion of the New York Zoolcgical Society. )
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m

ription

Th. m _ b di ting-ui hed from Atlantic bottleno ed
dolphIn b~ the characteristic tabularized on p. 128.
E.. n at a d~ lance the blotched coloration of the ide and
th
hit coloration of the ro trum of rough -toothed dolphins
m
i ible. If clo e r examination i po ible, t he
(Ii tlnctl\
hap and coloration of the beak make positive
Id 'ntlficatlOn ea y.

Dj tribution
Though r cord of rough-toothed dolphins from t he
orth tlantic are cant, the pecie i a sumed to
Id Iy d~ tribut d in deep tropical to warm temperate

rt I
. - ( 10 eup_ of the highly distinctive bead of a
h tooth d dolphin ,ho~ing the white lips and the tack
f • d aT df'm rca tioo bl't" ('eo the soout and the fore head .
flU pKI h., from 20 to 27 fairl) large teeth in each side
f both the upper and lo"e r ja,,~. (Photo. at Sea Life
Park. Hawau. bll K. C. Balcomb [topl and S. Leatherwood

ro

[bott

I)

water . It ha been r eported from Virginia, Georgia, Florida.
the Gulf of Mexico. t he West Indies. and off the northeastern
coa t of out h Amer ica.

Stranded SpecUnens
In addition to t he characteristics listed above fol'
distinguishing living animals, stranded roughdolphins can be r eadily id e ntified by the fact that the 20fairly large teeth per jaw per side have a series of fine verti
wrinkles on t he crown , a characteristic from which
species der ives its common name. (These wrinkles are
difficult to detect.)

\

..

.-,

Figure 151. - A rough-toothed dolphin stranded near New Smyrna Beach, Fla. This species has from 20 to 27 fairly large teeth in each side of hoth the upper
IDd lower jaws. Those teeth are sometimes marked hy many fine vertical wrinkles along the crown, a characteristic from which the species derives its
!Ommon name. (Photo8 by D . K. CaldweU.)
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PYGMY KILLER WHALE (T)
Feresa attenuata Gray 1874
blackfish are pointed on the tip and more sharpely pointed
(often described as a parrot beak).

Other Common Names
Slender blackfish, slender pilot whale.

Distribution
Description

Pygmy killer whales are probably distributed in the
tropical and subtropical waters of the western North
Atlantic. They have been reported from Texas, the Atlanti
coast of Florida, and St. Vincent Island, Lesser Antilles.
Records of the species from the other oceans of the worl
suggest that its distribution is limited to tropical an
subtropical waters.

Pygmy killer whales reach a length of about 8-9 feet
(2.4-2.7 m). They are usually relatively slender-bodied with a
rounded head, an underslung jaw, and no beak.
The falcate dorsal fin, located about the center of the back,
is usually between 8 and 12 inches (20.3 and 30.1 cm) tall
(though it may reach 15 inches [38 cm] in some individuals), is
sometimes very distinctive, and resembles that of the
Atlantic bottle nosed dolphin. The flippers are slightly
rounded on the tips.
The color has been described as dark gray or black on the
back, often lighter on the sides, extending higher in front of
the dorsal fin and with a small zone of white on the
underside, often a lighter gray area on the sides, and
distinctive white regions around the lips. The chin may be
completely white. This white zone on the chin, described as
a "goatee," is often clearly visible in swimming animals.

Stranded Specimens
Stranded pygmy killer whales can be clearly distinguished from both the false killer whale and the many-toothed
blackfish. In addition to the differences discussed above, the
following are key differences between the pygmy and false
killer whales:
False Killer Whale

Pygmy Killer Whale

TEETH

May Be Confused With

10-13 in each side of upper
and lower jaws; lower teeth
smaller.

The pygmy killer whale resembles the false killer whale
but is much smaller a nd can be distinguished at close range by
the zones of white coloration. False killer whales are almost
all black and reach a length of up to at least 18 feet (5.5 m).
Pygmy killer whales are dark gray on the back, often lighter
on the sides, and show a region of white on the belly which
may extend so high up onto the sides that it is visible on a
swimming animal. Further, they reach only 8-9 feet (2.42.7 mJ.
Pygmy killer whales may also be confused with the
similarly sized and colored many-toothed blackfish. So little is
known of the two species' appearance and behavior at sea that
it is doubtful that they can be successfully distinguished,
though many-toothed blackfish apparently lack the white
region often seen on the sides of pygmy killer whales.
Further, pygmy killer whales have rounded flippers and
smoothly tapered heads, while those of the many-toothed

8-11 per jaw
prominent.

per

side,

VENTRAL COLORATION
White from anus to under tail
stock, white may extend up
sides.

Dark from anus to tail stock;
lighter pale gray area for ward between flippers.

FLIPPERS
Smoothly rounded.

Characteristic hump on for ·
ward margin.

Pygmy killer whales can be distinguished from many
toothed blackfish on the basis of the second species' large '
number of teeth. (Many-toothed blackfish have from 22 to 2 ~
teeth in the upper jaw and from 21 to 24 in the lower jaw. I

Figure 152.- Pygmy killer whales at sea northwest of Hawaii (top) off the island of
Oahu, Hawaii (middle), and from southeastern Florida in the tank at the Wometco
Miami Seaquarium (bottom). When swimming rapidly, pygmy killer whales may
closely resemble the much larger false killer whales. In addition to their mucb smaUer
size, rarely exceeding 9 feet (2.7 m ), bowever, pygmy killer whales can be
distinguished by their more rounded head, the white coloration of the lips and chin, and
the white zone on the beUy, sometimes extending up the sides. (Photos by S. Ohsumi

[top); J. Naughton, National Marine Fisheries Service and courtesy of E . Shallenberger,
Sea Life Park [middle); and courtesy of Wometco Miami Seaquarium [bottom).)
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Figure 153.-Pygmy killer whales 5 miles off Kaena Point, Oahu , Hawaii . These individuals were dark on the back with VAryiog degree of ugh
coloration on the sides, extending high onto the sides in front of the dorsal fin . Many had a white "goatee" on the chin and lower jaw . The prominent dor
fin is characteristic. (Photos by E. Shallenberger. courtesy of Sea Life Park, Hawaii)
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Figure 154. - Side and belly views of a pygmy killer whale from South Africe. Note the slight white coloration of the lips, the white region on tbe
ventral surface (extending up onto the sides just below the dorsal fin), and the falcate sharply pointed dorsal fin. Note also the flippers , which
lack the hump on the forward margin characteristic of false killer whales. (phot08 courte8Y of P. B. Be8t. )

F'igure 155. - Pygmy killer whales have from 8 to 11 teeth in each side of
the upper jaw and from 11 to 13 in each side of the lower jaw. Many
specimens reportedly have one fewer on the right than on the left side.
The teeth are smaller than those of the false killer whale and far less
mumerous than those of the more closely sized many·toothed blackfish.
Note also the white lips. (Photo courte8Y of P. B. Be8t.)
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MANY -TOOTHED BLACKFISH (T)
Peponocephala electra (Gray 1846)
forward margin on the flippers which is characteristic of th
false killer whale.
They are approximately the same size as pygmy kill
whales, but the white area around the genitals which exten
up onto the side in pygmy killer whales may be lacking '
many-toothed blackfish. This species has pointed flipper;
while those of pygmy killer whales are rounded on the tipl
Many-toothed blackfish also have a slightly more point
snout. Otherwise, the two species are virtually indistinguis
able in encounters at sea.

Other Common •. ames
Ha\\aiian blackfi h. melon-headed whale.

De cription
Many-toothed blackfi h reach length of at least 9 feet (2. 7
ml and are imilar in body shape to the larger false killer
\\ hale and the imilar- ized pygmy killer whale. The body is
('Iongated and lim with a rather slim tail stock. In general,
the head i. haped like that of the false killer whale but has a
harper appearance to the snout, sometimes described as
a parrot· beak. The forehead i rounded, slightly overhanging
the lower ja\\. and has no beak. The dorsal fin is up to 10
inch' (2.3.4 em) . It is probably very distinctive as the animals
urfacc to breathe. Many-toothed blackfish are black on the
bac'k and lightly lighter on the belly. The areas around the
anu. and genitals and the lips are unpigmented. Manytoothed blackfi h are pre umably rare.

Distribution
Although many-toothed blackfish have not yet be
reported in the western North Atlantic, they are includ
in this guide because of a record from the eastern tropic
North Atlantic and the known tropical distribution J
other areas.

Stranded Specnnens
lay Be Confu ed With

Stranded many-toothed blackfish can be distinguish
from false killer and pygmy killer whales by the number
teeth alone. Many-toothed blackfish have more than 15 p
side per jaw (usually 21 -25); both other species ha
less than 15.

Many-toothed black fish may be confused with either the
fal
killer whale or the pygmy killer whale. They are
onsiderably maIler than t he false killer whale, have a
lll~htly more pointed snout, and lack the prominent humplike

Figure 156. - A live many-toothed blackfish in a holding p
in the Philippines. At sea these animals will be virtual
impossible to distinguish from pygmy killer whales. (PhQt

by T. Hammond.)

1-1-

~

~

t;

I'lgur.·157 - A many· t<lothrd blackliHh Htrandt"d in Hawilii . ThiH Hpt'cie~ iN .malln than the false killt'r whalt' IlRd CIlD be positivt'ly identifit"d by tht' numbt'r 01 teeth , Iargu thlln any other
hladdi"h , :'>lany· tnothcd bl.rkfi.h have Irom 21 W 25 tet'th pt'r "ide in both tht' uppt'r IlDd lower jawH . OthE'r blackfish "pE'ciE's have fewt'r than 15; otherwise. with tht' exception of dif!rrenn'8 in
n;"I... nh,,~ ith08e of thiN 8pedes art' pointo'd while thost' of p'gmy killer whilies UE' rounded on tht' tip l, colorlltioD and body shapE' of the two 8pt'ciE'H Ut' ~imilar (Photo covrtuv of T. DahL)

PYG MY SP E RM WHALE (T )
Kogin breviceps (Blain ville 1 38)
the nam impli ,have longat d "dolphinlik·" hpaks and arr'
con id('rahly larger. At sca. pygmy spPrm whalf' are mo
lik('ly to h' ('onfu cd with th ir rou. ins the dwarf prrm
whal (p. 14 and Fig. 160). The two p cie can b di
tingui h d a follow<;:

Other Common Names
None known.

Description

Dwarf pe rm \\- hal e

Pygmy, p rm Whal
Pygmy sperm whales reach a length of at lea t 11 Ie t (3.4
m). They are characterized by 1) an extremely robu t body
that rapidly tapers near the tail, 2) a quari h head, and 3) a
narrow, underslung lower jaw which i locat d well behind
the tip of the snout. Along the side of the head, in
approximately the same position where gill slit would b
located on a fish of comparable size, there is a ere centshaped bracket mark, often called a false gill.
The flippers, which are smoothly curved on the forward
margin and may reach a length of 18 inche (45.7 em) or mor
on an adult specimen, are located well forward on the body,
just below and behind the bracket mark.
The dorsal fin is very small, falcate, and located in th
latter half of the back.
Though coloration can be described only from tranded
specimens and a few encounters with living animal, pygmy
sperm whales appear to be dark steel gray on the back.
shading to a lighter gray on the sides, and grad ually fad ing to
a dull white on the belly. The outer surface of the flippers and
the upper surface of the tail fluke are al 0 tee I gray.

~lAXI~1UM

,IZE

To 9 f(,(·t (2.7

m).

I>OR AL VI.'
,'mall to in('hc (20.:~ tm),
falcate; located in lall r third
of hack.

Tall-r, mor lik that (1
bottlpno. ('(j dolphin; loral
I'd n£'ar th midpoint of thl
back_

OLORATIO, '
Both sp cics ar dark
light('r on th belly.

t 'el gray on lh

ba k. grading to

Distribution
B cau e they ha\ b n rar ly ob rved at a, normal
range for thi p cie are not known. Ba ed on tranding
record. how \ r. the following-can b tated. In the w tern
. forth Atlantic, pygmy perm whal hav b n found a fa
north a able I land. Halifax, . 'o\a cotia, a far outh "Cuba, and as far we t a Texas in the Gulf of Mexico. They arc
frequently found trand d along the tlantic coa t of Florida
and throughout the a tern and northern Gulf of ~1exico.

Natural History Notes
From the few accounts, the following may be ummariz d
about the behavior of pygmy sperm whale at ea: They
reportedly usually rise slowly to the surface to breathe,
produce a blow that is inconspicuous, and do not normally roll
aggressively at the surface like most other pecies of small
whales. They reportedly fold their flippers flat against their
bodies when swimming. They have been reported to lie
motionless in the water with the back of the head on the
surface and the tail hanging loosely down in the water. (A
similar behavior in sperm whales has made them a minor
hazard to shipping, since it has resulted in some collisions
with ships.) When they are startled in this posture, they may
defecate, issuing a cloud of reddish brown to rust-colored
fece. Beached pygmy sperm whales have also been observed
to defecate a fine chocolate feces.
Pygmy sperm whales apparently feed primarily on squid,
but do take fish as well.

Stranded

pecimen

Becau e of the dl tinctlve character of the genu
tranded pygmy and dwarf sperm whale are unlikely to
confu ed with any other pecie of cetacean, though th
rather narrow under lung jaw and the blunted head rna
re ult in their ca ual di mi al by orne beach walker a
tranded hark. The two pecie of Kogia may b '
distingui hed by the following:
P ygmy Sperm Whale

Dwarf Sperm Whale
TEETH

May Be Confused With

12-16 (rarely 10-11) in lower
jaw are larger; no teeth in
upper.

In general, when they can be examined at close range,
pygmy sperm whales are so distinctive that they are unlikely
to be confused with any other species except perhaps the
dwarf sperm whales. At a distance, they might be confused
with small individuals of any of the beaked-whale species
(p. 78) that also have a relatively small, falcate dor sal fin
located in the latter third of the back. Closer examination
should permit easy separation, however, since t he pygmy
sperm whale has a blunted head, while the beaked whales, as

8-11 (r arely 13) small and
extremely sharp teeth in
lower jaw; sometimes have
up to 3 teeth in each upper
jaw.

THROAT
No creases or grooves on
throat.

144

Several short irregular creas·
es or grooves on throat .

FIpre 158. -Ia thi rare p.......pb oIa PYP IperDI wbale at _ In the Padfk . tbe aalmaJ
wu .tartled by the appreec:blq veuel. circled qaickl • aad tJiea eli eel out of
t . TIle tl'ail
01 material visible in tJie water In froat of aad to the riaht of the aalmaJ feee . ~ . brown
to ruat in CGIor. tartled wbale aad porpoi
of tea defecate In thi maaDer. (J'/tot o by
Ou."",)

Figure 160. -On t he beach the two species of Kogia can be readily distinguished . The pygmy penn whale, K. b-reviceJU, (top) reaches a length of abo
11 feet (3.4 m)j its dor sal fin is a small nubbin located in the latter half of the back . The dwarf penn whale, K . nm1U, (bottom) reache only about 9 fe
(2.7 m); its dorsal fin, much taller and more "dolphinlike" in appearance , is located near the middle of the back. Coloration of fresh specimen i probabl
similar for both species- the lightened areas in the lower photograph are the result of decompo ition . (Photo. from Je/cvU l.la1lli, Ga. [top) and Atlall
Broch, Fla. [b ottom) by D. K . CaldweU. ).

•

Figure 161. - Ventral view of a female pygmy sperm whale from Jekyll Island, Ga. Note the position and shape of the flippers and mouth, and the
tapering of the body at the tail stock. (Photo by D. K. CaldweU.)
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r

igure 162.-Head of a pygmy sperm whale from northeastern Florida showing gill·like, lightly
pigmented "bracket marks." \Photo by F. G. Wood.)

Figure 163. - A detailed view of the mouth of a pygmy sperm whale from
the east coast of Florida. In both species of KogW these long, curved,
needle·sharp teeth, found in onJy the lower jaw, lock into sockets in the
upper jaw. Pygmy sperm whales have from 12 to 16 (rarel) 10 or 11) pairs
of teeth; dwarf sperm whales have from 8 to 11 (rarely 131 pair . \Photo
btl D. K. CaldweU.)
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DWARF SPERM WHALE (T)
Kogiasimus (Owen 1866)

Other Common Names

dolphin species. Their all-black or dark steel-gray coloration
and the blunted head increase the likelihood that they can be
confused with pygmy killer whales or many-toothed
blackfish. They will have to be examined at close range before
they can be distinguished.
Dwarf sperm whales may also be confused with pygmJ
sperm whales (p. 144 and Fig. 160). The two species can
be differentiated by the characteristics tabularized on p. 144.

Rat porpoise (West Indies).

Description
Dwarf sperm whales reach an overall length of
approximately 9 feet (2.7 m). Like the other species of Kogia,
the pygmy sperm whale (p.144). the dwarf sperm whales are
characterized by 1) a squarish head, 2) an extremely robust
body which tapers rapidly near the tail stock, 3) a narrow,
underslung lower jaw, and 4) a bracket mark or false gill on
the ide of the head.
The dorsal fin of this species is tall and falcate, closely
resembling that of the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin, and is
located near the midpoint of the back. There are several
hort, irregular creases or grooves on the throat similar to
those found on the sperm whale (see Figs. 60, 165).
Dwarf sperm whales are dark steel gray on the back,
grading to lighter gray on the sides, and fading to dull white
on the belly.

Distribution
Since it has only r ecently been recognized as a specie
distinct from the pygmy sperm whale and even more recent!
given a common name, records of dwarf sperm whales rna
have been confused with those of its close r elatives. Th
dwarf sperm whale has been reported from at least Georgi
south to St. Vincent, Lesser Antilles, and throughout the
eastern and northern Gulf of Mexico. It is highly likely tha
this species, like the pygmy sperm whale, extends further t
the north.

Stranded Specimens

Ma} Be Confused With

Because of t he distinctive characteristics of the genus
neither species of str anded Kogia is likely to be confused wit
any other species. They can be distinguished from one
another by t he characteristics tabularized on p. 144.

Because of their tall, falcate dorsal fin, dwarf sperm
\\ hales may be confused at a distance with any of the small

th

re 161
\ d ad 'P nIl ",haJ~ .trand~d near t. Augustine, Fla., hown swimming in the tank at Marineland of Florida. In this species
dorsal Itn i tall r than that of th~ pygmy sperm whale and is located near the midpoint of the back (see Figs. 159 and 160).
Ia% COlIrt ~ oj Man1l /and of Flcrida..)
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l ~re 165. -Dwarf sperm

whales have several
similar to those
, md on the sperm whale (see Fig. 60); pygmy
perm whales lack these creases. To compare
~ er features of the two species, refer back to
' gure 160. (Photo by D. K . CaldweU. )

ort creases on the throat,

Figure 166. -Closeup of tbe tail flukes of a
dwarf sperm whale from the Florida east coast.
Note that the dorsal ridge extends almost to
the notch in the flukes. (photo by W. A. Huck,
courtesy of Marineland of Florida. )
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HARBOR PORPOISE tTl
Phocuena phoco na \Linnaeu 175

h r

mmon

' arne

length of about 5 feet (1.5 m). It mo t di tinctive identifying
feature in encounter at ea are 1) the mall. chunky body; 2\
the coloration, dark brown or gray on the back, fading
lighter grayi h brown on the ide, often with peckling in t
tran ition zone, and white on the belly extending farther u
on the ide in front of the dor a1 fin; 3) the small
ed head, lacking a di tinctive beak; 4) the small,
angular dor a1 fin; and 5) the hallow, inshore
di tribution.

mm n porpOl • h rring hog, puffing pig . ' ewfoundnd
En land. Pourcil Queb c), harbour porpoi e.

ription
Th h
rn

the malle -t cetacean pecie in the
cean. reaching a maximum overall

ISO

harbor porpoise is not likely to be confused with any other
cetacean.

Jatural History Notes

As the name implies, the harbor porpoise inhabits bays,
arbors, river mouths, and all the relatively shallow inshore
rater between. Though it may travel in schools of nearly a
undred individuals, it is more often seen in pairs or in small
TOUpS of from 5 to 10 individuals. It often swims quietly at
le surface. It will not ride the bow wave and is very difficult
approach closely by boat.

Distribution
Harbor porpoises are restricted to the colder waters ofthe
western North Atlantic Ocean. They have been reported
from North Carolina north to the Davis Straits and the waters
of southwestern Greenland. Within this range they are
probably most common in the Bay of Fundy and off southwest
Greenland.

lay Be Confused With
Stranded Specnnens
The harbor porpoise is not known to associate with
olphins but is sometimes seen in close proximity to fin
'hales and humpback whales off the Canadian coast in spring
[ld summer. Because of its northern inshore habitat, the

In addition to the characteristics described above for
living animals, stranded harbor porpoises can be readily
identified by the small spade-shaped teeth, 22-28 per jaw.

Figure 168. - A harhor porpoise harpooned in Passamaquoddy Bay, New Brunswick. Harbor porpoises have from 23 to 28 small, spade'shaped teeth
in each upper jaw and from 22 to 26 in each lower jaw. Note the rounded head, the ahsence of a beak, and the triangular dorsal fin. (photo by D. E.
Gaskin. )
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tunityProgram, NMFS, Tiburon, Calif., provided continuin~
help and criticism.
To these and to all who use this guide to further help
knowledge about the cetaceans of the western
orth
Atlantic, we are grateful.
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APPENDIX A
TAGS ON WHALES, DOLPmNS, AND PORPOISES
Field studies of cetaceans are very difficult. First, it is
'extremely hard to be positive that an individual or a group of
animals is the same from one encounter to the next. This
means that it is nearly impossible to determine, for example,
whether herds of animals are resident in an area or only
seasonal visitors. Without information of this kind,
determinations vital to population management, such as sizes
of populations and natural ranges, are impossible to make.
Secondly, as we frequently point out in this guide,
individual cetaceans are usually visible to a surface observer
only during the brief moments when they break the air-water
interface to breathe. The majority of their vital activities
(e.g., feeding, reproduction, communication, establishing
and maintaining position within the herd, and defending
against natural enemies) take place primarily below the
surface, well out of view to a surface observer.
In recent years, in an attempt to overcome some of these
problems, scientists have been placing markers on various
species of cetaceans and monitoring their movements. The
following brief summary of major methods of tagging
cetaceans is provided to acquaint the reader with markers he
may expect to see in the western North Atlantic.

Static Tags
Since their development in the mid -1920's, numerous
Discovery marks (small stainless steel projectiles with
identifying information stamped on them) have been shot into
commercially valuable species by means of a shotgun. The
recovery of these marks from whales subsequently killed in
the whaling industry has provided valuable information on
the movement patterns and on basic aspects of t he growth
and development of harvested species of whales. Discovery
marks are limited, however , because they ar e not visible in a
living animal. Reduction in whaling activities will bring about
a significant reduction in their use.
More recent tagging developments relate to marks which
will be visible on a free-swimming animal. Large whales, for
instance, may be tagged with color-coded streamers, such as
that shown in Appendix Figure A2. The tags, which are
modified versions of the spaghetti tags first constructed for
use on fishes, consist of a small stainless steel head for
attachment to the blubber and a colorful streamer (sometimes
stamped with information on agencies to which tags should
be returned) which is visible above t he surface of the animal.
These tags may be applied by using either a pole applicator or
a crossbow and crossbow bolts. Both applicators are equipped
with a stop to limit the depth of penetration into the animal's
blubber. Extensive experimentation indicates that the tags
do not harm the animals and that t heir application is not
traumatic. With the continued r ed uction in whaling activity,
it is hoped that the use of such markers in the study of
movements of big whales will be increased.
Because they often ride the bow wave of a moving vessel,
thereby making themselve accessible for tagging and
capture, small porpoises and dolphins have been tagged with
a greater variety of marks than large whales. In recent years,
at least three kinds of static tags, including spaghetti

Appendix Figure AI. - ome of the basic kinds of tags used to mar
porpoises, dolphins, and small whales. A, B, and C are nylon button tags
which are placed in the dorsal fin of animals and may be clearly visible 111
the animal surfaces to breatbe. D is a vinyl spaghetti tag . (Photo by R,

Krenic, courtesy of Naval U1Ider.ea Center. )

streamers, ha ve been placed on small and medium-size
cetaceans.
Spaghetti tags, placed in the animal's blubber near th
base of the dorsal fin as it rides the bow wave, stream t
conform to the contour of the animal's body as it swims (App
Fig. A3). It is not possible to identify the numbers on th
spaghetti tag of a moving animal , although color codes may bE
used to indicate different species, populations, or tagginB
areas.
Button tags and freeze brands are placed on captured
animals prior to their release. The button tags (App. Figs.
A4, A5) are placed in the dorsal fin and should be visible as the
animal surfaces to breathe or as it rides the bow wave. At
close range, the number, letter, or design may also be visible.
Freeze brands (App. Fig. A6) are placed on the back or dorsal
fin with a supercooled branding iron, apparently without pain
or discomfort to the animal, and provide a permanent mark
which leaves the tagged animal free of encumbrances. The
use of freeze brands shows promise and should come into
more extensive use.
Other static tagging techniques currently under
investigation include the use of laser beams to apply small
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ppendix Figure A2.-A spaghetti tag in the
uk of a hlue whale off San Clemente Island,
jCalif. (photo by S. Leatherwood.)

Appendix Figure A3. - A spaghetti tag in the Dank of a hottlenosed dolphin off Loreto, Baja California, Mexico. This particular tag was placed
unusually low. The streamer and spaghetti tags are usually placed high on the back, just in front of the dorsal fin, and are clearly visible as the
animal surfaces to breath. (Photo by W. E. Evans.)
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Appendix Figure A4.-A button tag placed on tbe dorsal fin of a newly captured saddleback dolphin off Catalina Island, Calif.

(photo by W. E . Evam.)

Appendix Figure A6.-Freeze·branding is an apparently
method of applying a permanent identifying mark to the body of a
porpoise or whale . (Photo of a bottleno.ed dolphin off Sanuota, Fla., ~
A. B. I'MJine. )

lookout for tagged animals and to report sightings to one of
the authors.

Radio Transmitter Tags

Appendix Figure AS. - This is the way the botton t ag appears on an
animal swimming free in the open sea off Palos Verdes, Calif. (Photo by

In recent years, radio transmitter tags have been
developed for use on marine mammals. As they continue to
become more reliable, these tags are expected to come into
more and more widespread use.
Early radio tags (Fig. A7) were simple locator beacons
which permitted the animal to be tracked by sending a signal
to a tracking vessel or aircraft every time the animal surfaced
and the antenna tip was exposed. Even these basic package~

B. No ble, courtesy of Marineland of the Pacific. )

brands and t he u e of gas branding devices. Neither
technique, however, has yet reached the field biologist.
The uccess of any tagging program using static tags
d pends on t he resighting of tagged animals and t he recover y
01 tag . For that reason, W P appeal to readers to be on t he
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provide important information on movement, activity
patterns, and respiration rates.
Subsequent developments have involved the addition of
sensors to monitor the maximum depth of each dive and
environmental parameters such as the water temperature at
that depth (Fig. A8).
Logical extensions of these developments include the
addition of numerous other sensors to permit simultaneous
monitoring of multiple aspects of the animal's environment
and the transmission of these data first to aircraft and
subsequently to satellites for relay to shore-based
laboratories.
In addition to permitting scientists to define movement
patterns and daily diving patterns of cetaceans, the use of
such devices offers an exciting means of determining the
environmental parameters that trigger changes in their
behavior.
Radio transmitter tags, in a variety of configurations,
may be constructed and attached for short-term studies or for
long-term monitoring of migrating animals. In either case,
depending on their size and methods of attachment, radio

lendix Figure A7.-A saddleback dolphin wearing a radio tag
Ismitter surfaces to breathe oft southern California. (Photo courtesy
I'. E. Eva1lll.)

'pendix Figure AS. - A radio transmitter package attached to the dorsal ridge of a California gray whale. This yearling animal, captive for most of the
8t year of its life, was released into the ocean oU San Diego, Calif., in March 1972 and subsequently tracked from shipboard and aircraft for over 30 days.
Ie sensor transmitter package, shown in detail in the inset, was designed to measure the maximum depth of the animal's dive and the water temperature
that depth. (Photo by S. Leatherwood.)
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uals are sometimes seen with unusually shaped dorsal fins or
scarring patterns (App. Fig. A11). These usually marked
animals should stand out in repeated encounters and can bea
help in identifying a herd from one encounter to another.
Obviously, this list of tags and anomalous markings is not
exhaustive. New marks may be developed at any time. Th
discussion is intended to make the reader aware of the val e
of information on natural or man-made marks in studies
cetacean natural history. Your cooperation will perhaps
us to unravel some of the mystery surrounding
distribution and movements of porpoises, dolphins,
whales.

transmitter tags may be visible on a free-swimming animal
even at a considerable distance.

Natural Markings
In addition to these man-made and applied tags,
variations in natural markings and unusual appearances may
be used to identify individuals and herds on r epeated
encounters. Although many species of cetaceans are
characterized by changes in color pattern with age,
individuals occasionally differ radically in their coloration
from their fellows (App. Figs. A9, A10). In addition, individ-

Appendix Figure A9. -A piebald saddleback dolphin on the bow of a research vessel off San Clemente Island, Calif. (Photo by B. C. Park,.)
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Appendix Figure AI0. - A nearly all-white pilot whale seen off Catalina Island, Calif., in April 1971. The observation of this same animal
at least once each quarter of the year is evidence that it is resident in that area. (Photo by S. Leatherwood.)

~ppendix

Figure All.-A herd of pilot whales off Catalina Island, Calif., including an animal with a partially chopped-off dorsal fin, which has made
him recognizable in repeated encounters with pilot whales around the various channel islands. (Photo b1l G. E. !Angle.)
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GENERAL INFORMATION
RV Melville (34-foot converted fishing boat)
U.S. Department of Commerce
NMFS

Hydrographic Cruise Miami, Florida to Flamingo, Florida
: -31 January 1973
observers (G.E. Lingle and G.M. Mohr)
lye level of observers: 16 feet above water

lverage ship speed: 8.0 knots during continuous watch
ontinuous watch information (refer to Fig. Bl ):
leg

Date

Start
time

End
time

Start
position

1-2

2/28

1200

3-4

2/29

0800

5-6

2/30

0700

7-8

2/ 31

0700

1730 U. Miami Dock
Va. Key
1500
24-26N
80-04E
1630
25-12N
80-46W
25-00
0900
80-45W

End
position

25-42N
80-02W
25-00N
81-04W
25-12N
81-10W
Flamingo

Weather- Visibility

Beaufort II Visibility
3 miles
Beaufort I Visibility
3.5 miles
3.5 miles
3.5 miles

Cetacean observations (refer to Fig. Bl ):

A - 2/ 28 1048

16 bottlenosed dolphins, Tursiops truncatus. 6 miles outside
our course, headed west-rode bow briefly.
Large concentrations of sea birds in area.
One porpoise freeze branded N -Ion dorsal fin .

B - 2/ 29 1100

2 right whales directly ahead of vessle headed NE-40-foot
female? with calf. 2 bottle nosed dolphins accompanying the
whales were riding pressure wave off whale's head.

C - 2/ 29 1400

25-30 spotted porpoises, SteneUa plagiodon, 1.25 miles
outside our course, heading 240 0 mag.
Did not ride bow wave.

D - 2/ 30 1300

8 bottlenosed dolphins, Tursiops truncatus, 200-300 yards
inshore of our course, milling in area of concentrations of
mullet and other small schooling fishes, dolphins (porpoises)
and birds feeding on fish.
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ADDITIONAL REMARKS 'Do \ h ' n~ t e tnained wi+h whales eh-r-ire I 2 hO~T
C)b~erva-r\.V" ., a.ppeh+l~ ... id.i n ~ 0)"\ ?r-e$$~t-e wave.
.E. L~'n
NAME AND ADDRESS OF OBSERVER (SHIP OR A/C)

Naval U\'\dert>ea Cent~ . . , S -a h -P·le,o.., CalifoY\"la <12132 anc(
G. A. A~tohe\;'5., l-JMt"S ') 5e~rtt)e ') Wa'Sh"r")~-\-Oh qS \ as aboCi~ the
If latitude and longitude are not readily available. record best available position. for example 5 hours at 10 knots. SE of Miami.

\ny oceanographic or bathymetric information obtainable at t he time of sighti ng may be significa nt. S uch meas ureme nts as water depth .
presence of large fish chools. or deep scattering layer/organisms (DSL) characteristics of t he bottom (e.g .• fl at sa nd plain. sea mount.
submarine cliff). surface temperature. depth of thermocline. and salinity s hou ld be included if ava ila ble. In t he Pacific. imilar data have
been used to demonstrate r.eliab.le associat!o~s t here b etwee n saddle-back dolp hins and ignificant feat ures of bottom relie f a nd rela t ions hips
betw{'('n the onset of their mghttlme deep dlvmg (feedmg ) patterns a nd the upward migration of t he scatter ing layer .
2

'Sometlmes two or more pecie of cetacean are found together_ If more t han one species is sighted . try to identify each. Gi ve both common and s("l{'ntific names of each. and even if you ca nnot identify the animal(s) descr ibe. sketch. and. if possib le. ph otograph t hem and fill out
I hI' n'st of the sightmg report.
'Ill'sl"rihe an} tags seen (see Appendix A) and state their size. shape. color. and positio n on t he an ima l's body a nd any ymbols or
numlll'rs they (·ontam .
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APPENDIXC
STRANDED WHALES, DOLPHINS, AND PORPOISES
With a Key to the Identification of Stranded Cetaceans of the Western North Atlantic
health y, and if they are found oon enough after . trandin~.
properly protected and tran port d. and correctly cared for
in the initial few days after collection. they may sun i\ l' in
captivity. Attempt to rescue all the animals in a mas
stranding by towing them out to sea have almost always IWl'n
frustrating because the animal u ually wim rl'pl'atl'dly
back onto the beach.
If you discover a tranding and bl'fore you bl'comp
involved in an attempt to ave a live stranded animal or to
collect data from a dead one, you should be aware of the
following:

As we discussed briefly in the introduction to this guide,
, dolphins, and porpoises sometimes "strand" or
" themselves, individually or in entire herds, for a
nplex of still incompletely understood reasons . Though the
~s ons suggested for these strandings appear almost as
erous as the strandings themselves, two tenable
eralizations have recently been proposed.
Strandings of lone individuals usually involve an animal
ch is sick or injured. Mass strandings, involving from
eral to several hundred individuals, appear to be far more
plex and may result from fear reactions, from extremely
weather conditions, from herd · wide disease conditions,
from failure of the echolocation system due to ph ysiological
lems or environmental conditions which combine to
uce its effectiveness, to me ntion only a few.
Whatever their t:auses, however , cetacean strandings
ua\ly attract crowds and elicit much public inter est and
hy. There are frequ e ntly attempts to save the lives of
a nimals involved.
Individually stranded cetaceans rarely survive, even if
are found soon after stranding a nd transported to
te holding facilities. This does not mean that every
should not be made to save them.
mass strandings, some indi viduals may be entirely

~ .. t"'U'UlA

Marine mammals are currently protected by law . ndpr
provisions of the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972. it i
unlawful for persons without a permit to handle. harass. or
possess any marine mammal. It is within the authority of
State officials and employees of the National Marine
Fisheries Service to arrange for the care of live animals
through certified institutions, such as many of those listed in
Appendix E. (Even if the animal were not protected hy la \\.
any impulse to take them to backyard swimming pools. for
instance, should be tempered by the knowledge that their
chances of survival are far greater in an institution \\ ith the
facilities and expertise to properly care for them.) Thl' hpst
general rule is to notify the nearest State or National ~1arinl'
Fisheries Service office. If you prefer. however. you rna)

Figure Cl. - Whales and dolphins. like this mixed scltool of false killer whales and bottlenosed dolphin . wmetime tr~od lh m h"
individually or as entire herds for a complex of still incompletely understood reasons . lPhoto from Japan by S. OklumL)
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,dwut li,,1' or d"MI tranrJln~. b\ll'n If YIJU Ir"
".,ntllO'( 111 .ll'l'rIJprint' .,r "'I I. Y"'u can till "(JIl,' I
v dllilhll' 1Ill"rrllnlwn hy id"f1tlf In' Ih'
f"I1,,\ In' kt'Y, and h' ",,11 -, lin '
1\1'1"'l1di II).

l'ontad om' of the in~titlltion~ listed in th(' apJ1l'ndl and it k
them to handle thl' situatIOn. ,'onll''' ill aln'ilCly hilvl fll'rmil
to investigate strandings. Most \\ til Ill' anxiol!s to hdp
Although yo u cannot re move t ht' animal fr om th e beac h
without a permit. YOl! can h('lp k('l'p It 1111\(' unlil it ".In Ill'
'removed. Here are a few hints. While wai ti ng for he lp to
arrive, endeavor to keep the ani mal a .. co m rorta bh' a ..
possible. H it is not too large nnd .. ud condition" pt'rm it. it
should be removed to .,hallow water whl'r ' it is ban· l) a nl)a!.
rhe buoyancy of t hI' \\ all'r "ill n'd un' t hl,.,1 n
10 t hI' Illim.II
amI \\ I1I'help'to kl'l'P it l"I)(11 and pn'\ I'nt 0\ t'rht·. tIn ,- n'.II
danger to stranded l·l'tan'an.,.
\\'hl'lhl'r or not thl' allImall'ltn hI' nll,tll·d, car(' .. hlluld bl'
taken to protect it from .,unburn. dr) ing out. and
overheating. If it is afloat. xpo.,ed part., .,hould bl' frequI'nth
~plashed down. If it i., high and dry. it should bl' cov('rt'd with
damp cloth. particularl) on thl' dorsal fin. nipPI'rs, nd
f1uke~. and the bod) and thl' terrain .,hould bl' fr('quI'nth
"'atered to prelent the animal from 0" erh ·ating in thl' ar('as
in contact with the .,and or rock.
In any ca!>e, be car ful to lea", the blowhu\(' {n'e"') that
the animal can br nth . "ote also that th(· Il} ('
n'
particularly en!>ith I.' and .,U.,c ·ptible to injun: th. ~ huuld
be con'red with a wet doth and tr(>ated with pI·cial l' reo
\\ nh luck, thi 1',Irdui hand lin ' \\ III hI r' \ rd 'f! \\ Ith Ihl
alllma\'s lwing pickpo up and tran ptlrlt-d I.) n qu rlUm,
wh('f(' it can n'n-j\ I' propl'r at Ipnt ion. But t'\ pn if Ihl' anim I
cannot be ~ayed. collection and e aminalion of th~ l' rca ... can
provide valuable information to ~('ienti~t., workin/{ un lhl
biolog~ of cetacean ... or on such probl m...
thl'ir di"ea ... t
condition ... and the effect .. of (>0\ ironm nlal pollut nh on
them. Dead tranded cetacean 1.'\ n in ad" anrt d ... t I.' of
decomposition are also an important ~ uree of material .. for
museum study and di pia). Therefore. e" er) atlt'mpt .. hlluld
be made to get the carca.,~ into the b ... t hand.,. Dead
cetaceans, like the live one!>. are protected b} law nd ma\
not be removed without a permit. Thl' prol't'durl' f r
obtaining permls ion to coiled tht'm i the
me
th t
outlined for live trandlng-. The majority of th In litutlUn
along thl' westl'rn • 'orth Atlantw l'oa t ",ill rl' pono to ('all

Id(' ntify ing tht,

nimal

KEYTOTHEIDE."rIFI< 'jI<h'()f' 'fHA. IlF.I1( ETAlF.. A.'
OF THE WE TEH.'. 'OR'j H ATLA.· I
1. a.
b.

2. a.
b.

3. a.
b.

Double blowhole. no teeth pre ent in ither Ja": balt-l"n plat

in uppl'r ja" ,
(Ball' n" hall')
Single blowhole; teeth pfl.'ent ( ometlme concl'al d h 'n('ath thl' ~um . no hall' 'n pllte in uppl'r
jaw.
(Toothl'd \\ h.d

Ventral grooves present; dorsal fin pre ent; vie\\ d in profile, upp 'r jal\ n'lati\ Iy flat and hroad.
(Balaenopt 'rine \\'hal ). ..
Ventral grooves absent; dorsal fin ab ent; viewed in profil , upp r jaw and lower lip trongly
arched; upper jaw very narrow.
(Right \\ hal )
Ventral grooves end before navel. 2
Ventral grooves extend to or beyond nave\. .

Golo'!
Goto5

'Counts of ventral grooves are made between the flippers and do not include shorter grooves often found on th" side of the head and on the ide above the
flippers.
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l a.

b.

b.
a.

b.

a.

b.

a.

b.

a.
b.

I, a.

b.

I. a.

b.

1

50-70 ventral grooves, longest often ending between flippers; baleen less than 8 inches (20.3 cm),
mostly white or yellowish white (some posterior plates may be dark) with 15-25 white bristles per
centimeter; 300-325 plates per side.
Minke whale, p. 63
38-56 ventral grooves, longest ending well short of navel; baleen less than 31 inches (78.7 cm), black
(some anteriormost plates may be white) and with 35-60 fine silky white bristles per centimeter; 318
340 plates per side.
Sei whale, p. 32

Flippers one-fourth to one-third length of the body length and knobbed on leading edge; less than 22
broad and conspicuous ventral grooves, longest extending at least to navel; head covered with
numerous knobs; baleen less than 24 inches (61 cm), ash black to olive brown (sometimes whitish) with
10-35 grayish white bristles per centimeter; 270-400 plates per side.
Humpback whale , p. 40
Flippers less than one-fifth body length; no knobs ; from 40 to 100 fine ventral grooves, longest
extending at least to navel; head lacks knobs ... .. .. . .................. . .. ...... .. . . . .................. Go to 6
Three ridges on head , one from blowholes, forward towards tip of snout, one auxiliary groove along
each side of main ridge; 40-50 ventral grooves; 250-300 slate-gray baleen plates with 15-35 dirty gray
bristles per centimeter.
Bryde's whale, p. 37
Only one prominent ridge on head,3 from just in front of blowholes forward towards tip of snout; 55100 ventral grooves .. . ................................ . ... .... ........ .. . ... . ...................... Go to 7
Head broad and U-shaped; dorsal fin less than 13 inches (33 cm) and very far back on tail stock; baleen
all black with 10-30 black bristles per centimeter; plates extremely broad relative to length.
Blue whale, p. 19
Head broad at gape but sharply pointed on tip; dorsal fin to 24 inches (61 cm) and slightly more than
one-third forward from tail; right front one-fifth to one-third of baleen ivory white to yellowish white,
remainder dark gray to bluish gray streaked with yellowish white; plates have 10-35 gray or white
bristles per centimeter and are narrow relative to length.
Fin whale, p. 26
Top of snout not covered with callosities; 325-360 baleen plates per side, longest reaching 14 feet (4.3
m) ; plates black with black bristles (anterior portion of some plates may be wh itish).
Bowhead whale, p. 49
Top of snout covered with callosities, often including lice and! or b rnacles ; 250-390 baleen plates per
side, longest reaching 7.2 feet (2.2 m); plates dirty or yellowish gray (some anterior plates all or part
white and some posterior plates brown or black) with 35-70 bristles per centimeter.
Right whale, p. 52
Upper part of head extending appreciably past tip of lower jaw; lower jaw markedly undershot and
considerably narrower than upper jaw ......... ........................ . ........................... Go to 10
Upper part of head not extending appreciably past tip of lower jaw; lower jaw approximately same
width as upper jaw .......... .... . ................................................................ Go to 12
Body more than 13 feet (4.0 m); head massive, to one-third of body length; blowhole located far
forward of eyes and to left front of head; dorsal fin low, triangular or rounded followed by series of
knuckles or crenulations; 18-25 teeth in each lower jaw fit into sockets in upper jaw (10-16 upper
teeth rarely emerge).
Sperm whale, p. 57
Body less than 13 feet (4.0 m); head considerably less than one-third body length; blowhole located
approximately even with eyes on top of head, slightly displaced to left but not on left front of head;
conspicuous dorsalfin present; 8-16 teeth in each lower jaw fitting into sockets in upper jaw. ............... . Go to 11
No creases on throat; dorsal fin small and located in latter third of back; 12-16 teeth (rarely 10-11) in
each lower jaw.
Pygmy sperm whale, p. 144
Inconspicuous creases on throat; dorsal fin tall and falcate, resembling that of the Atlantic bottlenosed dolphin, and located near middle of back; 8-11 (rarely 13) extremely sharp teeth in each lower
jaw; rarely 1-3 teeth in each upper jaw.
Dwarf sperm whale, p. 148

Blue whale has faint lateral ridges.
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.:: potted dolphin~ I

Goto
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only on fre"hp cim n.. potted dolphin. in adnnced
\\ i h mu urn pr paration and eamination.

Y to

~ta~

s of

"trum and from flipper to corner of mouth); cape on h ad

Bridl d dolphin, p. 10
hght line from th flipp r to the eye; cape inditinct; pinal blaze.
Atlantic pott d dolphin. p. 104
rpl) point 'd teeth: body dark I{ray on back. tan to light gray on ide " . white
r ,} or black aom e. white belo\\. and oft n black·tipped: body to about 7 fe t
pInner dolphin. p. 110

b

t

th

In

"ach uppC'r ;Ino lower Ja \I

....... Got

~ f·(
2.1 m); !!lack to dark
y on back. gray on ide. white on belly; di tinctive black
from ) toanll . I'j'P to flipp r. and dark dorsal coloration to id above nipp r.
trip d dolphin. p. 113
t V, m) hut u uall) Ie than 7 ..5 f et 12.3 m); body dark on back with light thoracic
ro (lr hourgl.1 pattern on ide: black stripe from middle of lower jaw to origin

addleba k dolphin. p. 116

APPENDIXD
RECORDING AND REPORTING DATA ON STRANDED CETACEANS
Data on stranded cetacean
hould b collect d by
someone experienced in handling and mea uring cetaceans.
The legal problems associated with collection of a p cimt-'n
are discussed in Appendix C. In addition to having a permit or
knowing how to obtain permi ion to coll ct th p Clmen,
persons active in cetacean research will u ually ha ve access to
laboratory facilities where in·depth tudie, including
postmortem examinations and collection of ti ue for
specialized laboratory examinations, can be conducted.
Furthermore, pecialized equipment, and the numb r of
steps required to do a compl te job with the pecimen, mak
the procedure prohibiti ve for most noncetologi t . Diligent
attempts should be made to contact one of the in titutlOn
listed in Appendix E. If no one i available and no permIt or
approval is obtainable, you are limited to photographing,

So that measurements of cetaceans taken at different
lrnes and at widely divergent locations can be compared, the
lpas urements and the methods of taking them have been
ndardized, although there is still some disagreement
ut which of the measurements are most important. The
ta form located at the end of this guide, usable on both
~ Ieen and toothed whales, includes all the measurements
utinely taken by cetologists plus a few new ones the authors
onsider important. The form and the directions for taking
I _asurements are synthesized from those currently in use by
~e Naval Undersea Center, San Diego; the Fisheries
l;isearch Board of Canada; the University of Rhode Island;
~e University of Florida; the U.S. National Museum,
Vashington, D.C.; and the National Marine Fisheries
(~rv ice, La Jolla, Calif.
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~/T

baleen

BLOWHOLES

FLUKES

mammary
5

possible, and detailed s hots of such features as baleen plate~
mouth and teeth, ventral grooves, flippers, flukes, anI
unusual scars or coloration should be included. Including I
rule r for size reference may be helpful.

sketching, and measuring the specimen without removing
the carcass or any part of the carcass from t he beach.
Any person taking data on stranded cetaceans should
follow the instructions itemized below, being careful to take
meas urements in the manner prescribed and to record data in
, as much detail as possible.

4. Although scie ntific data are usually expressed in metr(
units, meas ureme nts should be taken in whatever units an
readily available. All measurements should be taken in
straight line, as s hown in the diagram , unless otherw
noted . Measurements which refer to the rostrum are ta
from t he tip of t he upper jaw. The external auditory mea
(ear ) is a small inconspicuous opening located just below
be hind t he eye. To locate the ear the observer m
sometimes scrape away some of the skin to expose
unpigmented ear canal beneath it.
5. Throat grooves are shor t grooves found on the throa
beaked whales, sperm whales, a nd dwarf sperm whal
Ventral grooves are long grooves found only
balaenopterine whales. Ventral grooves s hould be coun ,
between the flippers.

1. Specimens should be preserved in 10% ne utral
Formalin, except for the stomach contents, which should be
kept in 70% ethyl or 40% isopropyl alcohol, or be frozen.
Commercial rubbing alcohol will suffice. As a minimum , the
head, flippers, and reproductive tract should be preserved. If
no other method of handling the specimen is available, and
only as a last resort, it may be buried in the sand well above
the high tide line and carefully marked so it can later be
recovered. Burying usually results in the loss of some vital
parts.
2. The carcass should be examined for external parasites
particularly in such areas as the blowhole(s) , the eyes, any
wounds on the trailing edges of the dorsal fin, flippers, and
flukes. Occasionally barnacles will be found on teeth or baleen
plates. Like the stomach contents, parasites should be
preserved in alcohol.
3. Photographs and sketches are a valuable part of data
collection-views of the animal(s) from as many angles as

It is difficult to overstress t he importance of data frO[
stranded cetaceans. For some species, t he only data availa bl
have come from stranded individuals. By car efully gleanin
from each specimen all t he data t hat can be collected, you WI
make a valuable addition to the body of knowledge on the
elusive animals.
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APPENDIXE
LIST OF INSTITUTIONS TO CONTACT REGARDING STRANDED CETACEANS
The following list includes many of the institutions in the
:rea covered by this guide, which are likely to respond to
ails about stranded cetaceans. The institutions on the
;l linland are listed roughly in order from north to south,
;owing the contour of the coast. Several island institutions
d organizations are also listed.
These institutions are the ones that corne to mind as
ving taken an active interest in cetacean strandings in the
ce nt past. In addition to these, almost any university
:>logy or zoology department, State or Federal conservaIII agency or marine laboratory, or local natural history
Jseum or society can recommend an interested biologist if
c staff member is interested. Such organizations are widely
j itributed on or near the coasts and are usually adequately
ted in local telephone directories.
It should be obvious that organizations such as oceanaria
e the mo t likely ones to be interested in live animals on an
mergency basi. Even so, these organizations often
operate with biologists with whom they are familiar and so
ill pick up dead animal for them as well. Conversely,
useum and the like are most interested in the dead animals
they have no facilities for handling live ones. Nevertheless,
hey often cooperate with institutions equipped to handle live
nimals and will usually help in making arrangements for
icking up the live ones. Therefore, rather than the finder's
king a deci ion a to whether or not an institution should
called becau e the animal is alive or dead, we would urge
hat the nearest organization in the following Ii t be contacted
nder any circumstance .
pace i provided at the end of the list for additions of
~ntact inadvertently overlooked in compiling this list, or of
15titution which corne into being after its publication.

Massach usetts
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole.
New England Aquarium, Central Wharf, Boston.
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University,
Cambridge.
Rhode Island
Narragansett Marine Laboratory, University of Rhode
Island, Kingston.
Connecticut
Mystic Marine Life Aquarium, Mystic.
New York
New York Aquarium, Coney Island, Brooklyn.
American Museum of Natural History, Department of
Mammals, New York City.
New Jersey
Department of Biochemistry, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick.
also see New York.
Delaware
see ew York.
see New Jersey.
Maryland
Department of Pathobiology, Johns Hopkins University,
Baltimore.
aL 0 see District of Columbia.
District of Columbia
Division of Mammals, United States National Museum.

CANADA
wfoundland
Department of Biology, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's.

Virginia
Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Gloucester Point.
also see Distr ict of Columbia.

va Scotia
Bedford Institute, Dartmouth.
Departments of Biology, Psychology and/ or Physiology,
Dalhousie University, Halifax.
, ova Scotia Museum, Halifax.

North Carolina
Duke Marine Laboratory, Beaufort.
Institute of Fisheries Research, University of North
Carolina, Morehead City.
South Carolina
Charleston Museum, Charleston.
Grice Marine Biological Laboratory, College of Charleston, Charleston.

Jebec
Arctic Unit, Fisheries Research Board of Canada, Ste.
Anne de Bellevue.
lntario
Department of Zoology, University of Guelph, Guelph.

Georgia
The Georgia Conservancy, The Clusky Building, 127
Abercorn Street, Savannah.
University of Georgia Marine Institute, Sapelo Island
(Darien).

UNITED STATES
faine
see Massach usetts.
~ ew

Florida
Marineland of Florida, St. Augustine
University of Florida Biocommunication and Marine
Mammal Research Facility, St. Augustine.

Hampshire
see Massachusetts.
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Ocea n World . Ft. La ud erd a le.
Wometco Miami Seaqua rium . Miami .
U ni ve r sity of Miami School of Marine and Atmos ph e ric
Science . Mia mi.
Sea World . Orlando.
Mote Mar ine La boratory . Placida.
Mote Marine La bor atory. Sa ras ota .
Aquatarium. St. Peter burg Heac h.
Florida' Gulfarium. FL Wa lton Beac h.

Virgin Islands
('a rlbfwa n

Hf' ~ (> a f(' h

In "lilulr·. ){(·d Hook .• t. 'f ho m

OTIIf~ R.

;\1"xico
I nslilulo , 'lwionalr' df' I nw· tigacio nf'
Bin
Pr ' · qUNil. f)ivi ion d r' V"r t l'bra do ~I a r in(). ,\Ir
7,IU',
al"n ('f' Tf'xa

Alabama
see Florida (Florida's Gulfarium).
see Mis i ippi.
Mississippi
Gulf Coa t Re earch Laboratory. Ocean

Dcpartm nt of Agrirulturl' . Commonwpalth of Puel1
Rico . Santurrc (. an Juan) .

prlngs.

Louisiana
Museum of , atural ci nce. Loui iana 'tale
Baton Rouge.
Marine Life Park. Gulfport.

\' I'nl ZUI'I,

lImvPr-.IfJad riP (JrH'nl£' . • 'uf'ipo d(· ,
I Iii .\l<lrgarila.

UI'\,U

E P

niV(·rslly.

Texas
Sea· Arama Marineworld. Galve lon.
De pa rtment of Wildlife and Fi ' h ric Science. '[('xas
A&M University. College Station.
De pa rtment of Zoology, Uni\cr it.' of orpus Chri li.
Corpu Chri ti.
University of Texas. Marine clence Inlilule. Port
Ar a nsas.
Puer to RI co
Commercial Fisheries Laboratory. Departm nt of
Agriculture. Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Mayaguez.

,Jamai";l
I>!'[Jilrlml'nl of Zoology. l ' ni\ "r ity of thl' WI' t In
~Iona KinK tfln 1.
, "i!'n",' ~ l us('um. In tltull'
,Jamawa. King If)n.

°

Hahdma
L"rnf'r :\Iunnp LuboralfJrY. Bimini.
• ' a "au \qunrium. , 'n au" ' f \I, Pro,id 'nce.
Ht'rmuda
Bt' rmuda Biologi"ul ~lullon. l. '('org'
(,IJ\('rnmt'nl Aquarium, nn !'I l u (·um. Flatt
Cuha
Laboralorio np \·('rll'hrado. In titULO d· Biolo
Al"ad(' mip d(· 'i nria dp uba. Ha\' na.
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SIGHTING INFORMATION

IDATE AND LocALTIME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~LOCATION
~ATHER CONDITIONS

£EANOGRAPHICCONDITIONS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

~I
I~ ECIES-------------------

NUMBER OF ANIMAL(S) ____

( ~ADING

SPEED OF ANIMAL(S) _ _ __
(KNOTS)

OF ANIMAL(S)
(MAGNETIC)

E;SOCIATED ORGANISMS

I
AGS OR UNUSUAL MARKINGS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

tHARACTERISTICS OBSERVED WHICH RESULTED IN SPECIES IDENTIFICATION

EHAVIOROF ANIMAL(S) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

KETCHES

l!
I'

II

PHOTOS AVAILABLE

Ii

lDDITIONAL REMARKS

~AME AND ADDRESS OF OBSERVER (SHIP ORA/C)
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YES _ _NO _ _

CET ACEAN DATA RECORD
SPECIES _ _ __
DA TE/TIME STRA NDED

SEX
DATE/TIME

~ENGTH

WEIGHT

ATA OLLECTED

LOCATION OF COLLE CTION

,

OBSERVER NAME/ A DDRESS
SPECIMEN SENT TO

Slra.igbt line p.nl~1
to t.h bod • .

Point to point

MEASUREMENTS:
1.

Tip of upper jaw to deepe t part of fluke notch

2.

Tip of upper jaw to center of anu

3.

Tip of upper jaw to center of genital lit

4.

Tip oflower jaw to end of ventral groove

5.

Tip of upper jaw to center of umbilicu

6.

Tip of upper jaw to top of dor al fin

7.

Tip of upper ja w to leading edge of dor al fin

8a. Tipofupperjawto anterior in ertion of flipper (right)
b. Tip of upper jaw to anterior in ertion of flipper (left)
9.
10.

!~

r

Tip of upper jaw to center of blowhole(s)
Tip of upper jaw to anterior edge ofblowhole(s)

lla. Tip of upper jaw to auditory meatus (right)
b. Tip of upper jaw to auditory meatus (left)

i<

12a. Tip of upper jaw to center of eye (right)
b. Tip of upper jaw to center of eye (left)
13.

Tip of upper jaw to angle of gape

14.

Tip of upper jaw to apex of melon

15.

Rostrum - maximu m width

16.

Throat grooves -1ength
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Straight line parallel
to the body axis

Projection of lower jaw beyond upper (if reverse, so state)
Center of eye to center of eye
9a. Height of eye (right)
b. Height of eye (left)
Wa. Length of eye (right)
b. Length of eye (left)
21a. Center of eye to angle of gape (right)
b. Center of eye to angle of gape (left)
22a. Center of eye to external auditory meatus (right)
b. Center of eye to external auditory meatus (left)
23a. Center of eye to center of blowhole (right)
b. Center of eye to center of blowhole (left)
24.

Blowhole length

25 . Blowhole width
26. Flipper width (right)
27. Flipper width (left)
28a. Flipper length - tip to anterior insertion (right)
h. Flipper length - tip to anterior insertion (left)
2:9a. Flipper length - tip to axilla (right)
b. Flipper length - tip to axilla (left)
30.

Dorsal fin height

31.

Dorsal fin base

32.

Fluke span

33.

Fluke width

34.

Fluke depth of notch
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Point to point

• lra.igbl line parall I
wtb bod y a

, 35.

Poinl W point

Notchofflukestocenterofanu

36.

Notch of flukes to center of genital aperture

37.

Notch of flukes to umbilicus

38.

Notch of flukes to nearest point on leading edg of fluk

39.

Girth at anus

40.

Girth at axilla

41.

Girth at eye

42.

Girth _ _ _ cm in front of notch of fluke

I

43a. Blubber thickness (middor all
b. Blubber thickness (lateral)
c. Blubber thickness (mid ventral)
44.

Width of head at post-orbital pro('e s offrontal

45.

Tooth counts: right upper _ _ _ __

.I

right lower _ _ _ __
left upper
left lower
46.

Baleen counts: right upper _ _ _ __
left upper

47.

Baleen plates, length longest

48.

Baleen plates, no. bristles/cm over 5 cm

49a. Mammary slit length (right)
b. Mammary slit length (left)
50.

Genital slit length

51.

Anal slit length
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